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Abstract
Diseases emerge, persist and vanish in an ongoing battle for available hosts. Hosts, on
the other hand, defend themselves by developing immunity that limits the ability of
pathogens to reinfect hosts. I here explore a multi-disease system with emphasis on
mutual exclusion. I demonstrate that such a system develops towards a steady state,
where spreading of individual diseases self-organizes to a state close to that of critical
percolation, without any global control mechanism or separation of time scale. For a
broad range of introduction rates of new diseases, the likelihood of transmitting diseases
remains approximately constant.
—————————————
In lowest unique bid auctions, 𝑁 players bid for an item. The winner is whoever places
the lowest bid, provided that it is also unique. I derive an analytical expression for the
equilibrium distribution of the game as a function of 𝑁 and study its properties, which
are then compared with a large dataset of internet auctions. The empirical collective
strategy reproduces the theoretical equilibrium with striking accuracy for small 𝑁 , while
for larger 𝑁 the quality of the fit decreases. This obervation raises interesting questions
regarding the adaptability of large populations. Also, as a result, the same game exhibits
coexistence of lottery-like and game-of-skill features, whose relative impact depends on
the collective size of the bidding pool.
—————————————
In the reception game, two players must guess which wine, out of a selection of 𝑁 bottles,
the opponent has brought to a reception. Each player can rule out the bottle that they,
themselves, have brought. However, in some cases the players should refrain from putting
this private piece of information to use, in order to conceal it from the opponent. Thus,
in the case of three wines, the first player to guess should place their guess randomly
on all three wines. If the players guess simultaneously on 4 bottles of wine, players can
choose to guess randomly, or never to guess on their own bottle in first guess. Revealing
and concealing the information yields the same payoff.
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Preface
“Information is a difference, which makes a difference”
(Bateson, 1972, [1])
Information is an important concept in practically all branches of science. From humanities over social science to medicine and natural science. And practically all branches
have their own definition and meaning of the word ‘information’. Despite this conceptual labyrinth, one can generally define information as data plus meaning [2]. That is,
information is a piece of knowledge that can somehow be decoded and interpreted.
This thesis consists of three very different projects, which are all related to the concept of information. In part I, the spread of information, here represented by diseases, is
studied on a square lattice, where large amounts of information inhibit the propagation of
individual pieces, which can become locally outdated. In part II, two conceptually different games are analysed. In the lowest unique bid auction, players can exploit information
of the behaviour of other players to increase their winning probabilities considerably. In
the reception game, players should refrain from putting a private piece of information to
use, in order to hide it from the opponent.
Project one and three are built on ideas and previous work mainly done by my supervisor Kim Sneppen. However, the full analysis and all derivations and interpretations are
my own work. The research behind project two has been carried out in close collaboration
with Simone Pigolotti and Sebastian Bernhardsson, and with important contributions
from Pierpaolo Vivo and Gorm Galster. It is difficult to distinguish the parts of the
project, done by myself, from those done by my collaborators. Broadly speaking, Simone
Pigolotti is the main contributor to the results derived in subsections 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and
4.4.6. I have been the main contributor to the findings in the subsections 4.4.3, 4.4.4 and
the simulations described in section 4.5. Sebastian Bernhardsson can claim credit for the
results in subsection 4.4.5, and most of the figures in section 4.6.
Two articles based project 1 and 2, respectively, are included as appendix A. The
first, ‘Locally self-organized quasi-critical percolation in multiple disease model’, is under
review for Physical Review E. The second, ‘Rational and actual behavior in lowest unique
bid auctions’, will be submitted to Physical Review Letters.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the obligingness and assistance of everybody at Center
for Models of Life. Especially Kim Sneppen, Simone Pigolotti, Sebastian Bernhardsson,
and Ala Trusina for guidance and collaboration. I would also like to thank Gorm Galster,
Esben Tore Mølgaard, and Charlotte Strandkvist for valuable help and proofreading.
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Part I
Locally self-organized quasi-critical
percolation in multiple disease model

Chapter 1
Percolation and self-organized
criticality
1.1

Introduction

Many phenomena in materials science, physics, and biology are associated with percolation theory [3, 4]. In particular, it has been shown that bond percolation is equivalent
to a special class of epidemic models on a network, the so-called Susceptible-InfectiousRecovered-models [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
In nature, percolation phenomena are often found near their critical probability 𝑝𝑐 [11],
where the systems undergo a phase transition. This may be explained by the concept of
self-organized criticality, which describes how some complex systems drive themselves to
critical states without the need for fine-tuning any parameters [12, 13, 14].
Many models exhibiting self-organized percolation have been studied [15, 16, 17, 18,
19]. In these, the self-organization either arises as a result of very different time scales or
through dynamics involving a global control mechanism. This requires that all nodes on
the network have knowledge of how fast the cluster is growing globally; a condition that
is rarely fulfilled.
In the following, I study a SIR model for the spread of multiple diseases that compete
with each other. When many diseases are present, they may well influence each other by
subsequent weakening of host immunity, or they may inhibit each other through crossimmunization or by mutual exclusion [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Considering mutual exclusion
only, I here show that the system self-organizes to a state close to the critical percolation
threshold for a wide range of input parameters. That is, it exhibits self-organized quasicriticality without any global control mechanism or separation of time scale. Before
presenting the model, I describe the concepts of percolation and self-organized criticality.

1.2

Percolation theory

Percolation theory is a probabilistic theory, which describes the behaviour of connected
clusters in random graphs. Percolation was introduced in the field of mathematics by
Broadbent and Hammersley in 1957 [25], and has later been studied and applied within
physics, computer science, chemistry, biology and materials science.
2

One distinguishes between two different types of percolation phenomena: site percolation and bond percolation.
In site percolation the sites of a network are randomly ’occupied’ with a probability
𝑝, or left empty with a probability 1 − 𝑝. If two neighbouring sites are both occupied,
they are said to belong to the same cluster (see figure 1.1).
Example 1.1 As an illustration of site percolation, one can imagine a
square lattice, where each site is made up of either dry land (probability 𝑝)
or water (probability 1 − 𝑝). Different clusters correspond to different islands
separated by water. If 𝑝 ≈ 0, one will only see few and small islands in a
big ocean. Conversely, if 𝑝 ≈ 1 one will see one large island with a few small
puddles.
In bond percolations it is the links connecting the sites of the network that are randomly open with a probability 𝑝 or closed with a probability 1 − 𝑝. Clusters consist of
sites connected by open links. (see figure 1.1).
Example 1.2 To illustrate bond percolation, one can imagine a square
lattice of small islands in a big ocean. The inhabitants build bridges between
neighbouring islands with probability 𝑝. A cluster is then a group of islands
connected by bridges.

Figure 1.1: Left: Site percolation on a honeycomb lattice. Right: Bond percolation on a square lattice. Different colours correspond to different clusters.
White corresponds to empty sites and closed bonds. Image courtesy of Chris
Myers, Cornell University

1.2.1

Critical threshold

What is the probability that an infinite cluster exists for a given 𝑝? Or, using the above
analogies, what is the probability that one can walk dry-shod all the way around the
world? The surprising answer to this question is that, for any 𝑝, the probability is either
zero or one. The proof of this is an application of Kolmogorov’s zero-one law [26] and is
outlined in the following.
3

If the two events 𝐴 and 𝐵 are independent, their probabilities factorize: P(𝐴𝐵) =
P(𝐴)P(𝐵). Denote the existence of an infinite cluster 𝐴. The random occupation of the
nodes define an infinite sequence of random variables 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , . . ., where 𝐴 is independent
of any 𝑋𝑖 . That is, one cannot make the infinite cluster finite, by blowing up a single
(or finitely many) bridges. That, in turn, makes 𝐴 independent of any event that only
depends on the sequence 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , . . .. But then 𝐴 is independent of itself(!). Thus
P(𝐴) = P(𝐴𝐴) = P(𝐴) · P(𝐴)

⇔

P(𝐴) = 0 ∨ P(𝐴) = 1.

(1.1)

When an infinite cluster exists, the system is said to percolate. Intuitively, the probability
to percolate must increase with 𝑝. Also, when 𝑝 = 0 an infinite cluster cannot exist, and
when 𝑝 = 1 it trivially does. Therefore, there must be a critical threshold 𝑝𝑐 below which
the system almost surely will percolate (denoted the subcritical phase), and above which
it almost surely will not (denoted the supercritical phase).
For bond percolation on a square lattice, the critical value is 𝑝𝑐 = 12 [27]. This can be
realized by noting that the closed bonds also form clusters, and that an infinite cluster
of closed bonds exists if and only if an infinite cluster of open bonds does not. If there
is (is not) an infinite cluster of open bonds spanning the infinite network from east to
west, there can not be (there must be) an infinite cluster of closed bonds spanning the
infinite network from north to south. By symmetry the critical threshold for open and
closed bonds must be equal, so
𝑝𝑐 = 1 − 𝑝𝑐

⇔

1
𝑝𝑐 = .
2

(1.2)

In general 𝑝𝑐 depends on the topology of the network, and is different for site- and bond
percolation. However, scaling theory predicts that the system at the critical point will
exhibit power-law behaviour characterized by critical exponents. The values of these
exponents are given by the universality class, which is determined solely by the number
of dimensions of the network. These exponents, which will be the topic of the rest of this
section, are therefore independent of the type of percolation and the local structure of
the network [28].

1.2.2

Cluster numbers

At the critical point, clusters of all sizes will be present in the system. Large clusters will
contain large ’lakes’, which again will contain smaller clusters. The small clusters will,
however, occur more frequently than larger clusters. For critical site percolation on a
2-d square lattice, the probability that a given node constitutes a cluster of size 𝑠 = 1 is
𝑝(1 − 𝑝)4 . That is, the product of the probabilities that the node is occupied and that its
four neighbour sites are empty. The chance that the same node is a part of a cluster of
size 𝑠 = 2 is 4𝑝2 (1 − 𝑝)6 . Here one of the four neighbouring sites should also be occupied,
while the surrounding six nodes should be empty.
In principle, one could calculate a complete probability distribution of cluster sizes for
a given lattice. However, the calculations become increasingly difficult for large clusters
in high dimensions, as the number of different cluster-shapes of same size increases. The
calculation can only be carried out analytically in one, two and infinite dimensions.
4

In a one dimension percolating system, the number of clusters 𝑛𝑠 of size 𝑠 decreases
exponentially with the cluster size 𝑠. In higher dimensions, 𝑛𝑠 follows a power-law distribution with critical exponents that are known exactly in 2 and infinite dimensions
[4]:
𝑛𝑠 ∝ 𝑠−𝜏

1.2.3

𝑑=2⇒𝜏 =

187
91

,

5
𝑑=∞⇒𝜏 = .
2

(1.3)

Fractal dimension of clusters

Large clusters will, at the percolation point, be fractals. That is, they will exhibit scale
invariance, self-similarity, and have a non-integer fractal dimension.
To measure the latter, one can put a box of side length 𝐿 around a point in a large
cluster, and count the number of sites 𝑀 (𝐿) within the box belonging to the cluster.
𝑀 (𝐿) will then, by scale invariance, follow a power-law distribution with the fractal
91
dimension 𝐷 as the critical exponent. In two dimensions 𝐷 = 48
. For a supercritical
system, the infinite cluster will have 𝐷 = 2. For a subcritical system, large clusters will
be rare and light with 𝐷 ≈ 1.56 [4]
𝑀 (𝐿) ∝ 𝐿𝐷

𝑝 = 𝑝𝑐 ⇒ 𝐷 =

91
48

,

𝑝 > 𝑝𝑐 ⇒ 𝐷 = 2 ,

𝑝 < 𝑝𝑐 ⇒ 𝐷 ≈ 1.56. (1.4)

Another way of measuring the fractal dimension is measuring the size 𝑠 and length 𝐿 of
all clusters in the system. Then 𝑠 ∝ 𝐿𝐷 , with 𝐷 being the same exponent as in (1.4).

1.2.4

Hull and external perimeter

The perimeter of a bond percolation cluster is defined as the sites belonging to the cluster,
which have one or more neighbours not belonging to the cluster. Likewise, the external or
accessible perimeter are the sites, which have one or more neighbours strictly outside the
cluster (see figure 1.2). Thus, internal ’lakes’ do not contribute to the external perimeter
[29].
The hull is defined as the sites belonging to the cluster, which can be linked to infinity
by a path (not restricted to the lattice) without crossing any open bonds belonging to
the cluster (see figure 1.2) [30].
Obviously, the external perimeter is smaller than the hull, which in turn is smaller
than the full cluster. In two dimensions, at the percolation point, the hull has a fractal
dimensions of 47 [30] and the external perimeter has a fractal dimensions of 𝐷𝑒 = 43 [29],
which is the same as that of a self-avoiding random walk in two dimensions [4]. Heuristic
arguments exist that link these two phenomena.

1.3

Self-organized quasi-criticality

A dynamical system at a critical point is on the delicately balanced edge between order
and disorder. Typically, it is extremely sensitive to external factors and exhibits strong
correlations on all length scales of the system [31]. One of the most studied examples is
the Ising model at the critical temperature 𝑇𝑐 , but percolation systems also have critical
points, as described in section 1.2.1.
5

Figure 1.2: In both panels a piece of the upper rim of a large bond percolation
cluster is shown. Left: The external perimeter (dark filled circles) are sites
having one or more neighbours strictly outside the cluster.Right: The hull
(dark filled circles) are sites that can be linked to infinity by a path without
crossing any open bonds. Image courtesy of the Scientific Electronic Library
Online Brasil

Self-organized criticality (SOC) arises when a critical point of a dynamical system is
an attractor. The system will thereby drive itself to a critical state without the need for
fine-tuning any external parameters [12, 13, 14]. The concept was introduced by Bak,
Tang, and Wiesenfeld in 1987 to explain why many dynamical systems in nature are
found near a critical point.
Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld illustrated the idea of SOC with a model, where grains
of sand are randomly dropped onto a pile one by one. If the slope of the sand pile in
a region exceeds a critical value, an ’avalanche’ is triggered. Sand will slide downwards
until the slope everywhere in the system is again below the critical value. The pile
ultimately reaches a stationary, critical state, where each new grain is capable of inducing
an avalanche on any length scale.
Many models for self-organized percolation have been put forward. In these, the selforganization either arises as a result of very different time-scales or through dynamics
involving a global controlling mechanism. In the rest of this section, three conceptually
different two-dimensional self-organized percolation models will be presented in chronological order.

1.3.1

Invasion percolation

The model of invasion percolation was put forward by Wilkinson and Willemsen in 1983
[15], i.e four years before Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld published their paper on SOC. The
model simulates the displacement of one fluid (oil) by another (water) in a porous medium
(see figure 1.3).
On a 2-d lattice each node is assigned a random number 𝑝 in the range [0, 1], representing the strength of capillary forces in the medium. Initially, the invading fluid
occupies one side of the lattice. At each time step the invading fluid invades the site on
the interface with the lowest 𝑝, where the capillary forces are smallest. Hereby, a large
cluster of invading fluid is formed. After a transient time, the 𝑝-values of sites being
invaded will converge to the critical percolation threshold 𝑝𝑐 for the lattice. The system
has driven itself to the critical point.
However, invasion percolation differs from ordinary critical percolation in that all
clusters will reach infinity. This places invasion percolation in a different universality
class than ordinary percolation. Thus, the fractal dimension of the infinite cluster is
6

𝐷 ≈ 1.82 [32], which has been confirmed by experiment [33].

Figure 1.3: Left: Typical invasion percolation cluster. Oil (blue) displaces water where the capillary forces are smallest. Image courtesy of Alexis MonnerotDumaine. Right: Clusters of trees in a forest fire model. Trees slowly grow on
random empty sites while lightning strikes suddenly burn connected clusters.
Image courtesy of Marco A. Janssen

1.3.2

Forest fire model

Consider a forest as a lattice, where each site can either be occupied, be a tree, or be
empty. At each time step a new tree is planted at a random site on the lattice. With
a small probability 𝑘, lightning strikes and instantly burns down a cluster of trees (see
figure 1.3). This forest fire model was introduced by Henley in 1989 and more thoroughly
analysed by the same author in 1993 [18].
When the density of trees is high, a flash of lightning is more likely to burn down a
large cluster of trees, thus reducing the density. Because of this feedback mechanism, the
density of trees will oscillate around a critical value, where fires of all sizes occur. The
dynamics depend entirely on the connectivity of the clusters, and the critical exponents
have the same definitions as in percolation models. Forest fire models are therefore
frequently referred to as ’self-organized percolation models’. However, they belong to a
different universality class, so the values of the exponents differ from those of percolation
[18]. The mean field theory of forest fire models is percolation, so in higher dimensions
the exponents converge to the same values [34].
A key element for the critical behaviour is that clusters of trees burn infinitely fast
compared to the rate at which new trees grow. Information is thus spread through the
network infinitely fast. In 1990, three years before Henley published the analysis of his
model, Bak, Chen and Tang investigated a model where it takes time for the cluster of
trees to burn [17]. In the limit of large lattices this results in ever-lasting fronts of fire
spiralling through the network [35].
Note that according to Preussner and Schenks [36, 37] the scale invariance of forest
fire models breaks down at large length scales. They argue that the variations of tree
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densities across the lattice will lead to some smaller subcritical fractal fires combined
with other compact supercritical fires. These two types of fires add up to give power law
distributions that truncate on long length scales. Therefore, forest fire models do not
exhibit ’true criticality’, but rather self-organized quasi-criticality (see section 1.3.4).

1.3.3

Percolation of constant growth

In 1995 Zapperi, Lauritsen, and Stanley presented a self-organized branching process, in
which an avalanche starts with a single active point. With probability 𝑝0 this site relaxes,
leading to two new active sites. Otherwise the site stops being active and the avalanche
stops. There is a critical probability 𝑝𝑐 = 12 above which there is a nonzero probability
for an infinite avalanche. After 𝑛 generations, the avalanche is stopped, and the number
of active sites 𝜎 is counted. If this number is large, the probability 𝑝𝑡 is decreased. If the
avalanche dies out before 𝑛 generations 𝑝 is increased according to
𝑝𝑡+1 = 𝑝𝑡 +

1−𝜎
.
−1

2𝑛+1

(1.5)

This dynamical equation will drive 𝑝𝑡 to the critical point [19].
This model was in 1997 generalized to the case of percolation by Alencar, Andrade,
and L. S. Lucena. Here, a single active site starts on a lattice. In the first time step all
nearest neighbours are attempted invaded with the initial probability 𝑝0 . In subsequent
time steps all new nearest neighbours of the cluster, are attempted invaded with the
probability
𝑝𝑡+1 = 𝑝𝑡 + 𝑘(𝑁 − 𝑁𝑡 )

(1.6)

where 𝑁𝑡 is the number of sites invaded in time step 𝑡, 𝑁 is a threshold parameter, and
𝑘 ≪ 1 is a kinetic coefficient [16]. This way 𝑝𝑡 will be adjusted such that the cluster
will grow at a constant rate of 𝑁 in each time step. This happens at the percolation
threshold 𝑝𝑐 , so the system will self-organize to form an infinite percolation cluster due
to the global control mechanism (1.6).

1.3.4

Self-organized quasi-criticality

In a 2009 paper, Bonachela and Muoz scrutinize the existence of self-organized criticality
in slowly driven models without conservation laws [38]. Specifically, they investigate the
families of sand pile, forest fire and earthquake models by writing up generalized field
theory equations describing these models, and analysing the critical behaviour of these.
They conclude that conservation laws are necessary in order to have a coherent finite-size
scaling description of such models. For a dissipative system, the thermodynamic limit
can, therefore, not be approached in a scale-invariant way and true self-organization to
criticality can not be observed.
However, systems with non-vanishing dissipation can, for a broad range of parameters,
fluctuate in the vicinity of a critical point. Here, the system will go back and forth
between being subcritical and supercritical. These broadly distributed fluctuations will
not disappear in the thermodynamic limit unless an external parameter is fine-tuned.
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To distinguish this ’apparent scale-invariance’ or ’dirty criticality’ of dissipative systems from the ’true criticality’ of systems with a conservation law, Bonachela and Muoz
introduced the term ’self-organized quasi-criticality’ to refer to slowly driven, dissipative,
self-organized systems [38]. Since most observable phenomena in nature include some
degree of dissipation, quasi-criticality remains a useful concept.
Note that Bonachela and Muoz only investigated the families of slowly driven system
mentioned above. They do not reject the possibility of Self-organized criticality in other
models, such as extremal dynamics models [13, 14, 39].
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Chapter 2
Multiple disease spread model
2.1

Introduction

The flow of information in networks is a crucial concept in fields as diverse as programming, biology, cryptography, and neurology. In a network, information spreads from node
to node via links. Much attention has been paid to optimizing this process in order to
reduce path lengths, avoid information leakage, make information transmission robust to
changes in the network, etc. [40, 41, 42]. In many situations, the spread of information
can be interpreted differently, e.g. as the movement of people in the public transport
system, or the spread of a disease among people in a social network.
In this chapter, a model for multiple disease spreading on a square lattice is presented.
In the model, nodes are cured from a disease after a given time interval and are subsequently immune to this particular disease. If several diseases are present on a node, they
inhibit each other so that each is less likely to spread to neighbouring nodes. The model
exhibits self-organized quasi-critical percolation without any global control mechanism.
The basic mechanism employed in this model may be applicable to any system, where
‘new’ has an intrinsic advantage over ‘old’, and where transmission capacity is limited.
Thus, the model could be interpreted as a rumour spreading model, where rumours compete for attention and become locally outdated. In this interpretation, people regularly
visit their neighbours to gossip. If a neighbour has never heard a rumour before, she will
find it interesting for a given time interval, and if a person knows several rumours, she is
less likely to pass each of them on.
In the disease interpretation, the model is a so-called SIR-model. This term will
be explained in section 2.2.1, before the dynamics of the model is introduced in section
2.2.2. In section 2.2.3, a Java applet simulating the model is presented and in section 2.2.4
the correspondence between the model and percolation is explained and the percolation
probability is estimated. In section 2.3, results of the simulations are described.

2.2
2.2.1

Development of multiple disease spread model
SIR models

Many diseases spread through physical contact between infected individuals and susceptible individuals. When a person has recovered from a disease, she becomes immune and is
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no longer among the susceptible individuals (see figure 2.1. This behaviour is the cornerstone of the class of susceptible/infective/recovered (SIR) models for disease spread. The
first SIR model was developed, but never published, by Lowell Reed and Wade Hampton
Frost in the 1920s. In this, the fractions of the population being susceptible, infected,
and recovered were taken to be continuous variables, and a set of nonlinear differential
equations then governed the development of the fractions over time [8]. An epidemic was
defined as a disease that infected a finite fraction of the population before dying out.

Figure 2.1: Dynamics of susceptible/infective/recovered (SIR) models for disease spread. A recovered node is immune and can never again be infected with
the same disease. Image courtesy of Matthew Keeling

When network theory became popular among scientists, SIR models were introduced
on lattices and on scale free networks. Here, infected nodes try to infect their neighbours,
after which they recover and become immune. How widely each disease is spread on the
network depends on the probability 𝑝 with which a node infects each of its neighbours,
before it recovers.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between such an SIR model and bond percolation
[5]. In percolation it is decided from the very beginning which links are open, it being a
property of the lattice. In contrast, in SIR models the links are established (or not) only
at the moment when one node is to infect another. Mathematically, these models are
equivalent, since diseases can only pass through any link once. Therefore, if 𝑝 is greater
than the critical percolation threshold 𝑝𝑐 , there is a finite probability that the disease will
span the entire network, thereby becoming an epidemic.
When many diseases are present on the network, they may influence each other. For
instance, a pathogen could leave its host weakened and therefore more susceptible to other
diseases. Conversely, diseases could inhibit each other if hosts develop cross-immunity or
by mutual exclusion [20, 21, 22, 23, 24].

2.2.2

Present multiple disease SIR model

In the present SIR model multiple diseases are spread on a 2-d square lattice of 𝑁 = 𝐿2
sites with periodic boundary conditions. When nodes are infected, they stay infectious
for a time 𝜏 , during which they try to infect their nearest neighbours.
If all diseases were independent, the model would factorize to an ensemble of single
disease SIR models. A crucial part of the model is therefore the coupling mechanism
between diseases. In the following it is assumed that a node carrying 𝑘 diseases will
have a probability of 𝑘1 of spreading each of these. That is, pathogens inhibit their host’s
ability to spread diseases, e.g. because sick people socialize less than healthy people
and therefore are less likely to infect their neighbours. In section 2.3.7 another coupling
mechanism is examined.
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Figure 2.2: In this time step a new disease did not emerge on the network.
Instead, a random node ’coughs’ on a random neighbour and thereby transmits
a random one of its diseases. If the neighbour is not already immune to the
disease, it is infected and becomes infectious for a time 𝜏 𝑁 . The curing array
to the right keeps track of when nodes should be cured from diseases.

When running the model, at each time step the following actions take place (see figure
2.2):
• With the small probability
network.

𝛼
𝑁

a new disease originates in a random node on the

• Otherwise, a random node 𝑖 coughs on one of its four neighbours 𝑗. If 𝑖 carries any
disease(s), a random disease is contained in the cough. If 𝑗 is not already infected or
immune to this disease, it is transmitted to 𝑗, who becomes infectious and immune.
• If a node were infected with a disease 𝜏 𝑁 time steps ago, this node is cured of the
disease.
The model uses a framework similar to the one recently developed in [24], except that
the present model allows each node to be infected by several diseases at the same time.
In [24] nodes carry one disease at any given time, and only get cured when they are
infected with a new disease. Also, the present model has two input parameters; 𝛼 is the
introduction rate of new diseases on the network while the disease time 𝜏 𝑁 corresponds
to the duration any node is infectious with a disease.
Which node should be cured from which disease at any given time step is kept track
of in a ’curing array’ of dimension 𝜏 × 2. When a node is infected, the node and disease
number are stored at row mod (𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝜏 ), where mod is the modulus operator. When
the time has increased by 𝜏 𝑁 , the node is cured for that particular disease.
The current size of all diseases is kept track of in the array ’diseaseSizes’. When a
disease dies out, i.e. the size decreases to zero, it is removed from the immunity list
of all nodes to safe computer memory. During this process the cluster of accumulated
immunity is investigated as described in section 2.3.
The two Java programs simulating the model can be found in appendix B.1 and B.2.
The first program generates the critical exponents of disease clusters after a transition
time (see section 2.3.3, 2.3.4 and 2.3.5). The second program registers the development
og ⟨𝑝⟩ as a function of time (see section 2.3.2)
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2.2.3

Online Java applet of model

To illustrate the model, a Java applet was developed simulating the disease spread (see figure 2.3). The program can be found at http://cmol.nbi.dk/models/disease/MultipleDiseases.html
and in appendix B.3. In this subsection the features of the applet are described, without
going into details of the actual design of the program.

Figure 2.3: Java applet simulating the model.

In the applet a square lattice of 200 × 200 nodes is shown. Diseases spread according
to the rules described in section 2.2.2. A node that carries no diseases is coloured black,
and the more diseases a node has, the brighter it becomes.
The user can adjust the parameters 𝛼 and 𝜏 through scroll bars to the right. Likewise,
the update speed can be controlled.
By clicking on a node with the mouse, the user can infect this node with a particular
disease, causing it to become green. After a time 𝜏 , the node is no longer infectious, but
remains immune and is coloured red. If one or more neighbours have been infected during
the disease time, these will now be coloured green. By following the spread of green and
red nodes, the development of a disease cluster can be investigated.
Through a panel on the right, the user can pause the applet, switch from periodic to
absorbing boundary conditions, switch to square coupling (see section 2.3.7) and remove
the coloured disease from the screen. Furthermore, the total number of diseases on the
network is shown on a graph in the panel together with a histogram of how many diseases
each node has.
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2.2.4

Estimate of percolation probability in model

The coupling mechanism of the model makes it is less likely for a given disease to spread
from a node that carries many other diseases. If a node constantly carries 𝑘 diseases, the
probability that it infects a given neighbour with a given disease before it is cured, is
𝑝=

∞
∑︁
𝑛=0

P(𝑛|𝜏 ) · p(transmit|𝑛, 𝑘).

(2.1)

Here 𝑛 is the number of times the node attempts to infect one of its neighbours, during
the infection time 𝜏 𝑁 , and P(𝑛|𝜏 ) is the probability distribution of 𝑛; p(transmit|𝑛, 𝑘) is
the probability that the disease is transmitted to a specific neighbour in 𝑛 tries and with
𝑘 diseases to compete with.
During the infection time 𝜏 𝑁 all nodes will, on average, attempt to infect one of its
neighbours 𝜏 times. Since the nodes are picked at random, 𝑃 (𝑛|𝜏 ) will, for large system
sizes 𝑁 , be given by a Poisson distribution
P(𝑛|𝜏 ) =

1 𝑛 −𝜏
𝜏 e .
𝑛!

(2.2)

If a node 𝑛 times tries to infect one of its four neighbours with one of its 𝑘 diseases, the
probability that it tries infecting a specific neighbour with a specific disease is given by
)︂𝑛
(︂
1
.
(2.3)
p(transmit|𝑛, 𝑘) = 1 − 1 −
4𝑘
Inserting (2.2) and (2.3) in (2.1) gives
(︂
(︂
)︂𝑛 )︂
∞
∑︁
1 𝑛 −𝜏
1
𝜏 e
𝑝 =
1− 1−
𝑛!
4𝑘
𝑛=0
(︂
)︂𝑛
∞
∞
∑︁
1 𝑛 −𝜏 ∑︁ 1 𝑛 −𝜏
1
𝜏 e −
𝜏 e
=
1−
𝑛!
𝑛!
4𝑘
𝑛=0
𝑛=0
(︂
(︂
)︂)︂𝑛
(︂ (︂
)︂)︂
∞
(︁ 𝜏 )︁ ∑︁
1
1
1
= 1 − exp −
𝜏 1−
exp −𝜏 1 −
4𝑘 𝑛=0 𝑛!
4𝑘
4𝑘
(︁ 𝜏 )︁
= 1 − exp −
4𝑘

(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)

Here, the sum in (2.6) and the first sum in (2.5) have been identified as sums over
normalized Poisson distributions, giving 1.
If one averages over all nodes in the network, the probability for a given disease to
spread from one node to another is
(︁ 𝜏 )︁⟩
1 ⟨
⟨𝑝⟩ = 1 −
𝑘 exp −
(for constant 𝑘)
(2.8)
⟨𝑘⟩
4𝑘

where ⟨. . .⟩ refers to an average over all nodes with at least one disease. The extra factor
of 𝑘 enters because nodes with high 𝑘 are more likely to carry the disease in question.
However, a premise for (2.8) is that the number of diseases each node carries is constant
over time. Obviously, this is generally not true. In another limit, we can take 𝑘 for a
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given node to be completely uncorrelated in time. That is, if 𝑘 is measured twice for the
same node, the results will be completely independent, regardless of the amount of time
passing between the measurements. In this limit, 𝑘 should be replaced by ⟨𝑘⟩ in (2.3),
which gives
)︂
(︂
𝜏
(for uncorrelated 𝑘)
(2.9)
⟨𝑝⟩ = 1 − exp −
4 ⟨𝑘⟩
In the real system, we expect a finite correlation
(︀ 𝑎in
)︀ time. Therefore, we expect the true
⟨𝑝⟩ to be between (2.8) and (2.9). Since 𝑘 exp − 𝑘 is a convex function in 𝑘 for positive
𝑘, (2.9) will always be greater than (2.8), so
(︂
)︂
(︁ 𝜏 )︁⟩
𝜏
1 ⟨
𝑘 exp −
< ⟨𝑝⟩ < 1 − exp −
(2.10)
1−
⟨𝑘⟩
4𝑘
4 ⟨𝑘⟩

2.3

Measurements and results

In this section the results of the simulations are described. Where the same measurement
has been done for different sets of input parameters, the case (𝛼, 𝜏 ) = (2, 5) is described
in detail while the results of all other values are summed up. The results are discussed
in section 2.4.

2.3.1

Investigation of phase space

The case 𝛼 → 0 is special. Here, diseases originate so rarely that at most one disease is
present on the network at any given time. The model therefore reduces to a single disease
SIR model, which mathematically is equivalent to percolation (see section 2.2.1). From
(2.10) we get
(︁ 𝜏 )︁
1
𝑝 = 1 − exp −
so 𝑝 = 𝑝𝑐 =
⇒ 𝜏 = 4 ln(2) ≈ 2.77
(2.11)
4
2
In figure 2.4, a typical spread of diseases is shown for three different 𝜏 -values when
𝛼 = 0. It is clear that a phase transition takes place around 𝜏 = 2.77. For smaller 𝜏 ,
nodes get cured before they get the chance to infect their neighbours. For larger 𝜏 , the
disease spreads in a circular manner with a broad rim of infected nodes and an almost
solid interior of recovered nodes, quite similar to the well-studied Eden growth [43, 44, 45].
At the critical point, the disease forms a fractal cluster known from percolation.
When 𝛼 ̸= 0, the same general behaviour can be found, as illustrated in figure 2.5.
When 𝛼 ≪ 𝜏 nodes have plenty of time to infect their neighbours with all diseases they
carry, so all diseases span the entire network in a circular manner. When 𝛼 ≈ 𝜏 the circle
becomes a fractal-like cluster, and the regions of infected nodes are only one node thick.
When 𝛼 ≫ 𝜏 so many different diseases are present that they ’block’ each other, and
none of the diseases spread very far.
If all nodes in the network were permanently infected with an equal number of diseases,
i.e. for a homogeneous network, the multiple disease model would again factorize into
single disease models. The constant factor of 𝑘 would then correspond to a time-scaling,
and the critical point could be found by
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(a) 𝛼 = 0 , 𝜏 = 3.5

(b) 𝛼 = 0 , 𝜏 = 2.77

(c) 𝛼 = 0 , 𝜏 = 2

Figure 2.4: Spread of diseases when 𝛼 = 0 for 𝜏 = 3.5 (supercritical phase),
𝜏 ≈ 4 ln(2) (close to critical phase), and 𝜏 = 2 (subcritical phase) where the
disease has been initiated many places, to illustrate that all diseases quickly
die out.

(a) 𝛼 = 0.1 , 𝜏 = 5

(b) 𝛼 = 2 , 𝜏 = 5

(c) 𝛼 = 50 , 𝜏 = 5

Figure 2.5: Spread of diseases when 𝛼 is much smaller than 𝜏 (supercritical
phase), close to 𝜏 (close to critical phase), and much bigger than 𝜏 (subcritical
phase), where the disease has been initiated in nine different sites.
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(︁ 𝜏 )︁
𝑝 = 1 − exp −
4𝑘

so 𝑝 = 𝑝𝑐 =

1
𝜏
⇒
= 4 ln(2) ≈ 2.77
2
𝑘

(2.12)

However, in the presence of many diseases 𝑘 varies throughout the network and the
critical phase is not a sharp transition point. In figure 2.6 it is seen that for a given 𝜏
fractal-like clusters appear for a wide range of 𝛼. The same structures appear when 𝜏 is
varied.

(a) 𝛼 = 0.5 , 𝜏 = 5

(b) 𝛼 = 2 , 𝜏 = 5

(c) 𝛼 = 10 , 𝜏 = 5

Figure 2.6: The fractal-like clusters of diseases are seen in a large region of
phase space, indicating that the system is close to criticality many places in
phase space.

Notice in figure 2.6 that the colour of the background does not change much from
picture to picture. That is, the number of diseases per node, 𝑘, is by and large independent
of 𝛼. In the next section it is shown that the system dynamically self-organizes to a state
where 𝑝 ≈ 21 . For a given 𝜏 this determines ⟨𝑘⟩ through equation (2.10), so ⟨𝑘⟩ can not
depend on 𝛼.
However, the average number of distinct diseases on the network increases with 𝛼 as
shown in table 2.1. This indicates that each disease becomes less widespread when 𝛼
increases.
𝛼∖𝜏
0.5
1
2
5
10

3
5
181
357
263
722
375 1.05 · 103
602 1.62 · 103
871 2.24 · 103

10
621
1.57 · 103
2.45 · 103
3.80 · 103
5.18 · 103

20
1.25 · 103
3.39 · 103
5.28 · 103
8.26 · 103
1.11 · 104

Table 2.1: Average number of different diseases on a 256 × 256 lattice for
different input parameters. Even though the number of diseases per node is
independent of 𝛼, the total number grows with both 𝛼 and 𝜏 , indicating that
each disease infects fewer people when 𝛼 is large.
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2.3.2

Self organization to critical threshold

The analogue to the percolation probability is, in the disease model, the probability with
which a node tries to infect a given neighbour with a given disease. To measure this, it is
registered how many neighbours all nodes attempt to infect while being infectious with
a disease. The probability corresponds to the mean value of this, divided by the number
of neighbours per node, which is four.
If a node tries to transmit a disease to the same neighbour several times, this is still
only counted as one. Note that the attempt is counted regardless of whether the target
neighbour is immune or not.
⟩
⟨
#neighbours attempted infected
(2.13)
⟨𝑝⟩ =
#neighbours
In figure 2.7(a) the development of ⟨𝑝⟩ can be seen over time for the input parameters
(𝛼, 𝜏 ) = (2, 5), together with the estimates for constant 𝑘 and uncorrelated 𝑘, given by
(2.8) and (2.9). In accordance with (2.10) we see that ⟨𝑝⟩ is bounded above and below
by the two estimates.
At the beginning of the simulation only few diseases are present on the network and
each node has at most one disease. According to equation (2.10), we therefore have
⟨𝑝⟩ = 1 − exp(− 45 ) ≈ 0.71. As time elapses, each node will get more diseases, so the
probability for each of them to spread decreases. Averaging over long periods of time
shows that ⟨𝑝⟩ converges to 0.512 ± 0.002, which is very close to the critical probability
of bond percolation in two dimensions, which is 21 [27]. The low uncertainty shows that
the deviation from 12 can not be explained by statistical fluctuations.

(a) The measured ⟨𝑝⟩ is bounded above and below by the two estimates, as predicted by (2.10),
and converges to a value slightly higher than the
critical probability of bond percolation in two dimensions.

(b) The higher 𝜏 is, the higher is the initial probability that a node will infect a given neighbour
with a given disease. The higher 𝛼 is, the faster
the probability will converge to a value near 21 .

Figure 2.7: Development of ⟨𝑝⟩ with time.

In figure 2.7(b), the development of ⟨𝑝⟩ is shown for different sets of input parameters.
When 𝜏 is high, the initial probability for a node to infect its neighbours is high, as it
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has a long time to do so. When 𝛼 is high, the number of diseases on the network will
increase faster, and thus ⟨𝑝⟩ will converge faster.
The values against which the probabilities converge for different sets of input parameters are listed in table 2.2 and illustrated in figure 2.8.
𝛼∖𝜏
0.5
1
2
5
10

3
0.499
0.497
0.494
0.487
0.482

5
0.532
0.519
0.512
0.505
0.499

10
0.534
0.518
0.509
0.501
0.496

20
0.535
0.511
0.502
0.496
0.491

Table 2.2: Values the disease transmission probability converges to, for different sets of input parameters. These are all close to 𝑝𝑐 = 12 , but the deviation
can not be explained by statistical fluctuations. For further explanation see
figure 2.8

2.3.3

Fractal dimension

If the clusters of accumulated immunity correspond to percolation clusters, the size of
the clusters should scale with the cluster side length according to
91
≈ 1.896
(2.14)
48
Here, 𝐿 is defined as the size length of the smallest square that can contain the cluster
(see also section 1.2.3).
The maximal side length a cluster can get in a simulation on a 256×256 node lattice is
𝐿 = 255. Any larger cluster might ’meet itself’ through the periodic boundary conditions,
and such clusters are therefore not included in the data. For clusters of side length 𝐿 the
average size and the standard deviation were estimated according to
⎯
(︁ ∑︀ )︁2
⎸ ∑︀
⎸ 1
1
2
𝑁
𝐿
𝑠
−
𝑠𝑖
⎷ 𝑁𝐿
𝑖
𝑁𝐿
1 ∑︁
(2.15)
𝑠𝑖 ±
𝑠(𝐿) =
𝑁𝐿 𝑖=1
𝑁𝐿 − 1
𝑠 = 𝑠0 · 𝐿 𝐷

with the fractal dimension 𝐷 =

where 𝑁𝐿 is the number of clusters with side length 𝐿 and the sum is over these clusters.
Because (2.14) is only accurate for large 𝐿, a systematic error of 0.5 was added to the
errors on 𝑠(𝐿) for all 𝑑. This will be negligible for large clusters, but reduce the importance
of small clusters in the analysis.
In figure 2.9, (2.14) is fitted to the data. It is seen that the fit has a probability of
0.94 and gives a cluster dimension of 1.862 ± 0.003, which is twelve standard deviations
from the percolation value.
To investigate the deviation, (2.14) was repeatedly fitted to the data with fixed values
of 𝐷, and the 𝜒2 -value was plotted as a function of 𝐷. For Gaussian errors the plot should
follow a second degree polynomial, and therefore a parabola was fitted to the data.
𝜒2 (𝐷) = 𝑝0 (𝐷 − 𝑝1 )2 + 𝑝2
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(2.16)
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Figure 2.8: Steady state probability ⟨𝑝⟩ shown for different input parameters.
When 𝜏 > 2.77, the number of diseases per node self-organizes to a value, such
that 𝑝 is close to the critical probability of percolation. For low 𝛼, the system
is slightly supercritical and, conversely, when 𝛼 is high, the system is slightly
subcritical. Fine-tuning of a parameter is necessary in order for the system to
be truly critical. Note that the critical threshold is not necessarily at 𝑝𝑐 = 12
due to correlations in the number of diseases per node (see section 2.3.6).

(a) Cluster size as a function of side length, 𝑠(𝐿)

(b) 𝑠(𝐿) log-log scale

Figure 2.9: Size of cluster as a function of diameter when 𝛼 = 2 and 𝜏 =
5, fitted with a power law. The critical exponent is the cluster dimension
𝐷 = 𝑝1 = 1.862 ± 0.003, which is about twelve standard deviations from the
theoretical 𝐷 ≈ 1.896 for percolation.
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The results are shown in figure 2.10(a). It apparent that the parabola gives a reasonable
fit. The low probability can be explained by the errors not being perfectly Gaussian.
The theoretical fractal dimension
𝐷 ≈ 1.896 gives a 𝜒2 of about 150 more than the
√
minimum, corresponding to 150 ≈ 12 standard deviations. Thus, the deviation can
not be explained as statistical fluctuations, but must be due to systematic errors such
as finite-size effects or that the system does not correspond to percolation at the critical
point.

(a) 𝜒2 -value as function of 𝐷. The theoretical
fractal dimension 𝐷 ≈ 1.896 is 150 above the
minimum, corresponding to 12 standard deviations. This excludes the possibility that the
deviation is due to statistical fluctuations.

(b) Binned data rescaled with respect to
the fractal dimension of critical percolation. The decrease shows that the simulated fractal dimension is slightly smaller
than 1.896.

Figure 2.10: Investigation of the difference between simulated fractal dimension of disease clusters and theoretical value of critical percolation

To investigate the systematic errors, the simulated data were binned and rescaled
with respect to the fractal dimension of critical percolation. In figure 2.10(b) it is seen
that the rescaled mass clearly decreases with the diameter. That is, the simulated fractal
dimension is slightly smaller than 1.896.
In table 2.3 the fractal dimension is shown for other input parameters. The statistical
errors have not been included, as the they are negligible compared to the deviation from
91
.
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𝛼∖𝜏
0.5
1
2
5
10

3
1.87
1.84
1.82
1.78
1.75

5
1.89
1.88
1.86
1.83
1.80

10
1.87
1.89
1.86
1.83
1.81

20
1.95
1.89
1.87
1.83
1.81

Table 2.3: Fitted values for fractal dimensions for different sets of input parameters.
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2.3.4

External perimeter

During the simulation, the external perimeter of all disease clusters was measured. It was
not possible to measure the hull (see section 1.2.4), because this would require information
of which links the diseases had spread through, which is not registered in the model.
According to percolation theory, the external perimeter should, for large clusters, go as
𝑝(𝐿) = 𝑝0 𝐿𝐷𝑒

4
with the critical exponent 𝐷𝑒 = .
3

(2.17)

Analogously to (2.15) the perimeter was found as a function of the cluster side lengths:

𝑝(𝐿) =

𝑁𝐿
1 ∑︁
𝑝𝑖 ±
𝑁𝐿 𝑖=1

⎯
(︁ ∑︀ )︁2
⎸ ∑︀
⎸ 1
1
2
𝑝
−
𝑝𝑖
⎷ 𝑁𝐿
𝑖
𝑁𝐿
𝑁𝐿 − 1

.

(2.18)

To reduce the importance of small clusters, a systematic error of 0.5 was again added
to the errors on 𝑝(𝐿) for all 𝐿. The data were fitted with a power law, the result of which
can be seen in figure 2.11.

(a) Cluster perimeter as a function of side
length, 𝑝(𝐿)

(b) 𝑝(𝐿), log-log scale

Figure 2.11: Perimeter of cluster as a function of diameter, fitted with a power
law. The critical exponent is 𝐷𝑒 = 𝑝1 = 1.339 ± 0.002, which is close to the
theoretical 𝐷𝑒 = 43 , although the deviation is unlikely to be due to statistical
fluctuations.

The obtained exponent 𝐷𝑒 = 𝑝1 = 1.339 ± 0.002 is about three standard deviations
from the theoretical 𝐷𝑒 = 34 . Again, this deviation is unlikely to be due to statistical
fluctuations.
In table 2.4 the fitted exponent is shown for other input parameters, and in figure
2.12 binned data for the external perimeter are shown after normalization with respect
to the critical exponent of percolation. Except for small clusters, the data are seen to
approximately follow a horizontal line, showing that systematic errors are small.
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𝛼∖𝜏
0.5
1
2
5
10

3
1.34
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.34

5
1.27
1.33
1.34
1.35
1.35

10
1.33
1.29
1.34
1.35
1.35

20
1.31
1.31
1.34
1.35
1.35

Table 2.4: Fitted values for external perimeter exponents 𝐷𝑒 for different sets
of input parameters.

Figure 2.12: Binned data of figure 2.11 rescaled with respect to the development of the external perimeter with the diameter for critcal percolation.
The data are seen to approximately follow a horizontal line, showing that
systematic errors are small.

2.3.5

Cluster numbers

As explained in section 1.2.2, the number of percolation clusters of size 𝑠 will decrease
with the critical exponent 𝜏 = 187
. This is not directly applicable to the disease model.
91
When the multiple disease model is mapped onto the case of percolation, it is mathematically decided from the start of the simulation which links a disease can spread
through and which it can not. From this perspective, the complete layout of clusters is
given before the simulation starts. When a new disease originates on the network, this
must be in one of the clusters in the layout. The cluster it originates in is chosen with a
probability proportional to the number of nodes in a given cluster. Therefore, the number
of clusters reaching a size 𝑠 in the simulation will be proportional to both the cluster size
and the frequency of these clusters in the layout:
96

𝑛𝑠-model = 𝑠 · 𝑛𝑠-percolation ∝ 𝑠 · 𝑠−𝜏 = 𝑠−(𝜏 −1) = 𝑠− 91 ≈ 𝑠−1.055

(2.19)

Therefore, we theoretically expect the number of observed disease clusters of size 𝑠 to fall
of with a critical exponent of −1.055.
In the simulation, not enough data were obtained to calculate the average frequency
(including uncertainties) for every cluster size. Instead, the sizes were divided into bins,
each with a width of 10% of its mean value. This way, the bins are separated by equal
distances in a log-log plot, and each simulation results in at least 20 clusters in each bin,
sufficient for the data analysis.
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The number of clusters 𝑓𝑖 with a size belonging to each bin was registered during
the simulation, as was the number of different sizes 𝑛𝑖 belonging to each bin. Now, the
frequency of cluster occurrences could for each bin be normalized to
√
𝑓𝑖
𝑓𝑖
±
.
𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑖

(2.20)

The probability for a cluster to belong to a given mass-interval is very small. The frequency can therefore be approximated as being Poisson distributed, and the error can be
set as the square root of the frequency.
The data were fitted to a power law for clusters of size 10 < 𝑠 < 104 , as can be seen
in figure 2.13 for the case (𝛼, 𝜏 ) = (2, 5). Clusters smaller than 10 are not expected to
follow (2.19) while clusters larger than 104 will be comparable to the system size.

(a) Frequency of cluster size occurrence.

(b) Same plot normalized with respect to
𝑠−(𝜏 −1)

Figure 2.13: The critical exponent 𝜏 − 1 = 0.922 ± 0.009 is about 13 standard
deviations from the expected 𝜏 − 1 = 1.05. Furthermore, a run test shows that
the function decreases slower than what is expected for a power law, which is
also seen in figure 2.13(b).

The critical exponent 𝜏 = −0.922 ± 0.009 is about 13 standard deviations from the
expected 𝜏 = −1.05. Again, this can not be explained by statistical fluctuations.
In both panels of figure 2.13 the data points seem to follow a weakly convex curve,
as opposed to a straight line. This could indicate that the data decrease slower than a
power law. To investigate this, a run test is carried out. Here, the number of times the
data points go from being below the fitted line to above the fitted line (i.e. the number
of runs) is compared to the number of times they statistically should change side. The
number of data points lying above (below) the fitted line is denoted 𝑁𝐴 (𝑁𝐵 ). From
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these, the expected number of runs, and the variance of this, can be calculated [46].
𝑁𝐴 = 12 𝑁𝐵 = 18 𝑁 = 30 ⇒
2𝑁𝐴 𝑁𝐵
= 15.4
⟨𝑟⟩ = 1 +
𝑁
2𝑁𝐴 𝑁𝐵 (2𝑁𝐴 𝑁𝐵 − 𝑁 )
≈ 6.65
𝑉 (𝑟) =
𝑁 2 (𝑁 − 1)
√︀
𝜎𝑟 =
𝑉 (𝑟) = 2.6

(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)
(2.24)

The actual number of runs in figure 2.13 is 9, which is about 2.5 standard deviations
lower than expected, which is significant at the 1% level. Thus, there is strong evidence
that the data deviate from a power law.
The fitted cluster frequency exponents for other values of the input parameters are
summarized in table 2.5.
𝛼∖𝜏
0.5
1
2
5
10

3
0.91
0.88
0.89
0.90
0.87

5
1.32
1.05
0.93
0.92
0.89

10
1.45
1.12
0.97
0.91
0.87

20
1.49
1.10
0.93
0.89
0.86

Table 2.5: Fitted values for cluster frequency exponents 𝜏 − 1 for different sets
of input parameters.

It is evident that a smaller value of 𝛼 gives rise to a higher exponent. That is, the
fewer diseases that originate on the network, the less likely they are to grow big. The
explanation of this counterintuitive fact can be found in figure 2.14, where normalized
distributions of disease sizes can be compared for different values of 𝛼 and constant 𝜏 .
When 𝛼 is small, more diseases become epidemics and span the entire network. As a
disease grows, it becomes increasingly unlikely for it to die out. Thus, the size distribution decreases quickly only to peak at value comparable to the system size. The same
phenomenon has been recorded by [24] for a similar model.

2.3.6

Correlation between number of diseases of neighbouring
sites

An important factor in the formation of clusters is the correlation between the number
of diseases of nearest neighbours. If the correlation is large, diseases will quickly spread
through areas with few diseases, but get stuck in areas with many diseases. To explore
this, I calculated the correlation between the number of diseases as a function of distance
𝑑.
The correlation between a the number of diseases 𝑘𝑖 at a node 𝑖 and the four neighbours
𝑘𝑑1 , 𝑘𝑑2 , 𝑘𝑑3 and 𝑘𝑑4 a distance 𝑑 away is
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Figure 2.14: Normalized distributions of disease sizes for different values of 𝛼
and constant 𝜏 . When 𝛼 is small, more diseases become epidemics, so the size
distribution decreases quickly only to peak at value comparable to the system
size.
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(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

where the correlation between the neighbours individually have been neglected in (2.27)
to simplify the expression. The correlation was calculated for distances between one and
five, where the expectation values were found by averaging over all 2562 nodes.
For nearest neighbours, the correlations are summarized in table 2.6.
To find the length scale at which correlations are important, the correlations were
fitted to an exponentially decreasing function
(︂ )︂
𝑑
𝜌 = 𝑝0 exp −
.
(2.29)
𝜉
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𝛼∖𝜏
0.5
1
2
5
10

3
0.997
0.961
0.937
0.911
0.885

5
0.669
0.647
0.612
0.606
0.569

10
0.461
0.406
0.393
0.383
0.377

20
0.358
0.330
0.317
0.317
0.332

Table 2.6: Correlation in number of diseases between nearest neighbours

Since uncertainties of the correlations were not calculated during the simulation, the
relative errors are assumed to be 10%. By imposing constant relative errors, every data
point gets the same weight in the logarithmic case, as shown in figure 2.15. The constant
value chosen for the size of the errors does not influence the obtained parameter values.
The fitted correlation lengths are listed in table 2.7 and show that correlations are only
significant at small distances. However, for low 𝜏 , where the correlations are the largest,
the correlation length is also the longest.

Figure 2.15: The correlation between numbers of diseases as a function of distance for the case (𝛼, 𝜏 ) = (2, 5). The correlation between nearest neighbours
is 0.612 and the correlation length is 𝜉 = 𝑝1 = 0.6 ± 0.1.

2.3.7

Strong coupling mechanism

In the model, a node carrying 𝑘 diseases will have a probability of 𝑘1 to pass on each of
them. This coupling mechanism between diseases is not based on empirical evidence, but
merely the assumption that sick people socialize less than healthy people and therefore
are less likely to infect their neighbours. Therefore, the coupling mechanism could equally
well be replaced by another, in which diseases also inhibit the transmission of each other.
In the Java-applet of the model (see section 2.2.3), one can switch to ’strong coupling’,
replacing 𝑘1 by 𝑘12 . Thus, if a node carries two diseases, the probability to transmit any
one of them is a fourth.
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𝛼∖𝜏
0.5
1
2
5
10

1.4
1.5
1.2
1.2
1.2

3
±0.3
±0.4
±0.2
±0.2
±0.2

0.9
1.1
0.6
0.7
0.8

5
±0.1
±0.2
±0.1
±0.1
±0.2

10
0.7 ±0.1
0.6 ±0.1
0.8 ±0.4
1.0 ±0.4
0.5 ±0.2

20
0.6 ±0.1
0.9 ±0.1
0.6 ±0.1
1.1 ±0.3
0.8 ±0.2

Table 2.7: Correlation length for 𝑘. The correlation length is the longest for
low 𝜏 , where the correlations are also the largest.

For 𝛼 ≈ 0, most nodes carry one or no diseases, and the strong coupling mechanism
does not change the dynamics of the system significantly. But as 𝛼 increases, the number
of diseases on the network increases much slower than for the normal coupling mechanism,
as can be seen in table 2.8.
𝑁𝛼
0.5
1
10

1
𝑘

coupling
357
722
5180

1
𝑘2

coupling
325
497
1473

Table 2.8: Average number of distinct diseases on the network using different
coupling mechanisms with 𝜏 = 5. For low 𝛼, nodes carry few diseases and the
choice of coupling mechanism has less impact than for large 𝛼.

In figure 2.16, critical exponents for a strong coupling simulation can be seen for input
parameters (𝛼, 𝜏 ) = (1, 5). The plots correspond to the ones shown in sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4,
2.3.5 and 2.3.6. It is apparent that the critical exponents for the case of strong coupling
are also close to the ones for critical percolation, but that the deviations, in general, are
too large to be explained by statistical fluctuations.
In table 2.9 critical exponents and correlations are compared for varying 𝛼 and fixed
𝜏 = 5.
𝛼
Fractal dimension 𝐷
External perimeter 𝐷𝑒
Cluster frequency 𝜏 − 1
Nearest neighbour correlation
Correlation length

0.5
1.95
1.35
1.14
0.54
0.7

1
1.88
1.33
0.98
0.57
0.8

10
1.79
1.34
0.90
0.61
0.7

Table 2.9: Critical exponents and correlation for strong coupling simulations
with 𝜏 = 5 and varying 𝛼. For critical percolation in two dimensions, the
91
≈ 1.896, 𝐷𝑒 = 34 , and 𝜏 − 1 = 96
critical exponents are 𝐷 = 48
91 ≈ 1.055.
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(a) The fractal dimension 𝐷 = 1.875 ± 0.003
is 7 standard deviations from the theoretical
𝐷 ≈ 1.896 for percolation.

(b) External Perimeter as function of diameter.
The critical exponent 𝐷𝑒 = 1.331 ± 0.002 is
consistent with the 𝐷𝑒 = 43 of percolation

(c) Frequency of cluster occurrence. The critical exponent 𝜏 − 1 = 0.98 ± 0.01 is 7 standard
deviations from the theoretical 𝜏 − 1 ≈ 1.055
for percolation.

(d) Correlation between numbers of diseases as
a function of distance. The correlation between
nearest neighbours is 0.57 and the correlation
length is 𝜉 = 0.85

Figure 2.16: Plots showing critical exponents and correlations for strong coupling simulation with input parameters (𝛼, 𝜏 ) = (1, 5)
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2.4

Discussion

From the development in ⟨𝑝⟩ in figure 2.7(b) it is clear that the multiple disease model
in a wide region of phase space self-organizes to a state close to the critical state of bond
percolation with 𝑝𝑐 = 12 . Here, the disease clusters form fractals with critical exponents
close to those of percolation.
However, the deviations between the critical exponents of the model and those of percolation are too large to be explained by statistical fluctuations. They could be caused by
finite-size effects, but since the deviations differ in both magnitude and sign for different
input parameters, it is more likely that the model does not self-organize to the exact
critical point, but rather a near-critical state.
This behaviour is reminiscent of self-organized quasi-criticality (see section 1.3.4).
That raises the question of whether the model is conserving or dissipative. In the model,
diseases automatically disappear from a node after the infection period, and there is no
local balance between the disappearance of old diseases and the emergence of new. Thus,
the system is dissipative.
The disease model can not be described by the field equations used by Bonachela
and Muoz to rule out true self-organized criticality for dissipative systems [38]. However,
the observations agree well with the characteristics of quasi-criticality. The system selforganizes to a near-critical state, but a fine-tuning of a parameter (e.g. 𝛼) is necessary in
order for the system to be truly critical. When 𝛼 is too low, diseases are transmitted with a
probability somewhat larger than 𝑝𝑐 , and the system is supercritical: The disease clusters
91
, an external perimeter
become ’heavy’ with a fractal dimension slightly above 𝐷 = 48
4
dimension slightly below 𝐷𝑒 = 3 and larger probability of forming an epidemic. When 𝛼
is too high, the system is subcritical with low ⟨𝑝⟩ and 𝐷, high 𝐷𝑒 and with low probability
of forming an epidemic.
Due to the striking similarities, I conclude that the multiple disease model exhibits
self-organized quasi-criticality.
Another interesting aspect is the correlation between the number of diseases on neighbouring nodes. In table 2.6 and 2.7, it may be seen that there is an almost perfect correlation for very low 𝜏 , which is also where the correlation length is largest. When 𝜏
is small each node is only infected with a few diseases and large regions of the network
are totally free of diseases. This naturally makes the correlation high. Conversely, when
𝜏 is large, many diseases are present on the network and the correlation between two
neighbouring nodes is reduced, although still present.
When the coupling mechanism is changed from 𝑘1 to 𝑘12 , the critical exponents are still
close to those of critical percolation. Thus, the self-organized quasi-criticality is reasonably robust to changes in the changes in the coupling mechanism, as long as pathogens
inhibit the transmission of each other. However, the value of the fractal dimension is
clearly more 𝛼-dependent, so the self-organization gets weaker for a stronger coupling.
In a system with strong coupling, diseases will easily pass through regions with few other
diseases, but ’get stuck’ in regions with many other diseases. The local accumulation of
diseases leads to an increased inhomogeneity of the network. This reduces the similarity
to percolation, which is perfect in the case of a homogeneous network as explained in
section 2.3.1.
The local accumulation also increases the correlations in 𝑘 between nearest neighbours.
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Since the effect is largest when many diseases are present, the correlation increases with
increasing 𝛼 (see table 2.9). This is the direct opposite of the case of 𝑘1 coupling.

2.5

Conclusion

Using a recently developed framework for the spread of many diseases [24], I have presented a simple multiple disease model that exhibits self-organized quasi-critical percolation. The model is based only on local information, having no global control mechanism
or separation of time scale. Furthermore, the main feature of the self-organization is
robust to changes in the extent to which multiple diseases inhibit each other.
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Part II
Information games

Chapter 3
Game theory
3.1

Introduction

The field of game theory was founded in 1944 with the groundbreaking book ‘Theory of
Games and Economic Behavior’ by von Neumann and Morgenstern [47]. Some work had
been done before this 616-page text was published, but the book attracted much attention
to the theory of games, especially among economists [48]. Since then, game theory has
been studied and applied in many other fields including biology, political science, social
psychology, and, in the last decade, physics [49, 50, 51].
Game theory attempts to explain the behaviour of interacting decision makers, where
the success of each individual depends on the choices of others. Be it traders negotiating
the price of a product, go players trying to find the optimal spot on which to place a stone,
or animals evolving to improve their chances of survival. In all these cases, the ‘players’
not only need to anticipate what their ‘opponents’ will do, but also what their opponents
will infer from the players’ own actions [52]. It is generally assumed that the decision
makers are rational and reason strategically. That is, they pursue a well-defined goal
and take into account the expectations of other players’ behaviour [53]. However, in real
games the behaviour of players often deviates from the theoretically optimal strategies.
These deviations are studied in the field of behavioural game theory.
In chapter 4 and 5, two different games are analysed in detail. In this chapter, I
review some basic concepts and definitions used in game theory in order to apply these
to the games described in the following chapters.

3.2

Multiplayer games in normal form representation

In a finite game in normal form, a finite number of players 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑁 } can each
choose between a finite number of pure strategies 𝑆 = {1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}. For notational
simplicity, consider the case where the same strategies are available to all players. A pure
strategy profile is a vector assigning a pure strategy to each player
𝑠 = (𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , . . . 𝑠𝑁 ) such that 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝑆.

(3.1)

The pure strategy space of the game 𝑆 𝑁 is the set of pure strategy profiles in a game. For
each player, the pure strategy payoff function 𝜋𝑖 : 𝑆 𝑁 → R associates each pure strategy
profile with a real number payoff [54].
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Example 3.1 In the normal form game rock-scissors-paper, two players can
choose between the three pure strategies rock, scissors and paper. The pure
strategy profile (rock, paper) is associated with the payoff 𝜋 = (0,(︀ 1), )︀since
paper beats rock. For a draw game, one can define 𝜋(rock, rock) = 12 , 12 .

A mixed strategy 𝑥 is a probability distribution over the set of pure strategies. This
allows for a player to randomly select a pure strategy. Since probabilities are continuous,
the set of mixed strategies ∆ has cardinality ℵ1 .
{︃
}︃
𝑛
⃒
∑︁
⃒
∆ = 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1]𝑛 , 𝑥 = (𝑝(𝑠1 ), . . . , 𝑝(𝑠𝑛 )) ⃒ 𝑝(𝑠𝑘 ) ≥ 0 ,
𝑝(𝑠𝑘 ) = 1 .
(3.2)
𝑘=1

One can now naturally define a mixed strategy profile as a vector 𝑥 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . 𝑥𝑁 )
assigning a mixed strategy to each player. Each mixed strategy profile is a point in the
mixed strategy space ∆𝑁 , and the mixed strategy payoff function 𝜋𝑖 : ∆𝑁 → R associates
each mixed strategy profile with a payoff for a player 𝑖. The support of a mixed strategy
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑖 ) is the set of pure strategies {𝑠𝑗 } for which 𝑝𝑖 (𝑠𝑗 ) > 0, i.e. the set of pure
strategies played by player 𝑖 with a nonzero probability.
Example 3.2 In rock-scissors-paper, player one can employ the mixed
strategy playing rock and scissors with fifty percent probability. If player two
chooses to play scissors and paper with fifty percent probability, the payoff
function becomes ( 85 , 38 ). In a fourth of the games, both players will choose
scissors, and the game will be a draw.

3.3

Multiplayer games in extensive form representation

When players can move several times during a game, it is convenient to use the extensive
form, in which the game is represented by a tree. The game starts on an initial node,
where the first player makes the first move. Depending of this move, the game continues
to a new node, where a new player must make a move. The game progresses through the
tree along a path specified by the decisions of the players.
The extensive form representation makes it possible to independently consider parts
of the game. One can take any node as the starting point, and only consider the subtree
emerging from this. This often simplifies the game analysis considerably.
Any extensive form representation of a game can be mapped to an equivalent normal
form representation, by defining a pure strategy as the specification of the intended move
of a player on all of her nodes in the tree. Typically, this transformation to normal form is
computationally impractical, since the number of pure strategies increases exponentially
with the number of nodes, which again increases exponentially with the number of moves
carried out [48]. A mixed strategy then assigns a probability to each of these pure
strategies. In the extensive form representation, a mixed strategy can be defined by
‘simply’ assigning a probability for all possible moves a player has from each node.
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Example 3.3 In the sequential prisoner’s dilemma, two suspects (players)
are arrested by the police and interrogated together. If both inform against each
other or if both remain silent, they each get 5 or 1 years of prison, respectively.
If one informs against the other, who remains silent, the informant goes free
and the silent accomplice gets a 10-year sentence. The police first asks player
1, who must choose to inform or remain silent. No matter what player 1
chooses, it will be beneficial for player 2 to inform against player 1. To avoid
10 years of prison, player 1 will therefore inform against player 2, so both will
get 5 years of prison. [55]
In figure 3.1(a) the extensive form representation of the game is shown,
and in figure 3.1(b) the normal form payoff matrix is listed.

(a) Extensive form

(b) Normal form

Figure 3.1: Representations of the sequential prisoner’s dilemma.

Example 3.4 In the game of go, the first player has 𝑛 = 192 sites, at which
he can place a stone. After this, the second player has 𝑛 − 1 sites at which
she can place a stone. Not taking into account that stones can be captured,
and removed from the board, this in principle gives 𝑛! ≈ 10768 nodes in the
tree representation. Defining a pure strategy, one has to choose one of the
𝑛−𝑖+
𝑖’th round for all 𝑖! nodes in this round. That
∏︀1𝑛 moves possible in the
125880
gives 𝑖=1 𝑖!(𝑛 − 𝑖 + 1) ≈ 10
different pure strategies.

3.4

Linearity and symmetry of games

In general, the payoff of a mixed strategy is a linear combination of payoffs of pure
strategies.
𝜋𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥−𝑖 ) = 𝑝𝑖 (𝑠1 ) · 𝜋𝑖 (𝑠1 , 𝑥−𝑖 ) + . . . + 𝑝𝑖 (𝑠𝑛 ) · 𝜋𝑖 (𝑠𝑛 , 𝑥−𝑖 ),

(3.3)

where 𝑥−𝑖 is a profile of strategies for all players except the 𝑖th one and 𝜋𝑖 (𝑠1 , 𝑥−𝑖 ) is the
payoff for player 𝑖 when she follows strategy 1 and everyone else play according to their
strategies.
Due to this linearity, the best counter-strategy to any mixed strategy profile will always be a pure strategy, namely 𝑠𝑘 such that ∀𝑗 : 𝜋𝑖 (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑥−𝑖 ) ≥ 𝜋𝑖 (𝑠𝑗 , 𝑥−𝑖 ). If several pure
strategies give the same payoff, any linear combination of these strategies will constitute
a best response.
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Example 3.5 In the rock-scissors-paper example, the best response against
a player choosing rock and scissors, each with fifty percent probability, is to
always play rock. This gives the payoff 43 . Always playing scissors or paper
would give a payoff of 14 and 21 , respectively, and any mixed strategy would,
therefore, result in payoffs between 41 and 34 .
In a symmetric game, the payoff for playing a particular strategy depends only on
the other strategies employed, not on who is playing them. That is, one can change the
identities of the players without changing the payoff of the strategies.
Example 3.6 Rock-scissors-paper is an example of a symmetric game,
since the payoff of playing ‘rock’ does not depend on who plays it, but only
what the opponent plays.

3.5

Nash equilibria

In his famous 1951 paper Non-Cooperative Games, John Forbes Nash defined the concept
of a Nash equilibrium as a state where no player can benefit by changing only his own
strategy [56]. Specifically, the set of mixed Nash equilibria ∆𝑁 𝐸 is defined as
⃒
{︀
}︀
∆𝑁 𝐸 = 𝑥 ∈ ∆𝑁 ⃒ ∀𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ∆ : 𝜋𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥−𝑖 ) ≥ 𝜋𝑖 (𝑦, 𝑥−𝑖 ) .
(3.4)

Notice that a Nash equilibrium does not imply that any player gets a maximum payoff.
It only states that no player can increase her payoff by changing strategy unilaterally
[57].
If a mixed strategy 𝑥𝑖 is part of a Nash equilibrium, all pure strategies in its support
will yield the same payoff.
𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑥 ∈ ∆𝑁 𝐸 ⇒ ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑖 ) : 𝜋𝑖 (𝑠𝑘 , 𝑥−𝑖 ) = 𝜋𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥−𝑖 )

(3.5)

If this was not the case, the player could increase her payoff by only playing the pure
strategy giving the largest payoff.
In a symmetric game, a symmetric Nash equilibrium is characterized by all players using the same mixed strategy 𝑥. In his 1951 paper, Nash showed that the set of symmetric
mixed strategy Nash equilibria ∆𝑁 𝐸 will always be nonempty [56].
⃒
{︀
}︀
𝐸
𝑁𝐸 ⃒
∆𝑁
𝑥 = (𝑥, 𝑥𝑁 −1 ) ̸= ∅,
(3.6)
𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑚 = 𝑥 ∈ ∆
where (𝑥, 𝑥𝑁 −1 ) means that the 𝑁 − 1 opponents all follow the mixed strategy 𝑥.

Example 3.7 Since rock-scissors-paper is a symmetric game, it must have
a symmetric mixed strategy Nash equilibrium. This is when both players randomly play the three pure strategies a third of the times. In this case, both
players win a third of the games and draw in another third. If one of the
players should change strategy, they would get the exact same outcome. Thus,
no player can benefit from changing strategy.
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3.6

Evolutionarily stable strategies

In a two player game, a strategy 𝑥 is an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS), if the
following two conditions are met [58]
1) ∀𝑦 ∈ ∆ : 𝜋1 (𝑥, 𝑥) ≥ 𝜋𝑖 (𝑦, 𝑥)
2) if 𝜋1 (𝑥, 𝑥) = 𝜋𝑖 (𝑦, 𝑥) then 𝜋1 (𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 𝜋𝑖 (𝑦, 𝑦).

(3.7)
(3.8)

The first condition states that player one should not be able to benefit from changing
strategy away from 𝑥. That is, 𝑥 is a Nash equilibrium. The second condition says that
if 𝑦 does equally well against 𝑥 as 𝑥 itself, then 𝑥 should do better against 𝑦 than 𝑦 itself.
These two conditions ensure that 𝑥 can not be ‘invaded’ by strategy 𝑦.
It can be shown that an ESS is a Nash equilibrium that is isolated in the set of
symmetric Nash equilibria [58]. That is, if it is not possible to pertube a symmetric Nash
equilibrium by a small amount and obtain another symmetic Nash equilibrium, then this
must be an ESS.
Example 3.8 In rock-scissors-paper, playing all three pure strategies a third
of the time is an ESS. As explained in example 3.7, the Nash condition is met
with each player winning a third of the games and getting a draw in another
third, independent of which strategy the opponent chooses. If a player changed
strategy away from this, condition two (3.8) would not be met, since the new
strategy played against itself would draw more than a third of the time and
only win half of the remaining games.
In an 𝑁 -player game, we say that 𝑥 is an ESS if 𝑥 is a superior strategy against
a population of players, who all play a strategy deviating from 𝑥 by a small amount.
Mathematically, if there exists a neighbourhood 𝑈 around 𝑥 such that [57]
∀𝑦 ∈ 𝑈 ∩ ∆ : 𝜋1 (𝑥, 𝑦 𝑁 −1 ) ≥ 𝜋1 (𝑦, 𝑦 𝑁 −1 ),

(3.9)

with equality if and only if 𝑥 = 𝑦. If the payoff function is continuous in 𝑥, this is the
same as stating that 𝜋1 (𝑥, 𝑦 𝑁 −1 ) has a local maximum at 𝑦 = 𝑥.

3.7

Information categories of games

In many games, a key issue is the amount of information available to each player. To categorize games, one distinguishes between several information levels. The most important
are summarized in table 3.1 and described in the following.
In a game of complete information, all players have full knowledge about the types
of all other players. That is, they know the payoffs and strategy spaces of the other
players. A game of incomplete information can be transformed into a game of complete
information, by including Nature as a player in the game. Nature then moves first,
assigning payoff and strategy spaces to all other players. This is called the Harsanyi
transformation [59]. Games of incomplete information are called Bayesian games, since
players can assign a prior probability to each opponent’s type, and update this during
the game [60].
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Information Description
Perfect Players know the type of all other players and all previous moves.
Complete Players know the type of all other players. That is, Nature does not move
before the game has started.
Certain No random events can occur during the game. That is, Nature does not
move after the game has started.
Symmetric All players have the same information relevant to decision making.
Table 3.1: Different information categories of games.

A stronger definition is the concept of perfect information. Here, all players have
complete information and know the moves previously made by all other players, and no
moves are simultaneous. Consequently, games of complete information are of imperfect
information, if some players move simultaneously, or a random event can occur during
the game [61]. However, any random event can again, formally, be seen as a move by
Nature.
If no random events can occur during the game, it is said to be of certain information.
Here, players know the payoffs given the strategies employed by the other players, without necessarily knowing their strategy spaces. Thus, in a game of certain information
Nature does not move after the game has started [60]. Conversely, in a game of complete
information, Nature does not move before the game has started.
A game is said to be of symmetric information, if all players have the same information relevant to their decision making. The level of information is subordinate; it
can be complete, certain or perfect. Much attention has been paid to games of information asymmetry, which may help explain many paradoxical phenomena, for instance the
sudden price drop when a new car is bought [62, 63].
Example 3.9 The games of chess and go are of perfect information, since
all players can see all pieces on the board. Consequently, they are also of
complete, certain and symmetric information. A game with neither perfect,
complete, certain or symmetric information is the poker game Texas hold ’em.
Here all players get two cards which only they can see. Thus the information
is asymmetric, and players do not know the payoff of their opponents given
their actions, so the information is neither complete nor perfect. Later in the
game, five random communal cards are drawn, so the game is not of certain
information either.

3.8

Information sets and Bayesian Nash equilibria

In games of imperfect information, some players will, at some point in the game, be
unsure of what has happened previously in the game. In terms of the extensive form
representation of games (see section 3.3), the player is unsure of the position in the game
tree. In this case, all the nodes of the tree, which the player can not differentiate between,
is said to belong to the same information set, and the game is said to be a Bayesian game.
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In games of perfect information, each information set is a singleton. When an information set contains several nodes, the player must decide which move to make, taking
into account the possible payoffs from being on each node. A Bayesian Nash equilibrium
is a strategy profile that maximizes the expected payoff for each player given their beliefs
about the other players’ types and given the strategies employed by the other players [58].
That is, no player can increase their expected payoff by changing their mixed strategy,
given that they know the strategies of all other players, but do not have full information
about the state of the game.

Example 3.10 In the simultaneous prisoner’s dilemma, the two suspects of
example 3.3 are interrogated in separate rooms. Player two therefore does not
know the action of player one, and she therefore only has one information set,
which contains two states. In figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) the resulting extensive
and normal form representations of the game is shown. Since it is beneficial
for player two to inform against player one in both states in the information
set, the Baeysian Nash equilibrium will be the situation where both players
always inform against each other.

(a) Extensive form

(b) Normal form

Figure 3.2: Representation of the simultaneous prisoner’s dilemma, analogous
to figure 3.1. Player two does not know if player one has chosen to inform the
police or remain silent. Thus, player two is in an information set with two
states. However, in both states, it is beneficial for player 2 to inform against
player one.

3.9

Poisson games

A Poisson game is a special kind of limited information multi-player game, where the
number of players varies according to a Poisson distribution of mean 𝜆. Poisson games
are characterized by two special properties, first described by Myerson in 1998 and further
expanded by the same author in 2000 [64, 65].
The decomposition property states that if a player is of type 1 with probability 𝑝1 ,
then the number of players of type 1, 𝑁1 will also be Poisson distributed with mean 𝜆𝑝1 .
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Here the sum in (3.12) has been identified as a sum over a normalized Poisson distribution
in the variable 𝑁 + 𝑁1 of mean 𝜆(1 − 𝑝1 ).
The second property is called environmental equivalence. Imagine a Poisson game
where the total number of players is a Poisson random variable with mean 𝜆. Then
the number of opponents that each player meets is also a Poisson variable with mean
𝜆. Intuitively, one would expect the number of opponents to be 𝜆 − 1, since the player
does not meet herself. However, a particular player is more likely to participate in a
game with many players. These two effects exactly cancel each other out, such that any
player, who knows she is participating in a Poisson game, deduces the same probability
distribution for the number of opponents as an outside observer’s would for the total
number of players.

3.10

Behavioural game theory

In reality, the assumption that all players are perfectly rational often does not hold. Then
cognitive and emotional factors have to be considered to understand the actions of real
people and companies in strategic situations. This area of research, called behavioural
game theory, is based largely on experimental studies and psychological principles rather
than analytic derivations [52].
Example 3.11 In a well-studied game, 𝑁 participants each bid on a real
number between 0 and 100. The winning bid is the one closest to 2/3 of the
average. The unique Nash equilibrium, is where all participants bid 0. However, in field studies the winning bid is always substantially higher. When
the danish newspaper Politiken organized an internet competition with 19,196
people and with a prize of 5000 dkk, the winning value was 21.6. Many players irrationally bid on numbers higher than 66.7, making them incapable of
winning. [66, 67]
In lowest unique bid auctions, the topic of chapter 4, field studies have shown that
players have a tendency to bid on odd numbers. Psychologically, agents perceive odd
numbers and prime numbers to be original, so they irrationally bid on such numbers
with a higher probability, in order to submit a unique bid [68].
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Chapter 4
Rational and actual behaviour in
lowest unique bid auctions
4.1

Introduction

The earliest known organized auction took place in Babylon around year 500 BCE. Here,
each village collected all maidens of age to marry and sold them one by one to the highest
male bidder [69]. Some 700 years later, the entire Roman Empire was sold by means of an
auction, after Emperor Pertinax had been killed. The auction winner, Didius Julianus,
reighned as emperor for merely two months before being beheaded himself [70].
The first game-theoretic analysis of common auction types was put forward in 1961
by William Vickrey [71]. He developed the concept of ‘sealed-bid second-price auctions’,
where the highest bidder wins the auction, but only pays the second highest bid. Vickrey
showed that this auction type encourages bidders to bid the maximum amount they are
willing to pay, unlike the more common ‘sealed-bid first-price auction’ [72].
The ‘lowest unique bid auction’ is on the border between being an auction and a
lottery. As in an auction, a number of people place bids to win an item of interest. As
in a lottery, it costs a fee just to participate, and it is largely a matter of luck whether
you win or not. This has led some game theoreticians to classify the lowest unique bid
auction as a ‘gambling auction’ [73]. Also, the auction can be perceived as an extreme
minority game [74].
Analysing the lowest unique bid auction is interesting for several reasons. First, the
auction type has recently gained widespread popularity on the internet [75]. Second, it is
sufficiently simple to make a comprehensive game theoretic analysis. Third, detailed data
of many auctions are available online, which provides a unique opportunity to compare
theoretically optimal strategies of completely rational players with the actual strategies
employed by people in real life auctions.
In the following, I will study the lowest unique bid auction using three different
approaches. In section 4.4 I derive some analytical results of the auction, including the
mixed strategies that completely rational players should follow. In section 4.5 I describe
how the auction can be modeled using a Monte Carlo simulation, and present results
obtained from such simulations. In section 4.6 I analyse field-data from real auctions
held online, and compare these to the theoretical results. Before this, I will present the
rules of the gambling auction and the notation used in detail and, furthermore, I will
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review other authors’ studies of the auction type.

4.2

Rules and notation

In a lowest unique bid auction, 𝑁 players bid to get an item of value 𝑉 . The bids, denoted
𝑘, have to be integer numbers (e.g. 𝑘 = 1 cent, 2 cents, . . . or 𝑘 = £1, £2, . . .). The
winner is the player with the lowest unique bid. That is, players have to bid sufficiently
low, to not have a unique bid below them, but also sufficiently high, to be unique (see
figure 4.1). If no player has submitted a unique bid, nobody wins the auction. In most
internet auctions, players can choose to place (and pay for) multiple bids (see section
4.5.3).
In table 4.1, a list of frequently used symbols can be found.

Figure 4.1: Rules of the lowest unique bid auction. The winner is the player
bidding 3 cents, being the lowest unique bidder. The players bidding 1 and
2 are not unique and the player bidding 5 is unique, but not lowest. Image
courtesy of http://www.bassabids.com

4.3

Previous studies of the gambling auction

Previous studies of the lowest unique bid auction, or gambling auctions very similar to it,
may be divided into two groups. Three papers have been published by physicists in the
journal Fluctuation and Noise Letters, and six reports have been written by economists,
several without being published in a journal. These two groups of studies do not cite
each other.
In the first of the physics papers, published in 2007, Zeng, Davis and Abbot [76]
studied what they called the lowest unique positive integer game (LUPI). Here 𝑁 players
bid on integer numbers between 1 and 𝑁 , trying to be the lowest unique bidder. The
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Symbol
𝑉
𝐶
𝑘
𝑁
𝜆
𝑁𝑘
𝑝𝑘
𝑍
𝑥𝑘
𝑓𝑘
𝑤𝑘
𝜋𝑘

Description
Value of auction item.
Cost to place a bid.
Bid. E.g. 𝑘 = £17.
Total number of players in the auction.
Mean number of players in auction (used in grand canonical ensemble).
Number of players bidding 𝑘.
Probability for a player to bid 𝑘.
Generating function for probability distribution.
𝑘’th variable in the generating function.
Mean number of players bidding 𝑘.
Probability of having a winner bidding 𝑘.
Payoff for a player bidding 𝑘 when all players employ the same strategy,
given by the context.
𝜋𝑘 (𝜏, 𝜎) Payoff for a player bidding 𝑘 when she plays according to the strategy 𝜏
and all others use the strategy 𝜎.
𝑑
𝑙2 -distance between the Nash distribution of 𝑓𝑘 s and the distribution of
𝑓𝑘 s from a single auction.
Table 4.1: List of frequently used symbols in lowest unique bid auction.

authors incorrectly conclude that, independent of 𝑁 , all players should bid either 1 or 2
with probability 0.5 of each. This obvious misconclusion was corrected by Flitney [77]
in 2008. However, Flitney also imposed some incorrect assumptions, e.g. that the losing
bids should either all be above or all below the winning number. In 2010 Baek and
Bernhardsson [78] corrected this, taking all the combinations of bids into account. They
developed an algorithm for finding the symmetric, mixed Nash equilibrium of the LUPI
game for arbitrary 𝑁 . The number of parameters to consider in this algorithm increases
exponentially with 𝑁 , so Baek and Bernhardsson were only able to find distributions
for 𝑁 smaller than 12. These distributions are consistent with simulations described in
section 4.5.
In 2008 Eichberger and Vinogradov [79] made what they called a ‘first approach’ for
the lowest unique bid auction, where each player can place multiple bids. It is debatable
whether the approach was indeed the first, since the authors were in possession of preliminary versions of [75] and [80], as well as a never published article by De Wachter and
Norman [81]. Eichberger and Vinogradov studied data from German internet auctions
and compared these to what they claimed was the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium solution of the game. However, in the derivation of the Nash equilibrium the authors argued
that any player bidding 𝑘 should also bid on all numbers below 𝑘. This is obviously false.
In this case, all players will surely bid on number 1, despite that no player could ever
win bidding 1. Strangely enough, this error in reasoning was not noticed in any of the
subsequent articles.
Raviv and Virag [73] did the first analysis of the ‘highest unique bid auction’ in
2009, in which the winner is the player with the highest unique bid below a threshold
𝑏. The authors studied the limit 1 ≪ 𝑏 ≪ 𝑉 , where the auction type proves equivalent
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to the lowest unique bid auction. In this limit, Raviv and Virag incorrectly concluded
that the Nash equilibrium “is such that the highest few slots are used with positive
probability, followed by a gap in the support of bids, after which bids are used with
positive density” [73]. They draw this conclusion despite that they, themselves, prove
that “in any symmetric equilibrium there is no gap in the support of the equilibrium
strategy” [73].
Later in 2009, Rapoport, Otsubo, Kim, and Stein [75] studied both the lowest unique
bid auction and the highest unique bid auction. Their main contribution was a computer
algorithm for finding symmetric mixed-strategy equilibrium solutions by iterating the
average payoff for any player participating in the auction. The program presupposes that
each player only submits a single bid.
Also in 2009, Gallice [68] analysed the lowest unique bid auction with signals. Here,
signals means that the players, after placing a bid, receive informing about whether their
bid was unique, and if so, whether it currently is the lowest unique bid. This makes the
game much more complex, since factors as orders of the bids and how much each player
is willing to invest in the auction become important.
In 2010 Houba, van der Laan, and Veldhuizen [82] developed a computer program for
finding symmetric Nash equilibriums, different from that of Rapoport, Otsubo, Kim, and
Stein. As in [75], this program requires all players to submit only one bid.
Last, in December 2010 the economists Östling, Wang, Chou, and Camerer [80] studied a version of the lowest unique bid auction, where the number of players are not fixed,
but Poisson distributed. This simplifies the theoretical analysis of the game greatly, as
shown in section 4.4.2. The authors derive a recurrence relation (4.30) for the symmetric
Nash equilibrium, and compares this to both laboratory and field data. They find that
both lab and field data seemingly converge towards equilibrium, but they do not quantify
this.

4.4
4.4.1

Rational behaviour in lowest unique bid auctions analytical results
Nash equilibria in canonical ensemble

The lowest unique bid auction contains many Nash equilibria, most of which are asymmetric. That is, Nash equilibria where the players bid according to individually different
strategies. For instance, a pure strategy profile, which is also a Nash equilibrium, is when
one player always bids 1 (and always wins) and all other players bid on higher numbers.
The player that is always winning is, of course, not interested in changing her strategy.
The other players, who are never winning, can not increase their winning chances by
changing their strategies. If they start bidding 1, they will not be unique.
In the auction, however, all players start with the same information about the game;
i.e. the rules, the cost to participate, the value of the auction item and the number
of players bidding. This symmetry in information makes it natural to only consider
symmetric Nash equilibria, where all players play according to the same mixed strategy.
That such a mixed strategy exists has been established by John Nash, as given by (3.6).
Consider 𝑁 players that all place a bid according to the same mixed strategy 𝑥 =
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(𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 , . . .). The probability that 𝑁1 players bid 1, 𝑁2 players bid 2, and so forth is
given by
(︃ ∞
)︃
∑︁
𝑁!
𝑁𝑗 , 𝑁 ,
𝑃 (𝑁1 , 𝑁2 , . . . |𝑁 ) =
𝑝𝑁1 𝑝𝑁2 · · · 𝛿
𝑁1 !𝑁2 ! · · · 1 2
𝑗=0

(4.1)

where the Kronecker delta fixes the total number of bids to 𝑁 . This multinomial distribution can be seen as an infinite-dimensional array, assigning a probability to all possible
combinations of bids. The generating function of this array is
𝑍(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . |𝑁 ) =
=

∞
∑︁

𝑁1 ,𝑁2 ,...=0

(︃

∞
∑︁

1 𝑁2
𝑥𝑁
1 𝑥2 · · · 𝑃 (𝑁1 , 𝑁2 , . . . |𝑁 )

𝑥𝑗 𝑝 𝑗

𝑗=1

)︃𝑁

(4.2)
(4.3)

.

We can now exploit some basic properties of generating functions. Specifically
∞
∑︁

𝑃 (𝑁1 , . . . , 𝑁𝑘−1 , 0, 𝑁𝑘+1 , . . .) = 𝑍(1, . . . , 1, 0 , 1, . . .)
↑

𝑁1 ,...,𝑁𝑘−1 ,𝑁𝑘+1 ,...=0

(4.4)

𝑥𝑘

⃒
𝜕 ⃒⃒
𝑍⃒
𝑃 (𝑁1 , . . . , 𝑁𝑘−1 , 1, 𝑁𝑘+1 , . . .) =
𝜕𝑥𝑘 ⃒
𝑁1 ,...,𝑁𝑘−1 ,𝑁𝑘+1 ,...=0
𝑥𝑖 =𝛿𝑖
(︃𝑘−1 (︂
)︂)︃ ⃒⃒
∞
∑︁
∑︁
∏︁
𝜕
⃒
𝑍⃒
𝑃 (𝑁1 , . . . , 𝑁𝑘−1 , 0, 𝑁𝑘+1 , . . .) =
1−
⃒
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝑗=1
𝑁1 ,...,𝑁𝑘−1 ̸=1 𝑁𝑘+1 ,...=0
𝑥𝑖 =𝛿𝑖
⃒
(︃
)︃
(︂
)︂
∞
𝑘−1
∑︁
∏︁
∑︁
𝜕
𝜕 ⃒⃒
𝑃 (𝑁1 , . . . , 𝑁𝑘−1 , 1, 𝑁𝑘+1 , . . .) =
1−
𝑍⃒
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑘 ⃒
𝑗=1
𝑁1 ,...,𝑁𝑘−1 ̸=1 𝑁𝑘+1 ,...=0
𝑥𝑖 =𝛿𝑖
{︂
𝜕
0 if 𝜕𝑥𝑖 has acted on 𝑍
.
where
𝛿𝑖 =
1 otherwise
∞
∑︁

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)

Here (4.4) is the probability that no player bids 𝑘, (4.5) is the probability that exactly
one player bids 𝑘, (4.6) is the probability that no player bids 𝑘 and that there is no unique
bid below 𝑘, and (4.7) is the probability that exactly one player bids 𝑘 and that there is
no unique bid below 𝑘.
One can get an alternative expression for the generating function by representing the
Kronecker delta in (4.1) as a contour integral:
𝛿

(︃

∞
∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑁𝑗 , 𝑁

)︃

1
=
2𝜋𝑖

∮︁

∑︀∞

𝑧 −𝑁 −1+

𝑗=1

𝑁𝑗

d𝑧,

(4.9)

where the integral goes counter clockwise around zero. If (4.9) is inserted in (4.1), which
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is then inserted into (4.2), one can rearrange to get
∮︁
∞
∑︁
𝑁!
1 (𝑧𝑝1 𝑥1 )𝑁1 (𝑧𝑝2 𝑥2 )𝑁2
𝑍(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . |𝑁 ) =
· · · d𝑧
2𝜋𝑖 𝑁 ,𝑁 ,...=0 𝑧 𝑁 +1
𝑁1 !
𝑁2 !
1
2
∮︁
∞
𝑁!
1 ∏︁ 𝑧𝑝𝑗 𝑥𝑗
=
e
d𝑧.
2𝜋𝑖
𝑧 𝑁 +1 𝑗=0

(4.10)
(4.11)

From the probability distribution {𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 , . . .} we wish to find the chances of there
being a winner on each number {𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , 𝑤3 , . . .}. That is, if 𝑁 players play according
to {𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 , . . .} what is the probability that one player plays 𝑘, and that there is no
unique bid below k. This probability is given exactly by (4.7).
⃒
(︃𝑘−1 (︂
)︂)︃
∏︁
𝜕 ⃒⃒
𝜕
𝑍⃒
(4.12)
𝑤𝑘 =
1−
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑘 ⃒
𝑗=1
𝑥𝑖 =𝛿𝑖
⃒
⃒
⃒
)︂
∮︁
𝑘−1 (︂
∞
⃒
⃒
⃒
∏︁
𝜕
1 ∏︁
𝜕
𝑁!
𝑧𝑝𝑗 𝑥𝑗 ⃒
𝑧𝑝𝑘 𝑥𝑘 ⃒
𝑧𝑝𝑗 𝑥𝑗 ⃒
1
−
e
e
=
e
d𝑧 (4.13)
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
2𝜋𝑖
𝑧 𝑁 +1
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑘
𝑗=0

=

=

𝑁!
2𝜋𝑖
𝑁!
2𝜋𝑖

∮︁
∮︁

1

𝑧 𝑁 +1

𝑝𝑘 e

𝑘−1
∏︁
𝑗=0

𝑥𝑗 =𝛿𝑗

(e𝑧𝑝𝑗 − 𝑧𝑝𝑗 ) 𝑧𝑝𝑘

𝑧(1−𝑝𝑘 ) 𝑘−1
∏︁ (︀

𝑧𝑁

𝑗=0

∞
∏︁

𝑥𝑘 =0 𝑗=𝑘+1

𝑥𝑗 =1

e𝑧𝑝𝑗 d𝑧.

𝑗=𝑘+1

)︀
1 − 𝑧𝑝𝑗 e−𝑧𝑝𝑗 d𝑧.

If one solves the integral, the delta function reappears and one gets
(︃ ∞
)︃
∞
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
𝑁!
1 𝑁2
𝑝𝑘 𝑝 𝑁
𝑁𝑗 , 𝑁 .
𝑤𝑘 =
1 𝑝2 · · · 𝛿
𝑁
1 !𝑁2 ! · · ·
𝑗=0
,...=0
𝑁 ,...𝑁
̸=1 𝑁
1

𝑘−1

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

𝑘+1

Even though (4.15) looks simpler than (4.16), the interpretation of (4.16) is clear: we are
summing only over the states of the multinomial with one bid on 𝑘 and no unique bids
below 𝑘.
The expected payoff 𝜋𝑘 for any player bidding 𝑘 multiplied with the probability 𝑝𝑘
for a player to bid 𝑘 gives the total payoff on 𝑘 per player
𝑝 𝑘 𝜋𝑘 =

𝑤𝑘 (𝑉 − 𝑘)
− 𝐶,
𝑁

(4.17)

where 𝑉 is the value of the auction item and 𝐶 is the cost of participating in the auction.
If all players were completely rational, they should bid according to the symmetric Nash
equilibrium, in which the expected payoff is equal on all numbers, as given by equation
(3.5). Thus
𝜋𝑘 = 𝜋𝑘+1

⇔

𝑤𝑘 (𝑉 − 𝑘)
𝑤𝑘+1 (𝑉 − 𝑘 − 1)
=
.
𝑝𝑘
𝑝𝑘+1

(4.18)

By solving this relation numerically, the symmetric Nash equilibrium can be found for
any number of players and auction item values (see section 4.5.2).
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4.4.2

Approximations - Symmetric Nash equilibrium in grand
canonical ensemble

It is possible to derive a simple recurrence relation for the symmetric Nash equilibrium
by imposing two simple approximations. First, one can let the number of players in the
auction be Poisson distributed with mean 𝜆. Hereby, we go from the canonical ensemble
to the grand canonical ensemble, and the auction turns into a Poisson game, as described
in section 3.9. This makes the analysis simpler, since the number of bids on any 𝑘 will
be Poisson distributed, when 𝑁 is Poisson distributed. Second, for large values of the
−𝑘
≈ 1. This corresponds to saying that the
auction item, one can approximate 𝑉 𝑉−𝑘−1
players are indifferent to the value of their bid as long as they win the auction. That
these approximations only lead to minor changes in the resulting probability distribution
is established in section 4.5.2.
If one lets the total number of players be Poisson distributed with a mean of 𝜆, one
gets
𝑃 (𝑁 ) = e−𝜆
𝑍(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . |𝜆) =

∞
∑︁

𝑁 =0

𝜆𝑁
⇒
𝑁!

(4.19)

𝑍(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . |𝑁 )𝑃 (𝑁 )

(4.20)

∞
∑︁
1
−𝜆
=e
𝑁!
𝑁 =0

= e−𝜆

∞
∏︁

(︃

𝜆

∞
∑︁

𝑝 𝑗 𝑥𝑗

𝑗=1

)︃𝑁

(4.21)

e𝜆𝑝𝑗 𝑥𝑗

(4.22)

e𝜆𝑝𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 −1) .

(4.23)

𝑗=1

=

∞
∏︁
𝑗=1

In this case, the chance that there is a winner on bid number 𝑘 can be calculated from
(4.7):
⃒
(︃𝑘−1 (︂
)︂)︃
∏︁
𝜕
𝜕 ⃒⃒
𝑍⃒
𝑤𝑘 =
1−
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑘 ⃒
𝑗=1
⃒𝑥𝑖 =𝛿𝑖
⃒
(︂
)︂
𝑘−1
⃒
⃒
∏︁
𝜕
𝜕
⃒
⃒
=
1−
(e𝜆𝑝𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 −1) ⃒
e𝜆𝑝𝑘 (𝑥𝑘 −1) ⃒
⃒
⃒
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝑗
𝑘
𝑗=1
𝑥𝑗 =𝛿𝑗

= 𝜆𝑝𝑘 e−𝜆𝑝𝑘

𝑘−1
∏︁
𝑗=1

(︀

)︀
1 − 𝜆𝑝𝑗 e−𝜆𝑝𝑗 ,

(4.24)
∞
∏︁

𝑥𝑘 =𝛿0 𝑗=𝑘+1

⃒
⃒
⃒
e𝜆𝑝𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 −1) ⃒
⃒

(4.25)
𝑥𝑗 =1

(4.26)

where 𝛿𝑗 refers to (4.8). The interpretation of (4.26) is clear; the chance that 𝑘 is the
winning number equals the probability that no number beneath 𝑘 has a unique bidder,
but 𝑘 has.
The Nash condition hereby becomes
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(𝑉 − 𝑘)𝑤𝑘
(𝑉 − 𝑘 − 1)𝑤𝑘+1
−𝐶 =
−𝐶 ⇔
𝜆𝑝𝑘
𝜆𝑝𝑘+1
𝑘
𝑘−1
∏︁
∏︁ (︀
(︀
)︀
)︀
1 − 𝜆𝑝𝑗 e−𝜆𝑝𝑗 ⇔
1 − 𝜆𝑝𝑗 e−𝜆𝑝𝑗 = (𝑉 − 𝑘 − 1)e−𝜆𝑝𝑘+1
(𝑉 − 𝑘)e−𝜆𝑝𝑘
𝑗=1

−𝜆𝑝𝑘

(𝑉 − 𝑘)e

e𝜆𝑝𝑘+1

(4.28)

𝑗=1

)︀
= (𝑉 − 𝑘 − 1) 1 − 𝜆𝑝𝑘 e−𝜆𝑝𝑘 e−𝜆𝑝𝑘+1 ⇔
𝑉 −𝑘−1
= e𝜆𝑝𝑘 − 𝜆𝑝𝑘
.
𝑉 −𝑘
(︀

(4.27)

(4.29)
(4.30)

If we denote the average number of people bidding 𝑘 by 𝑓𝑘 = 𝜆𝑝𝑘 , we get the recurrence
relation
(︂
)︂
1
𝑓𝑘
𝑓𝑘+1 = ln(e − 𝑓𝑘 ) + ln 1 −
.
(4.31)
𝑉 −𝑘

Using this relation, one can derive the Nash equilibrium probability distribution from
the average number of players bidding 1, denoted 𝑓1 . This relation ensures that the 𝑓𝑘 ’s
are monotonically decreasing in the region 𝑓𝑘 > 0 and 𝑘 < 𝑉 . The last term of (4.31)
will make the 𝑓𝑘 ’s go negative before 𝑘 = 𝑉 . Since a negative number of players has
no physical meaning, one has to truncate the support of the Nash equilibrium strategy
to the region where all 𝑓𝑘 ’s are
∑︀positive. The initial condition 𝑓1 has to be determined
iteratively from the condition
𝑓𝑘 = 𝜆.
Since the distribution is only normalized by a particular choice of 𝑓1 , the Nash equilibrium is unique. Therefore, the Nash equilibrium is isolated in the singleton set of
symmetric Nash equilibria, and it is therefore an evolutionarily stable strategy. This is
discussed further in appendix C.
Using the second approximation of large 𝑉 , the last term of (4.31) disappears, leaving
the simpler recurrence relation
𝑓𝑘+1 = ln(e𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘 ).

(4.32)

Now, the initial value 𝑓1 is, in a simple way, given by the mean number of players in
the auction 𝜆, see equation (4.40). In section 4.5.2, I investigate the impact of the two
approximations.
It is immediately seen that the 𝑓𝑘 ’s are also monotonically decreasing in this approximation. However, now they are positive for all 𝑘, but converge to zero as 𝑘 goes
to infinity. This means that the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium has full support. In
section 4.4.3-4.4.6 properties of this Nash equilibrium are investigated further.

4.4.3

Expected payoff

If there is no unique bid in the entire auction, no winner can be found. In the symmetric
𝑤𝑘
of the times an auction
Nash equilibrium, it is easy to see that this will happen 𝜋𝑘 = 𝜆𝑝
𝑘
is held. If it happens more frequently, it would be beneficial for each player to bid on a
very high number, which would almost surely be unique and therefore win. If it happened
more rarely, it would not be beneficial for the players to bid on the highest number in
the support, with which they would only be able to win if there is no lower unique bid.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of how 100 players should, on average, bid in the Nash
equilibrium. The mixed strategy Nash equilibrium is monotonically decreasing
and has full support.

The total probability of not having a winner or having one must sum to one:
1 = 𝑃 (no winner) + 𝑃 (winner)
∞
∑︁
𝑤𝑘
= 𝜋𝑘 +

(4.33)
(4.34)

𝑘=1

= 𝜋𝑘 + 𝜆𝜋𝑘

∞
∑︁

(4.35)

𝑝𝑘

𝑘=1

(4.36)

= 𝜋𝑘 (1 + 𝜆) ⇔
1
𝜋𝑘 =
.
1+𝜆

(4.37)

Thus, in the Nash equilibrium, the chance for any player to win on any number 𝑘 is
which is also the chance that no winner is found.

4.4.4

1
,
1+𝜆

Number of players bidding 1

If the number of players in the auction, 𝑁 , were fixed, the number of players bidding 1,
𝑁1 , would be binomially distributed. But since the number of players in the auction is
Poisson distributed according to (4.19), the number of players bidding 1 must be Poisson
distributed with mean 𝑓1 = 𝜆𝑝1 , as given by the decomposition property (3.13).
P(𝑁1 ) = e−𝑓1

𝑓1𝑁1
.
𝑁1 !

(4.38)

Setting 𝑁1 = 1, we get the probability 𝑤1 of having a winner bidding one. Also using
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4.37 we get
𝑤1 = e−𝑓1 𝑓1

∧

𝑤1 = 𝜋1 𝜆𝑝1 =

𝑓1
⇒
𝜆+1

𝑓1 = ln (𝜆 + 1) .

(4.39)
(4.40)

This gives the expected number of players bidding 1. Using this together with the
recurrence relation 4.32, the normalized probability distribution of the Nash equilibrium
can be computed directly from the average number of players in the auction.
The condition (4.40) can also be derived directly from the recurrence relation (4.32)
by noting that the sum of all 𝑓𝑘 should give the mean number of players, 𝜆.
Rearranging and summing, one gets
𝑓𝑘 = e𝑓𝑘 − e𝑓𝑘+1 ⇒
𝑛
∑︁
𝜆 = lim
𝑓𝑘
𝑛→∞

(4.41)
(4.42)

𝑘=1

𝑛
∑︁

e𝑓𝑘 − e𝑓𝑘+1

(4.43)

= e𝑓1 − lim e𝑓𝑛+1 ⇒

(4.44)

= lim

𝑛→∞

𝑘=1

𝑛→∞

𝑓1 = ln(𝜆 + 1),

(4.45)

where it has been used that 𝑓∞ = 0 (see section 4.4.5).

4.4.5

Limiting behaviour and scaling of cut-off point

When the number of player participating in an auction is large, the number of players
bidding low numbers is large: 𝑓𝑘 ≫ 1. In this limit we get
(︀
)︀
(︀ )︀
(︀
)︀
𝑓𝑘+1 − 𝑓𝑘 = ln e𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘 − ln e𝑓𝑘 = ln 1 − 𝑓𝑘 e−𝑓𝑘 ≈ −𝑓𝑘 e−𝑓𝑘 ,
(4.46)

which is a very slow decrease. Thus, for large auctions, rational players bid on low
numbers with almost equal probabilities.
For high bids 𝑘 ≫ 1, the probability of bidding drops to zero, so 𝑓𝑘 ≈ 0. In this limit
we get
(︂
)︂
(︀ 𝑓
)︀
𝑓𝑘2
𝑓2
𝑘
𝑓𝑘+1 = ln e − 𝑓𝑘 ≈ ln 1 +
≈ 𝑘,
(4.47)
2
2

which is a superexponential decrease.
Between these two limits, the Nash distribution must, therefore, undergo a drastic
change of behaviour. We define the cut-off 𝑘 * by 𝑓𝑘* = 1. That is, the cut-off is the
number that, on average, only one player bids. Notice that the cut-off will only be
integer-valued for specific values of 𝜆.
It is easy to show that the distribution will be concave below the cut-off and convex
above the cut-off [80], using that the function 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑥e−𝑥 is monotonically increasing
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for 𝑥 < 1 and monotonically decreasing for 𝑥 > 1
)︀
)︀
(︀
(︀
𝑘 < 𝑘* ⇒ 𝑓𝑘+1 − 𝑓𝑘+2 = − ln 1 − 𝑓𝑘+1 e−𝑓𝑘+1 > − ln 1 − 𝑓𝑘 e−𝑓𝑘 = 𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘+1 (4.48)
)︀
)︀
(︀
(︀
𝑘 > 𝑘* ⇒ 𝑓𝑘+1 − 𝑓𝑘+2 = − ln 1 − 𝑓𝑘+1 e−𝑓𝑘+1 < − ln 1 − 𝑓𝑘 e−𝑓𝑘 = 𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘+1 (4.49)

To investigate how the cut-off scales with 𝜆, consider what happens if the number of
participants increases by ln(𝜆 + 1). Due to (4.40), one can interpret this situation as if all
the new players bid 1, and nobody else does. Then, the old players must distribute their
bids on 𝑘 ≥ 2 according to the recurrence relation (4.32). But this is the same problem as
distributing the bids on 𝑘 ≥ 1 before the new players joined the game. Thus, the whole
distribution will be shifted to the right by 1:
(4.50)

𝜆 → 𝜆 + ln (𝜆 + 1) ⇒ 𝑓𝑘 → 𝑓𝑘+1 ⇒ 𝑘 * → 𝑘 * + 1.

So adding ln (𝜆 + 1) players to the game will shift the cut-off point by 1. In the continuum
limit (which is valid for large 𝜆), one gets the differential equation

𝑘 * (𝜆) =

∫︁

d𝜆
= ln (𝜆 + 1) ⇒
d𝑘 *
𝜆
1
d𝜆 + 𝑐 ≡ 𝑙𝑖 (𝜆 + 1) + 𝑐 ≈
ln (𝜆 + 1)
ln(𝜆)

(︂
1+

1
ln(𝜆)

)︂

(4.51)
+ 𝑐,

(4.52)

where 𝑙𝑖(𝑥) is the logarithmic integral function, and the last approximation is an expansion of this, which can be obtained by considering the asymptotic series of the exponential
integral evaluated in ln(𝑥).
It turns out that the integration constant 𝑐 is negligible, which can be motivated by
the fact that 𝑘 * ≈ 1 for 𝜆 ≈ 1, even though the continuum limit does not apply in this
case. Thus, when 𝜆 = 100, players should mainly bid below 𝑘 * ≈ 26 and when 𝜆 = 1000,
they should mainly bid below 𝑘 * ≈ 166.

4.4.6

Expected l2 distance from Nash equilibrium

The distribution of 𝑓𝑘 in the Nash equilibrium indicates how many players on average
ought to bid 𝑘. If only a single auction is held, the resulting distribution of bids 𝜑𝑘 will
deviate from the average 𝑓𝑘 ’s due to fluctuations. The expected 𝑙2 -distance ⟨𝑑⟩ between
the Nash distribution and the observed distribution is given by
⟨𝑑⟩ =

⟨︀ ∑︁
𝑘

⟩︀ ∑︁
(𝜑𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘 )2 =
𝑓𝑘 = 𝜆,

(4.53)

𝑘

⟨︀
⟩︀
where we have used that each 𝑓𝑘 is Poisson distributed, such that the variance (𝜑𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘 )2
equals the mean 𝑓𝑘 .
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The variance of the 𝑙2 -distance can also be computed
⟨︀ ⟩︀
𝜎𝑑2 = 𝑑2 − ⟨𝑑⟩2
(︃
)︃2
⟨︀ ∑︁
⟩︀
=
(𝜑𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘 )2
− 𝜆2

(4.54)
(4.55)

𝑘

=

⟨︀ ∑︁
𝑘

=

⟨︀ ∑︁
𝑘

⟩︀ ⟨︀ ∑︁
⟩︀
(𝜑𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘 )4 +
(𝜑𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖 )2 (𝜑𝑗 − 𝑓𝑗 )2 − 𝜆2

(4.56)

𝑖̸=𝑗

⟩︀ ⟨︀ ∑︁
⟩︀
𝑓𝑘 (1 + 3𝑓𝑘 ) +
𝑓𝑖 𝑓𝑗 − 𝜆2 ,

(4.57)

𝑖̸=𝑗

⟩︀
⟨︀
where we have used the fourth central moment of the Poisson distribution (𝜑𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘 )4 =
𝑓𝑘 (1 + 3𝑓𝑘 ) in the first term, and that the two variances in second term factorize.
If one of the three 𝑓𝑘2 from the first sum is added to the second sum, this factorizes
to the product of two sums
∑︁ ⟨︀ ⟩︀
⟨︀ ∑︁ ⟩︀
⟨︀ ∑︁ 2 ⟩︀ ⟨︀ ∑︁ ∑︁ ⟩︀
𝜎𝑑2 =
𝑓𝑘 + 2
𝑓𝑘 +
𝑓𝑖
𝑓 𝑗 − 𝜆2 = 𝜆 + 2
𝑓𝑘2 .
(4.58)
𝑘

𝑖

𝑘

𝑗

𝑘

Thus, the relative deviation will, for large 𝜆, decrease to zero approximately as
𝜎𝑑
=
𝑑

√︃

1
2 ∑︁ 2
+ 2
⟨𝑓𝑘 ⟩.
𝜆 𝜆 𝑘

√1 :
𝜆

(4.59)

These results have been verified using simulations of the auction (see appendix D.2).

4.5

Game simulation

Some important results regarding the auction can not straightforwardly be derived analytically. Among these are the effects of the two approximations introduced in section
4.4.2, namely that the number of players fluctuate as a Poisson random variable and that
the auction item value can be set to infinity. Furthermore, the effects of letting each
player bid multiple times are nontrivial to derive analytically.
For these reasons, a Java program was written, simulating the gaming auction. The
complete code can be found in appendix D.1

4.5.1

Structure of the program

In the construction of the program, it is exploited that the Nash equilibrium is a global
attractor in the symmetric phase space. That is, if players continuously and symmetrically
adjust their strategies to maximize their payoff, they will automatically approach the Nash
equilibrium. If all players employ the same strategy they will, on average, get low payoff
on numbers bid more frequently than the Nash equilibrium, and vice versa. A necessary
condition for the Nash equilibrium to be a global attractor is that it is an evolutionarily
stable strategy.
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In the program, an integer array 𝑝 is initialized as a uniform distribution ranging from
one to the integer number 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥. The sum of all coordinates of 𝑝 is denoted 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚. Thus,
𝑥 = 𝑝/𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚 can be regarded as a mixed strategy with a finite resolution, 1/𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚, and a
support 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝(𝑥) = {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥}.
With all players following this strategy, the auction was held 10 · 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚 times with
𝑁 players ‘drawing’ their bids from the probability distribution. Here, 𝑁 is a Poisson
random variable of mean 𝜆. Having 10 · 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚 auctions ensures that each integer 𝑘 in the
support should, on average, be the winning number 10𝑝[𝑘] 𝑁𝑁+1 times1 , being sufficient for
doing statistics even for integers with 𝑝[𝑘] = 1.
During the auctions, the number of bids and winners on each number is recorded.
can be computed together with the
Subsequently, the payoff array 𝜋[𝑘] = #𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑠[𝑘]
#𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑠[𝑘]
average payoff ⟨𝜋⟩. To approach the Nash equilibrium, the probability array 𝑝 is then
increased on low payoff numbers (when 𝜋[𝑘] < ⟨𝜋⟩) and decreased on high payoff numbers.
If the last integer in the support 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥−1 is a high payoff number, the support is increased
by one. Conversely, if 𝑝[𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 1] reaches zero, the support is decreased by 1.
During the change of 𝑝 it is ensured that the probability of any bid in the support
is never decreased to zero. Also, it is imposed that 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚 is kept constant after the
change. However, when the process has been repeated NroundsPrDoublePrecision times,
all probabilities in 𝑝 are doubled, along with 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚. This is equivalent to doubling the
resolution of the probability distribution, and halving the ’steps’ taken towards the Nash
equilibrium in phase space. This process is again repeated NdoublePrecision times, before
the simulation is stopped and the probability distribution is written to a text file.
Using this program, it was verified that the recurrence relation (4.32) and normalization condition (4.40) does, indeed, give the Nash equilibrium, as shown in figure 4.3.

4.5.2

Effects of approximations

To estimate the consequences of the two approximations imposed in 4.4.2 on the resulting
Nash equilibrium, two options were added to the program.
By setting the boolean fixedNoOfPlayers to true, the number of players in each auction
is changed from being a Poisson variable of mean 𝜆 to being fixed at 𝜆. Furthermore,
by setting the boolean infiniteValue to false and defining an auction item value 𝑉 , the
payoff on each integer is changed from #𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟[𝑘]
to (𝑉 −𝑘)#𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟[𝑘]
. Hereby, if the winning
#𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑠[𝑘]
#𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑠[𝑘]
chances are equal on two integers, the payoff will be highest on the lowest integer, since
the winner here will pay less for getting the item.
In figure 4.3 the simulated Nash equilibrium is shown for four cases. Both when the
number of players is fixed at, and fluctuating around, 𝜆 = 100, and when the auction
item value is set to be infinite or 𝑉 = 100.
The effect of letting the number of players fluctuate, i.e. the difference between
the canonical and grand canonical ensemble, is expected to be largest when the mean
number of players is low. This is because the relative deviation of the Poisson distribution
decreases as 𝜆−1/2 . In online auctions, the most common few player games have about 100
players (see section 4.6.1). Among these auctions, the cheapest auction item is ‘Wayfarer
𝑝[𝑘]
Each number will, on average, be bid on 10 · 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚 · 𝑁 𝑝𝑠𝑢𝑚
times and each bid will be the winning
1
𝑁
bid 𝑁 +1 of the times, giving 10𝑝[𝑘] 𝑁 +1 winners bidding 𝑘.
1
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Sunglasses’, which are worth $120. Thus, by choosing 𝜆 = 𝑉 = 100, we get a worst-case
estimate of the errors caused by the approximations.
From figure 4.3 it is apparent that the four distributions are very similar, justifying
the approximations. When the value 𝑉 is set to a finite value, the Nash probability
of low integers increases slightly, and the tail of the distribution is replaced by a sharp
cut-off. This is expected, as low numbers are more profitable in this scenario. When the
number of players is fixed, the distribution both has lower probability on low numbers
and also an earlier cut-off. As a consequence, the probabilities of intermediate numbers
increase. This is because a fluctuating number of players leads to auctions both with few
and with many players, making it more profitable to play low numbers and high numbers,
respectively.
Nash equilibria for Low Bid Auctions
0.05
N Poissonian, V infinite
N Poissonian, V = 100
N fixed, V infinite
N fixed, V = 100
recurrence relation

0.045
0.04

probability

0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

bid
Figure 4.3: Nash equilibria when the number of players is fixed at, or fluctuating around, 100, and when the auction item value is infinite or 𝑉 = 100.
Compared to the ‘true’ situation with 𝑁 fixed and 𝑉 finite, infinite 𝑉 makes
higher numbers more profitable and fluctuating 𝑁 makes both high and low
numbers more profitable in favour of intermediate numbers. It is seen that
when 𝑁 is fluctuating and 𝑉 is infinite, the simulation exactly reproduces the
recurrence relation (4.32).

4.5.3

Multiple bids per player

In most online lowest unique bid auctions, players are allowed to place several bids in one
auction. This is also the case for the site, where the field data are collected. The allowed
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number of bids is always bounded above. If it were not, a player could ‘buy’ the auction
item by bidding on the 𝑁2 + 1 lowest numbers; the remaining 𝑁2 − 1 players could never
bid on all these numbers to cancel the uniqueness, nor could they place a lower unique
bid2 .
Some authors have attempted to find a Nash equilibrium where players are allowed
to place multiple bids [79]. This is paradoxical, since completely rational players would
choose not to participate in the auction. The value of the auction item always obeys
𝑉 < 𝜆𝐶 in order for the auction house to gain money on the auction. The payoff for each
player must therefore be negative:
𝜋=

𝜆
𝑉
−𝐶 <
𝐶 −𝐶 <0
𝜆+1
𝜆+1

(4.60)

The only rational assumption must therefore be that players try to minimize their loss
by only placing one bid.
However, to investigate the effect of multiple bids per player, an option was added to
the Java-program, such that it is possible manually to set the number of bids per player,
𝑛. When 𝑛 > 1, each player ‘draws’ more numbers from the probability distribution. If
a player gets the same number twice, she redraws to get 𝑛 different bids.
In the field data, the mean number of bids per player is 1.880 and the maximum
number of bids per player varies from auction to auction (see section 4.6.1). For auctions
with a total number of bids of 100, a typical limit is 𝑛 = 5 bids per person. In figure 4.4
the simulated Nash equilibria are shown for fixed 𝑁 = 100 players placing one bid and
fixed 𝑁 = 20 players placing 5 bids each. In both cases 𝑉 is set to be infinite. It may
be seen that even when all players place the maximum number of bids, the distributions
are very similar. The 5-bid distribution is also monotonically decreasing with a sharp
cut-off, but the distribution is flatter with a lower probability on low numbers and higher
probability on high numbers. This is expected, since each player will not bid on the same
number twice, and the bids therefore become ‘repulsive’ in the multiple bids case.

4.6
4.6.1

Actual behaviour in lowest unique bid auctions
Characterization of data

Many online auction sites exist, which host lowest unique bid auctions. In this section,
field data from the site auctionair.co.uk are compared to the theoretical results. On this
auction site all bids are in round numbers of pounds, unlike other sites that use e.g. cents.
The dataset includes 724 online auctions dating from April 2007 until January 2011. The
number of bids in the auctions varies from 𝑁 = 26 to 𝑁 = 4748, but as shown in figure
4.5, most auctions have fewer than 550 bids. The number of bids in a particular auction
is announced before bidding starts, and the auction closes when this number is reached.
The values of the auction items range from 𝑉 = $30 to 𝑉 = $17010, with the vast
majority being above 𝑉 = $120. The bidding fee ranges from 𝐶 = $1 to 𝐶 = $30,
In the online auctions, the number of players and the number of bids in an auction is not necessarily
the same, since players are allowed to place multiple bids. In the following, 𝑁 is used for the number of bids, not players, since it primarily is the number of bids that determines the theoretical Nash
distribution.
2
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Figure 4.4: When the numbers of players 𝑁 is decreased, but the number of
bids per player 𝑛 is increased, there will be fewer bids on low numbers and
more on higher numbers. This is because the same player will not bid on the
same number twice, so the bids will ‘repel’ each other. However, even in the
extreme case where all players place the maximum number of bids, the two
distributions are very similar.

Figure 4.5: Distribution of number of bids in the field data auctions. Most
auction have fewer than 550 bids. The smallest auction had 26 bids and the
largest had 4748 bids (not shown).
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excluding the very few ‘free auctions’ with no entry fee. The maximum allowed number
of bids per person ranges from 𝑛 = 1 to 𝑛 = 30, with the majority being between 4 and
10. The average number of bids per person is 1.880 and 42.24% of the players only place
one bid.

4.6.2

Online auction bidding distributions

In figure 4.6, histograms of bids 𝑓𝑘 for different online auctions is shown. To get a
smoother result, each histogram is constructed as an average over between 𝐿 = 6 and
𝐿 = 27 auctions of approximately the same total number of bids and values of auction
items.
In panel A, where the total number of bids is 135, it is seen that the empirical
distribution of bids is remarkably close to the theoreticial Nash equilibrium, given by the
recurrence relation (4.32). The empirical distribution has a larger tail, but most players
bid below the theoretic cut-off, which is quite fascinating when one considers the nontrivial dependence between the cut-off and the total number of bids (4.52). However,
the number of bids on some integers are so far away from the theoretical expected, that
the deviations can not be explained by statistical fluctuations. Looking closer, it appears
that players tend to favour odd numbers, such as 17 and 23, which seem ‘special’, while
other numbers, such as 8 and 12, are played significantly less. This tendency has been
observed in previous studies, as outlined in section 3.10.
In panel B, C and E, the total number of bids increases, and as a result the empirical
histograms deviate more and more from the theoretical distribution. In panel E, where
the total number of bids is around 2480, the distribution is very close to an exponential
decrease, which is shown in linear-log scale in panel F. This indicates that players in
large auctions have difficulties deducing which strategy to employ. If so, they should bid
according to a logit strategy [83, 84, 85] defined as
exp(−𝛽𝜋𝑘 )
,
𝑝𝑘 = ∑︀
exp(−𝛽𝜋𝑗 )

(4.61)

𝑗

where 𝜋𝑘 is an assessment of the payoff and 𝛽 is a measure of the uncertainty of this
assessment. If players assume equal chances to win on all numbers, the expected prior
payoff depends only on the auction item value, given by 𝜋𝑘 ∝ 𝑉 − 𝑘. That is, players will
tend to bid on low numbers, where they will pay less if the win the auction. Inserting this
expression into (4.61) gives an exponentially decreasing distribution in 𝑘, as observed.
In all the analysis it is assumed that players choose their strategy according to the
total number of bids in the auction, 𝑁 and not, for instance, the value of the auction item,
𝑉 . This is investigated in panel D in figure 4.6, where bidding histograms are shown for
two very different 𝑉 but approximately the same 𝑁 . It is seen that the histograms are
very similar, except that the high-value distribution has a heavier tail. This demonstrates
that players are willing to bid more in the high-value case, but that most players’ bids
are independent of 𝑉 .
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Figure 4.6: Histograms of online auction bids compared to the theoretical Nash
equilibria. Each histogram is averaged over 𝐿 auctions with similar number
of bids 𝑁 and values of auction items 𝑉 . It is seen that the empirical data
match the theoretical distributions very well for small auctions, but change
to an almost exponentially decreasing distribution for large auctions. Panel
D shows that auctions of similar 𝑁 but very different 𝑉 have similar bid
distributions.
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4.6.3

Actual l2 distance from Nash equilibrium

To quantify the difference between the empirical histograms and the Nash equilibrium, the
𝑙2 distances between the probability distributions 𝑝𝑘 of each auction and the corresponding
theoretical 𝑝𝑘 ’s were
√ computed. The 𝑙2 distance between the 𝑓𝑘 distributions is expected
to increase as 𝑁 ± 𝑁 , as given by (4.53) and (4.58). Therefore, the 𝑙2 distance between
the 𝑝𝑘 distributions is expected to decrease as 𝑁 −1 ± 𝑁 −3/2 , since 𝑝𝑘 = 𝑓𝑁𝑘 . By presenting
the distances in 𝑝𝑘 , rather than 𝑓𝑘 , the difference between the theoretical and empirical
distributions is emphasized. The results are shown in figure 4.7.
In accordance with the observations in section 4.6.2, it is seen that distributions are,
for small auctions, very close to what would be expected if bids were randomly drawn
from the theoretical distributions. For larger auctions, the distances are consistently
higher than what statistical fluctuations can explain, demonstrating that players start
bidding according to a strategy different from the Nash equilibrium.

l2 distance

10−1

Empirical vs Theory
1/N

10−2

10−3
101

102

103

104

Number of players (N )
Figure 4.7: 𝑙2 distance between empirical and theoretical probability distributions 𝑝𝑘 . A deviation of 𝑁 −1 ± 𝑁 −3/2 is expected due to fluctuations. For
small auctions, the distances have a large spread around the expected value.
For larger auctions, the distances are consistently larger than expected.

4.6.4

Distribution of winning numbers

In the Nash equilibrium, the payoff is equal on all numbers, so the distribution of winning
numbers 𝑤𝑘 is proportional to the distribution of bids 𝑓𝑘 . Thus, the winning numbers
should also form a distribution given by the recurrence relation (4.32), with a cut-off
given by (4.52).
In figure 4.8 the empirical distribution of winning numbers is shown together with the
theoretical mean. As expected, the vast majority of the winning numbers are below the
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cut-off point, which is highlighted in the figure.
When binning the data in panel B, it is evident that the average winning number
coincides almost exactly with the theoretical value, even for large auctions. However, the
standard deviation of the winning numbers becomes smaller than what theory predicts
for auctions with more than 1000 bids. This is due to the exponential distribution of
bids, found in section 4.6.2, which drastically reduces the probability of winning on low
numbers, but leaves the mean winning number virtually unchanged.

Figure 4.8: Panel A: The empirical distribution of winning numbers are distributed around the theoretic mean and the vast majority
are below
the cut-off
(︁
)︁
1
𝑁
point, highlighted in the figure. The function ln(𝑁 ) 1 + ln(𝑁 ) is the approximate form of the cut-off point, given by (4.52). Panel B: There is an excellent
agreement between the empirical and theoretical average of winning numbers.
However, for large auctions the standard deviation becomes smaller than theory predicts, since the probability of winning on low numbers is drastically
reduced.

4.6.5

Best strategy against the actual behaviour

If all players bid according to the Nash equilibrium, the payoff for each player will be
1
, as derived in section 4.4.3. An interesting question is whether one can exploit other
𝑁 +1
players’ deviations from the Nash equilibrium strategy to get an increased payoff.
To investigate this, the theoretical winning probabilities of each number were calculated from 𝜋𝑘 = 𝑤𝑓𝑘𝑘 and (4.26) using the same examples as in panel A, B, C and E of figure
4.6. For simplicity the payoffs were rescaled by a factor 𝑁 + 1, such that 1 corresponds
to the chance of winning in the Nash equilibrium case. The result is displayed in figure
4.9.
When the number of total bids is small, the payoffs are close to one, with small slumps
at ‘popular’ numbers such as 17 and small bumps on ‘unpopular’ numbers like 4 (see
section 4.6.2). The largest chance of winning in these cases is not more than 4 − 5 times
higher than the average, so exploiting the knowledge of other players’ nonequilibrium
strategies is not very rewarding.
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For large auctions, the resulting payoff distribution is sharply peaked at a value close
to the average winning number. Both small and large numbers have very low payoffs,
while intermediate values have up to 60 times higher payoffs than the average bid. This
explains the low variance of the winning number distributions in section 4.6.4. It seems
logical that, as the distance to the Nash equilibrium strategy increases, the possibility of
exploiting the knowledge of other players’ strategies also increases.
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Figure 4.9: Payoffs (red lines) on each number, when all other players bid
according to the histograms from figure 4.6 (black lines). In small auctions,
winning chances are maximally 4-5 times larger than when playing against
perfectly rational players. For large auctions, winning chances are sharply
peaked at a value close to the theoretical average winning number, where the
expected payoff is up to 60 times larger than in the Nash equilibrium. The
real winners of the internet auctions all bid around in this area. Thus, a player
can effectively exploit the knowledge of other players’ suboptimal strategies.

4.7

Conclusion

In the lowest unique bid auctions, completely rational players should
(︀ adapt)︀ a mixed
strategy Nash equilibrium given by the recurrence relation 𝑓𝑘+1 = ln e𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘 with the
normalization condition 𝑓1 = ln(𝜆 + 1). Here, 𝑓𝑘 is the expected number of players
bidding 𝑘 and total number of players is assumed Poisson distributed with mean 𝜆.
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This distribution
is )︁initially close to uniform, but has a sharp cut-off at approximately
(︁
1
𝜆
1 + ln(𝜆)
. However, there is still a finite probability of bidding any number
𝑘* = ln(𝜆)

1
𝑘. If all players follow this strategy, any bid will have the winning probability 𝜆+1
.
Using a Java-program that computes the Nash equilibrium, it was shown that the
distribution was not altered much by letting the total number of players vary, or letting
each player place multiple bids.
The theoretical distributions were compared with data from real online auctions.
For auctions with few players, the theoretical an empirical bidding frequencies 𝑓𝑘 are
remarkably similar. The winning numbers are almost evenly distributed below the cutoff point, and the winning chances do not vary much between bids. For larger auctions,
the empirical distribution approaches a decreasing exponential distribution. Here, the
winning numbers are all located in the region where the empirical distributions crosses
the theoretical distribution. This information can be exploited by players to increase
their winning probabilities. For auctions with around 2500 players, a player can hereby
get an expected payoff of about 60 times that of an average player.
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Chapter 5
The reception game
5.1

Introduction

In a 1992 psychology study, 3 year old children were given two stickers; one that they
liked, and one they disliked. A puppet figure then asked the children, which one was
their favorite sticker. The ones the children pointed to, the puppet then stole. After
the situation had been repeated five times, only 29% of the children had learned not to
answer, or to misinform, the puppet about which sticker was their favourite. For 5 year
old children, 88% learned to hide the information [86].
The above study shows that the ability to conceal information is not congenital.
However, in many everyday situations, it is necessary to hide information from third
parties, and in many games, hiding information is absolutely crucial.
In this chapter, I analyse ‘the reception game’, in which two players must guess which
bottle of wine the other has brought to a reception. This is a new game illustrating the
advantages of sometimes not acting according to accessible information. Refraining from
putting private information to use helps conceal it from other players, which can prove
more advantageous than using the information. In section 5.2 the rules and notation of
the game is presented. In sections 5.3 and 5.4, the Bayesian Nash equilibria are derived
in the case of three bottles and alternating or simultaneous guesses, respectively. In 5.5,
a method for numerical determination of Bayesian Nash equilibra is described in the case
of simultaneous guesses and an arbitrary number of bottles.

5.2

Rules and notation

A university has hired a new vice-chancellor and throws a grand reception. All professors
show up, each with a bottle of red wine as a present. Halfway through the reception,
they run out of finger sandwiches. Two professors reach for the very last sandwich at the
exact same time. To settle who should have this coveted delicacy, they make a bet. The
first to guess which wine the other professor brought to the reception wins. They can
either guess simultaneously or alternately.
Table 5.1 displays a list of frequently used symbols and expressions in the reception
game.
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Spec
(𝑎, 𝑏, . . .)
(𝛼, 𝛽, . . .)
𝜋𝑖
Bluffing
Guess 𝑖
New bottle

Description
Parameters that define mixed strategy of player 1.
Parameters that define mixed strategy of player 2.
Expected (average) payoff for a player 𝑖
Guessing on the wine brought by oneself
Guessing on the wine the opponent guessed on in her 𝑖th guess
A bottle that is not the player’s own bottle and which the player has not
previously guessed on.

Table 5.1: List of frequently used symbols and expressions in the reception
game.

5.3

Three bottles, alternating guesses

The reception game can be analysed using the framework of extensive form games and
information sets described in section 3.3 and 3.8. The simplest non-trivial form contains
only three red wines: Bottle 1, 2 and 3.
Here, Nature moves first and assigns a wine to each player. Six different allocations
are possible: (1,2), (1,3), (2,1), (2,3), (3,1), and (3,2). In the first player’s first move,
the six states are divided into three information sets, corresponding to the three different
wines. Player one can then choose to guess on any of the three bottles.
There is a chance that player one guesses correctly in the first move. If this is not the
case, player two has six different information sets depending on which wine she brought,
and which of the other two wines player one guessed on. In any of the information sets,
player two can also choose to guess on any of the three bottles.
If the game continues to the next round, player one can choose to guess on either of
the two bottles, she has not yet guessed on. Continuing to argue this way, a complex tree
of all possible states of the game can be written down, as seen in figure 5.1.
Exploiting the symmetry of the game, this tree can be simplified considerably. Assign
to player 1 and 2, bottle 1 and 2, respectively. Player one then initially has two options:
Bluffing by guessing on her own bottle with probability 𝑎 ∈ [0, 1] or guessing on a random
other bottle with probability 1 − 𝑎.
If player one has not already won, player two has one information set and three options:
Bluffing by guessing on her own bottle with probability 𝛼, guessing on the bottle player
one has just guessed on, with probability (1 − 𝛼)𝛽, or guessing on the remaining bottle
with probability (1 − 𝛼)(1 − 𝛽). Continuing to argue this way, one gets the far simpler
tree displayed in figure 5.2.
This tree can be simplified further using subgame analysis. When a player is on an
information set where she can surely win with a given move, the probability of this move
can be set to 1, and the subtree can be removed. Hereby, one gets the tree shown in
figure 5.3.
Now, each player has two parameters, they can manipulate to increase their payoff;
(𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ [0, 1]2 and (𝛼, 𝛽) ∈ [0, 1]2 , respectively. The average payoff for player 1, 𝜋1 , can
computed by summing the probabilities of reaching the end states where player 1 is the
winner.
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Figure 5.1: Extensive game tree for the 3 wine reception game with alternating
guesses. Nature first assign bottles to the two players (blue and red), who then
take turns guessing. Nodes connected with a dashed line belong to the same
information set, and can not be told apart by the relevant player.
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Figure 5.2: Simpler representation of the 3 wine reception reception game with
alternating guesses. Players can choose to guess on a wine already mentioned
by the other player, to guess on a new bottle, or to bluff by guessing on their
own wine.
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Figure 5.3: Same tree as in figure 5.2, except players with a winning move will
surely do this.
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1
𝜋1 = (1 − 𝑎)(1 + 𝛼 + (1 − 𝛼)(1 − 𝛽)) + 𝑎(𝛼𝑏 + (1 − 𝛼)𝛽(1 − 𝑏))
2

(5.1)

The average payoff for player 2 will be given by 1 − 𝜋2 , since one player will always
win. The objective of player 1 is to choose (𝑎, 𝑏) such that 5.1 is as large as possible,
even when player 2 responds with the best possible counter-strategy. The best counterstrategy will always be a pure strategy (see section 3.4). When player 2 employs a pure
strategy, 5.1 becomes:

⃒
𝜋1 ⃒

(𝛼,𝛽)=(1,0)

⃒
𝜋1 ⃒(𝛼,𝛽)=(0,0) = 1 − 𝑎
⃒
1
𝜋1 ⃒(𝛼,𝛽)=(0,1) = (1 + 𝑎) + 𝑎𝑏
2
⃒
⃒
= 𝜋1 (𝛼,𝛽)=(1,1) = 1 − 𝑎 + 𝑎𝑏.

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

We see that 5.4 will always be greater than 5.2, so the best counter-strategy for
player
(︀ 2 will be either 5.2
)︀ or 5.3. Using simple optimization
(︀ )︀ arguments one finds that
min 1 − 𝑎, 21 (1 + 𝑎) + 𝑎𝑏 has its maximum at (𝑎, 𝑏) = 31 , 0 , where 𝜋1 = 23 .
Likewise, player 2 should choose (𝛼, 𝛽) such that 5.1 is as small as possible when
player 1 answers with the best possible counter-strategy. One gets
⃒
⃒
1
𝜋1 ⃒(𝑎,𝑏)=(0,0) = 𝜋1 ⃒(𝛼,𝛽)=(0,1) = 1 − 𝛽(1 − 𝛼)
2
⃒
𝜋1 ⃒(𝑎,𝑏)=(1,0) = 𝛽(1 − 𝛼)
⃒
𝜋1 ⃒(𝑎,𝑏)=(1,1) = 𝛼.

(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)

2
Minimizing the maximum of these, one finds that all values 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1/3] with 𝛽 = 3(1−𝛼)
give max(1 − 21 𝛽(1 − 𝛼), 𝛽(1 − 𝛼), 𝛼) = 23 . Thus, player 2 has a line in the space of mixed
strategies, which leads to the maximal expected payoff of 𝜋2 = 31 .
When the players both employ the two strategies described above, neither can benefit
from changing strategy, given the available information. Therefore, the Bayesian Nash
equilibrium for the reception game with three wines and alternating guesses is given by

Nash : (𝑎, 𝑏) =

(︂

)︂
[︂
]︂
1
2
1
, 0 , 𝛼 ∈ 0,
, 𝛽=
3
3
3(1 − 𝛼)

⇒

2
𝜋1 = .
3

(5.8)

Thus, in the Bayesian Nash equilibrium, player 1 should bluff and start by guessing on
her own bottle of wine a third of times. That is, even though player 1 knows that player
2 has not brought that bottle, she should not act according to this piece of information.
Concealing the information is more valuable than using it.
Player 2 can choose to bluff with any frequency lower than or equal to a third of the
times. For her, using the information of which bottle she has brought is just as valuable
as concealing it. After the first guess, it is no longer beneficial for either player to bluff.
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5.4

Three bottles, simultaneous guesses

If the players guess simultaneously, there is a chance that the game will end in a draw,
giving each player a payoff of 12 . Let us analyse the game in the case of three bottles.
Each player starts with a single information set and the options of either bluffing or
guessing on a random bottle different from their own. The chance that player 1 (player
2) bluffs is denoted 𝑎 (𝛼).
If the game does not end, each player has two informations sets in round two, depending on whether they bluffed or not in the first move. If they did not bluff, they will now
guess on the last bottle, which will necessarily be the right one. If they did bluff, player
1 (player 2) can with probability 𝑏 (𝛽) guess on the bottle player 2 (player 1) guessed on
in their first move, or with probability 1 − 𝑏 (1 − 𝛽) on the bottle that neither player has
guessed on yet.
A fully simplified tree of the game, where players are assumed to surely carry out
winning moves, is displayed in figure 5.4.
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1-a
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2
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1-α
2

α

New

b
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1-α
2

1-α
2

Guess 1

New

1-b

Guess 1
β

New
(1-β)

β

New
(1-β)

Guess 1

Guess 1

Guess 1

β

New

New

(1-β)

Guess 1
Player 1’s turn
Guess 1

Player 1 lost
Player 2 lost
Draw game

Bluff

Player 1 guesses on her
own bottle

Guess 1 Player 1 guesses the same as
player 2 guessed in round 1
New

Player 1 information set
1-b

Player 1 guesses on a bottle
not previously mentioned
Probability for player 1 to
make this move

Figure 5.4: Tree representing the 3 wine reception game with simultaneous
guesses. Players can start by either bluffing or not. If they do bluff, in the
next move they can either guess on what the other player has just said, or on
the last bottle. If they do not bluff, there is only one bottle left that the other
player could have brought. The game is symmetric in the two players.

As in subsection 5.3, each player can increase their payoff by adjusting the parameters
(𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ [0, 1]2 and (𝛼, 𝛽) ∈ [0, 1]2 , respectively. The average payoff for player 1 can be
computed by summing the probabilities of reaching the end states where player 1 is the
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winner, plus the probabilities of ending in a draw game, weighted by a half. From this,
one gets
)︂
)︂
]︂
[︂ (︂ (︂
1
1
1
1
𝛽 + 1 − 𝛽 + (1 − 𝑏)(1 − 𝛽) + (1 − 𝛼) (1 − 𝑏)
𝜋1 = 𝑎 𝛼 𝑏
2
2
2
2
[︂
(︂
)︂
]︂
1
3
1
1
+ (1 − 𝑎) 𝛼 + (1 − 𝛼)𝛼 𝛽 + (1 − 𝛽) + (1 − 𝛼)
2
4
2
4
1 1
= + (𝛼(1 + 𝛽) − 𝑎(1 + 𝑏) + 3𝑎𝛼(𝑏 − 𝛽)) .
2 4

(5.9)
(5.10)

If one inserts 5.10 into the identity 𝜋2 = 1 − 𝜋1 , one gets the same expression for 𝜋1
and 𝜋2 , but with (𝑎, 𝑏) and (𝛼, 𝛽) interchanged. This is expected due to the symmetry of
the game.
When player 2 employs a pure strategy, the payoff of player 1 becomes
⃒
⃒
1 1
𝜋1 ⃒(𝛼,𝛽)=(0,0) = 𝜋1 ⃒(𝛼,𝛽)=(0,1) = − 𝑎(1 + 𝑏)
2 4 (︂
)︂
⃒
1
3
⃒
𝜋1 (𝛼,𝛽)=(1,0) = − 𝑎 1 − 𝑏
4
2
(︂
)︂
⃒
1
𝜋1 ⃒(𝛼,𝛽)=(1,1) = 1 − 𝑎 1 − 𝑏 .
2

(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)

These are all trivially maximized by 𝑎 = 0 and an arbitrary 𝑏. Thus, player 1 should
never bluff in first guess. Due to symmetry, the same applies to player 2. Thus, the
3-bottle alternating and simultaneous reception games differ significantly in this aspect.
When the guesses are simultaneous, it pays off to use the information of which bottle was
brought by oneself, rather than concealing it. The opponent does not have time to both
discover and exploit the information when there are only three bottles in total.

5.5

Arbitrary number of bottles, simultaneous guesses

When the number of guesses increases, the number of different information sets for each
player grows superexponentially. Therefore, the number of different parameters that
should be taken into account also grows superexponentially, making analytical treatment
cumbersome.
In subsection 5.5.1, I describe a Java-program, which numerically finds Bayesian Nash
equilibria for the simultaneous reception game for an arbitrary number of bottles. In
subsection 5.5.2, I discuss the computed equilibria. In these subsections, words that are
emphasised refer to functions or variables of the program. The program itself can be
found in appendix E.

5.5.1

Structure of the program

The program is built using a recursive algorithm, which for every node on the game tree
leads to the subsequent nodes, until the game has a winner.
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The first task of the program is to list all information sets in the tree, where the
players need to make a decision, and to list all the parameters {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, . . .} available to
each player to navigate through the tree. For these purposes, the arraylists infoSets and
aStrategy are created.
In the beginning of the game, neither player have observed any moves, so two empty
integer arrays named aInfoSet and bInfoSet are created. The players can choose to bluff
or to guess on a ‘new’ bottle. Therefore, the two arraylists aOptions and bOptions are
created, and the integers −1 and −2 are added to both. Here, −1 means that the player
has not yet bluffed, and −2 means that there are bottles new to the player. Furthermore,
the integers aNewBottlesLeft and bNewBottlesLeft are defined as the number of bottles
in the game minus one, since a player’s own bottle is the only one not new to that player
when the game starts.
Now, the recursive function findInfoSetsAndStrategies are evaluated in aInfoSet, bInfoSet, aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft, and bNewBottlesLeft. If player 1 has several
possible moves in this information set, this function first creates an array of doubles with
one parameter fewer than the number of options player 1 has. This array is added to the
lists aStrategy and bStrategy, and aInfoSets is added to the list infoSets.
The function then runs through all combinations of guesses the players can make,
which do not end the game; e.g. bluff-bluff, new-bluff etc.. For each combination findInfoSetsAndStrategies is evaluated in new values of aInfoSet, bInfoSet, aOptions, bOptions,
aNewBottlesLeft, and bNewBottlesLeft, which have been updated according to the two
guesses. Technically, aOptions and bOptions are updated in the beginning of the next
step of findInfoSetsAndStrategies, since this is computationally simpler.
When all information sets have been reached, and aStrategy and bStrategy have
been initialized, the recursive function findRestOfPayoff computes the payoff of player 1
against that of player 2. This is done by evaluating the function at the initial values of
aInfoSet, bInfoSet, aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft, and bNewBottlesLeft, whereby
the function goes through the tree in the same way as findInfoSetsAndStrategies. Using
the parameter values in aStrategy and bStrategy, the probabilities of reaching each end
node of the tree is found, and the average payoff for player 1 is computed.
In order to reach a Bayesian Nash equilibrium, one starts with an initial strategy for
player 1. The best possible counter-strategy that player 2 can employ is then found by a
Monte Carlo process. In this, player 2 repeatedly tries to change her strategy by a smaller
and smaller amount, but only carries out the change, if it yields a higher payoff. The best
possible counter-strategy will be a pure strategy, so after the strategy has been improved
a large number of times, the parameters in bStrategy are rounded to 0 or 1, and the payoff
for player 1 is found. Now, the process is repeated for player 1, who successively tries
to change her strategy by a small amount, but only carries out the change, if it yields a
higher payoff, when player 2 employs the optimal counter-strategy. This way, aStrategy
will converge to a strategy where no local improvements can be made. That is, a local
maximum in the payoff for player 1.
To show that this is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium, one needs to show that if a strategy
𝜎 locally maximizes the payoff for player 1, playing against the best counter-strategy
of player 2, then 𝜎 also globally maximizes the payoff when playing against the same
counter-strategy. That is, player 1 can not benefit from changing strategy from 𝜎. To
do this, assume that the strategy 𝜏 gives a higher payoff 𝜋𝜏 > 𝜋𝜎 . Then, consider the
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strategy (1 − 𝜀)𝜎 + 𝜀𝜏 . Due to the linearity of the payoff function, we have for all 𝜀 that
𝜋(1−𝜀)𝜎+𝜀𝜏 = (1 − 𝜀)𝜋𝜎 + 𝜀𝜋𝜏 > 𝜋𝜎 , contradicting that 𝜎 locally maximizes the payoff.
Thus, the described algorithm converges to a Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the game.

5.5.2

Numerical results

When the number of bottles increases, the number of different information sets increases
dramatically. In table 5.2, the number of information sets and the number of parameters
{𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, . . .} defining a mixed strategy is shown.
Number of Bottles 3 4 5
6
7
8
Information sets
2 10 53 329 2370 19430
Parameters
2 11 61 386 2801 23022
Table 5.2: The number of distinct information sets and parameters necessary
to define a mixed strategy increase drastically when the number of bottles
increases.

The number of pure strategies of either player is approximately 2 to the power of
the number of parameters. This illustrates why the computer algorithm can not find
Bayesian Nash equilibria using the same method as in section 5.3 and 5.4, where the best
response for player 2 was found by trying all pure strategies. Already for the 5 bottle
game, the number of pure strategies is of the order 1018 .
Running the program in the case of four bottles, one obtains different results for
different runs. Thus, in the first three runs, the resulting probability for bluffing in the
first guess was 0.015, 0.206, and 0.250, respectively. I all cases, the payoff for player 1 was
between 0.4996 and 0.5. Investigating this phenomenon, one finds that both players can
choose to bluff anywhere below 25% of the times in their first guess. In the subsequent
guesses the players should neither bluff nor guess on what the other player has already
said. In this case, the payoff for each player is 0.5, regardless of how often they chose to
bluff in the first move.
Thus, the players have a continuous range of strategies, which all give a payoff of
0.5 when the opponent employs the optimal counter-strategy. Consequently, the set of
Bayesian Nash equilibria ∆𝑁 𝐸 has cardinality ℵ1 . The set is summarized in table 5.3.
This situation is equivalent to the 3-bottle reception game with alternating guesses, where
player 2 could choose to bluff up to a third of the times in their first guess.
If, for instance, player 1 chooses to guess on her own bottle in her first guess by a
probability of more than 25%, player 2 can guess on the same bottle in her second guess
and thereby win a majority of the games. If player 1 chooses to bluff exactly 25% of the
times in first guess, then player 2 can, in her second guess, choose freely between guessing
on a new bottle, or on the bottle the first player just guessed on; regardless, the players
will both get a payoff of 0.5.
Using the same program, one can analyse the reception game for five bottles or more.
This analysis has yet to be completed, but the expectation is that players will guess more
randomly the more bottles there are. For instance, in the case of 100 bottles, if player
1 only guesses on new bottles, player 2 can exclude all bottles player 1 or 2 has guessed
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Information set
First guess Subsequent guesses
Probability to bluff
𝛼 ∈ [0, 0.25]
0
Probability to guess on new
1−𝛼
1
Probability to guess the
0
0
same as the opponent
Table 5.3: Bayesian Nash equilibrium for the 4-bottle reception game with
simultaneous guesses. If a player employs such a strategy, she is guaranteed
an average payoff of 0.5.

on. Therefore, player 2 will surely have guessed the right bottle after only 50 guesses. A
qualified guess would be, that both players should bluff 20% of the times in their first
guess of the five bottle reception game.

5.6

Conclusion

In the reception game, two players must guess which wine out of a selection of 𝑁 bottles,
the opponent has brought to a reception. Each player can rule out the bottle that they,
themselves, have brought. They can choose to act according to this piece of information
by not guessing on their own bottle, or they can bluff by guessing on this bottle with a
certain probability.
If the players take turns guessing on three bottles of wine, player 1 should bluff with
a probability of a third in her first guess, thus guessing on each of the three bottles
with equal probability. Player 2 can also choose to guess randomly, or she can avoid
guessing on her own bottle, or any linear combination of these. In all cases, player 1
wins two thirds of the games on average. That is, player 1 should not act according
to the information of which bottle she brought herself. Doing so would partially reveal
the information to player 2, who could use it against player 1. In contrast, player 2 can
choose to act according to her piece of information or not, yielding the same payoff.
If the players guess simultaneously on three bottles wine, it is more valuable to act
according to the information than to conceal it. Thus, the players should never guess on
their own wine. In the 4-bottle case, players can choose to guess randomly, or to never
bluff. Revealing and concealing the information yields the same payoff.
For a higher number of bottles, it is expected that the players should guess randomly
on all bottles in the beginning of the game. Later in the game, players should not bluff.
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Locally self-organized quasi-critical percolation in multiple disease model
J. Juul and K. Sneppen
Niels Bohr Institute, Blegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark
(Dated: March 28, 2011)
Diseases emerge, persist and vanish in an ongoing battle for available hosts. Hosts, on the other
hand, defend themselves through development of immunity that limits the ability of the pathogens
to reinfect old hosts. We here explore a multi disease system with emphasis on mutual exclusion.
We demonstrate that such a system develops towards a steady state, where spreading of individual
diseases self-organizes to a state close to that of critical percolation, without any separation of time
scale or global control mechanism. For a broad range of introduction rates of new diseases, the
likelihood of transmitting diseases remains nearly constant.
PACS numbers: 89.75.Fb, 64.60.ah, 64.60.al, 05.65.+b

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many phenomena within materials science, physics,
and biology are associated with percolation theory [1, 2].
In particular, it has been shown that bond percolation is
equivalent to the class of susceptible/infectious/recovered
(SIR) epidemic models on a network [3–8].
In such a SIR model, all nodes start out susceptible to
a new disease. If a node is infected, it will try to infect
its neighbours for a time τ , after which it recovers and
becomes immune to the disease. How widely each disease
is spread on the network depends on the probability p,
with which a node infects each of its neighbours before
it recovers. The probability p will, therefore, be directly
given by the disease time τ . If p is greater than a critical percolation threshold pc , there is a finite probability
that the disease will span the entire infinite network, thus
becoming an epidemic.
In nature, percolation phenomena are often found near
the critical probability pc [9]. A possible explanation
of this is the concept of self-organized criticality (SOC),
where complex systems drive themselves to critical states
without the need for fine-tuning of the parameters [10–
12]. Many models for self-organized percolation have
been studied [13–17]. In these, the self-organization either arises as a result of very different time scales or
through dynamics involving a global control mechanism.
For instance, a percolation system can self-organize to the
critical threshold by dynamically adjusting the probability p, such that the percolation cluster keeps growing at
a specific rate [14]. However, this requires that all nodes
on the network ’know’ how fast the cluster is growing
globally; a condition that is rarely fulfilled.
In this paper we study a SIR model for spread of
multiple diseases that compete with each other. When
many diseases are present, they may well influence each
other by subsequent weakening of host immunity, or they
may inhibit each other through cross-immunization or
by mutual exclusion [18–21]. Considering mutual exclusion only, we here show that the system self-organizes
to a state close to the critical percolation threshold for
a wide range of input parameters. That is, it exhibits
self-organized quasi-criticality without any global control

Figure 1. At eacb time step, a random node ’coughs’ on a
random neighbour and thereby transmits a random one of
its diseases. If the neighbour is not already immune to the
disease, it is infected and becomes infectious for a time τ N .

mechanism or separation of time scale.
II.

MODEL

In our model, diseases are spread on a 2-d square lattice
with periodic boundary conditions and N = L2 sites,
each representing a host. At each time step the following
actions take place:
α
, a new disease origi• With the small probability N
nates in a random node on the network.

• A random node i and one of its four neighbours j
are selected. If i carries any disease(s), a random
disease is selected. If j is not already infected or
immune to this disease, it is transmitted to j (see
fig 1).
• If a node was infected with a disease τ N time steps
ago, this node is cured of the disease.
The model uses a framework similar to the one recently
developed in [22], except that the present model allows
each node to be infected by several diseases at the same
time. Also, the present model has two input parameters;
α is the introduction rate of new diseases on the network
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while the disease time τ corresponds to the duration any
node is infectious with a disease.
A key element is that each node can only transmit one
of its diseases at any given time step. Thus, a disease is
less likely to spread from a node that carries many other
diseases. The model can be run online as a java-applet
at WEBSITE???.
If a node is constantly infected with k diseases, the
probability that it tries to infect a given neighbour with
a given disease before it is cured, can be found to be
 τ 
.
(1)
p = 1 − exp −
4k
This probability corresponds to the percolation probability of a bond percolation system. When α ≈ 0, diseases
are rare and infected nodes will have only one disease.
When τ is large, this disease will have plenty of time
to infect its neighbours, and will therefore spread in a
circular manner with a broad rim of infected nodes and
a solid interior of recovered nodes, very similar to the
well-studied Eden growth [23–25]. When τ is small, this
disease will rarely manage to infect a neighbour before
dying out. For τ = 4 ln(2) ≈ 2.77, we see from (1) that
the probability of infecting a given neighbour is exactly
pc = 12 , which is the critical threshold of bond percolation on a 2d-lattice [26]. In this case, the spread of the
disease becomes fractal-like and the regions of infected
nodes are only one node thick. This behaviour, which is
shown in figure 2(a)-2(c) for a system of size L = 256, is
well-studied for single disease models [3].
When α > 0 and τ > 2.77, the system will initially be
supercritical, and all diseases will grow rapidly. Consequently, the average number of diseases per node k will
increase and p will decrease. If p becomes less than 12 ,
most new diseases will only spread to a handful of nodes
before dying out. Thus, k will decrease and p will increase. This negative feedback mechanism will drive the
system to a state, with p close to the critical percolation
threshold, where disease sizes of all orders of magnitudes
occur. In this state, a high τ will result in many diseases
per node and a high α will make the system self-organize
faster, but for a wide range of both parameters diseases
will spread in fractal-like shapes, as can be seen in figure
2(d)-2(f).
The probability p of transmitting a disease can be measured directly by monitoring how many neighbours each
node on average tries to infect with a disease, before it
is cured. In figure 2(g)-2(i) the development of average
p is shown for various input parameters. It is seen that
p converges to a value close to p = 12 .
III.

Figure 2. Spread of diseases on a lattice of size L = 256
for different input parameters. Black nodes are healthy, and
bright nodes carry many diseases. Accentuated clusters represent a particular disease. In (a − c) only one disease is present
(α ≈ 0). If τ ≈ 2.77, diseases will spread in fractal shapes of
critical percolation clusters. In the supercritical (τ > 2.77)
and subcritical (τ < 2.77) cases, diseases will grow to span
the entire network or quickly die out, respectively. In (d − f ),
α > 0 the number of diseases per node will self-organize to a
value where the transmitting probability is close to the critical threshold of percolation pc = 12 . Thus, disease clusters
have fractal shapes for a wide range of input parameters. The
development of p is shown in (g − i).

For critical percolation the cluster mass scales with the
91
diameter giving a fractal dimension of D = 48
≈ 1.896
[2]. In figure 3(a) it is seen that disease clusters have
dimensions very close to this, for a wide range of input
parameters. The fractal dimension is larger than 91
48 when
α
is
small
and
vise-versa.
τ
The exterior perimeter is defined as the number of sites
in the cluster that have one or more neighbours strictly
outside the cluster. For critical percolation, it scales with
the diameter with the critical exponent De = 34 [2]. In
figure 3(b) this is seen to be very close to the scaling of
disease clusters.
The size distribution of percolation clusters falls off
with an exponent of − 187
91 . In this model, since diseases
are started at a specific point and grow from there, the
change of getting a cluster of size s is proportional to s.
Thus, we expect a size distribution that falls off with
the critical exponent − 96
91 ≈ −1.05. In figure 3(c) it
is seen that the disease clusters fall off with exponents
broadly distributed around this value, with steeper exponents when ατ is small. Here, the chance of getting
a disease spanning the entire network is large, but the
chance of a large disease suddenly dying out is low.

CRITICAL EXPONENTS

To compare the model to a percolation system, the
clusters of recovered and immune nodes were investigated
for different sets of input parameters. For each disease,
its cluster diameter, mass and exterior perimeter were
measured.
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(a)Cluster mass scales with the diameter with exponent close
to the fractal dimension of critical percolation D ≈ 1.896.

Figure 4. Steady state probability hpi shown for different
input parameters. When τ > 2.77, the number of diseases
per node self-organizes to a value, such that p is close to
the critical probability of percolation. For low α, the system
is slightly supercritical and, conversely, when α is high, the
system is slightly subcritical. Fine-tuning of a parameter is
necessary in order for the system to be truly critical. Note
that the critical threshold is not necessarily at pc = 12 due to
correlations in the number of diseases per node.

IV.

DISCUSSION

In figure 4, the steady state probability hpi is shown
as a function of the input parameters. The observations
agree well with the characteristics of quasi-criticality [27].
The system self-organizes to a near-critical state, but a
fine-tuning of a parameter (e.g. α) is necessary in order for the system to be truly critical. When α is too
low, diseases are transmitted with a probability somewhat larger that pc , and the system is supercritical - the
disease clusters become ’heavy’ with a fractal dimension
above De = 91
48 , an external perimeter dimension below
D = 43 and high probability of forming an epidemic.
When α is too high, the system is subcritical with low
hpi and D, high De , and with low probability of forming
an epidemic.
It should be emphasized that, due to correlations in
the number of diseases per node, the critical threshold
of the multiple disease model is not necessarily equal to
that of critical percolation pc = 12 . Diseases will tend to
’get stuck’ and accumulate in regions where there are already many diseases, while they will quickly ’sweep over’
regions with few diseases.
In the model, a node carrying k diseases will have a
probability of k1 to pass on each of them. This coupling
mechanism between diseases is not based on empirical evidence, but merely the assumption that sick people socialize less than healthy people and therefore are less likely
to infect their neighbours. However, the self-organization
is robust to changes in the dynamics as long as diseases
inhibit each other. For instance, if a node carrying k diseases has a probability of k12 to pass on each of them,

(b)External perimeter scales with the diameter with exponent
close to that of critical percolation De = 43 .

(c)Cluster size distribution falls off with exponent broadly
distributed around that of critical percolation −1.05.

Figure 3. Critical exponents for disease clusters when α = 2
and τ = 5. Black lines show the exponents for critical percolation, while the fitted values for the exponents are shown
in the tables for different input parameters. The inserts show
the experimental data normalized with respect to the critical
percolation exponents.
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tion, having no global control mechanism or separation
of time scale. Furthermore, the main feature of the selforganization is robust to changes in the extent to which
multiple diseases inhibit each other. The basic mechanism employed in this model may be applicable to other
systems, where “new” have an intrinsic advantage over
“old”, and where transmission capacity is limited. Thus
the model may as well be interpreted as a rumour spreading model, where rumours compete for attention and become locally outdated. In this framework the predicted
self-organization may speak to broad distributions found
in human social activities.

the case α = 1 and τ = 5 gives clusters with D = 1.875,
De = 1.331, which indeed is close to the critical exponents of percolation.

V.

CONLUSION

Using a recently developed framework for spread of
many diseases [22] we presented a simple multiple disease
model that exhibits self-organized quasi-critical percolation [27]. The model is based only on local informa-
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In lowest unique bid auctions, N players bid for an item. The winner is whoever places the
lowest bid, provided that it is also unique. We derive an analytical expression for the equilibrium
distribution of the game as a function of N and study its properties, which are then compared with
a large dataset of internet auctions. The empirical collective strategy reproduces the theoretical
equilibrium with striking accuracy for small N , while for larger N the quality of the fit deteriorates.
This obervation raises interesting questions regarding the adaptability of large populations. Also,
as a result, As a result, the same game exhibits coexistence of lottery-like and game-of-skill features,
whose relative impact depends on the collective size of the bidding pool.
PACS numbers: 89.65.Gh, 89.75.-k

A crucial issue in evolutionary game theory is the understanding of how agents choose and adapt their strategies. In games where the number of players is large, the
analogy with statistical physics has provided powerful
tools to study both equilibria [1, 2] and dynamical properties of games [3–5].
So far, most of the efforts in this field have been devoted the study of games in which interactions among
agents are pairwise, the most notable and studied example being the prisoner’s dilemma [3]. However, there are
many examples of real collective games, where a unique
winner is singled out from a large population of players.
Such cases are particularly challenging in view of comparison between theory and empirical data: when the
number of players increases, the statistical description
becomes more appropriate. However, the inherent complexity of the rational strategy may also increase at the
same time, making it more difficult for players to infer
the rational behavior.
Online auctions provide a fertile yet scarcely investigated ground to explore this problem [6–8]: the availability of large datasets provides a unique opportunity
to study whether the behavior of real players actually
matches the rational behavior, that is the maximization
of the winning chances.
Here, we focus on lowest unique bid auctions. This
game is interesting for two reasons. First, it is sufficiently
simple to make a comprehensive game theoretical analysis [9, 10] under the assumption of fluctuating number
of players. Second, detailed data of many auctions are
freely available online. The game is formulated as follows: N players can bid for an item of value V . The bid
must be a multiple of a minimum amount, so that one
can effectively consider bid amounts as natural numbers.
The winner (if any) is the player that places the lowest
bid, which is unique, i.e. whose amount has not been
chosen by any other player. All players must pay a fee c
to take part in the auction; additionally, the winner has
to pay the bid amount.
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In this Letter, we derive an explicit analytic expression
for the symmetric Nash equilibrium of the lowest unique
bid auction and explore its dependence on the total number of players N . We then compare the expression with
a large dataset taken from the website auctionair.co.uk
where bidders are notified in advance on the total number N of allowed bids. We find a strong dependence of
the actual behavior of players on the total number N :
the theory describes very well the behavior of small auctions (less than ≈ 200 players), while the bid distribution
for large auctions departs from the theoretical one and
resembles an exponential distribution. This unexpected
feature has the crucial consequence that the game is effectively a lottery for small N , in the sense that each player
has roughly the same chance of winning on each number.
For larger N , these chances are highly non-homogeneous
as a consequence of the non-optimality of the strategy.
In a symmetric Nash equilibrium, all players adopt the
same strategy, and no player can benefit from changing
strategy unilaterally, i.e. if any of the players should
change strategy would get an equal or worse expected
payoff. Consider N individuals playing according to the
same strategy p = (p1 , p2 , p3 . . .), where pk is the probability of bidding number k. Then, the distributions of
bids will be multinomial:
P(n) =

N!
pn1 pn2 . . .
n1 !n2 ! . . . 1 2

(1)

where n = (n1 , n2 , n3 . . .) are the number of bids placed
on each number k. For convenience, we introduce the
generating function:
GN (x) =

X
{n}

N

P(n) xn1 1 xn2 2 . . . = (x · p) .

(2)

We now assume that the number of players N is not fixed,
but fluctuates according to a Poissonian distribution of
average λ. This leads to the grancanonical generating

2
function:
N!

GN (x) = exp[λ(p · x − 1)],

(3)

i.e. the number of bids on each number is also Poisson
distributed with mean fk = λpk . By differentiating the
generating functions with respect to x, it is straightforward to compute the probabilities wk that k will be the
winning number, i.e. there is a unique bid on k and no
unique bids on lower numbers:
wk = fk e−fk

k−1
Y
j=1

(1 − fj e−fj ),

(4)

It is also useful to compute the probability ck that number k is a potential winning number, i.e. there are no
bids on k and no winners on lower numbers:
ck = e−fk

k−1
Y
j=1

(1 − fj e−fj ).

6

(5)

We note that the average probability of each bid to be a
winner on a given number, wk /fk is equal to the probability ck of numbers to be potential winning numbers,
which is a known, peculiar property of Poisson games
[11].
The expected payoff of a player bidding k will be (V −
k)wk /fk − c. At equilibrium, the expected payoff should
be independent of k. If not so, players could gain by
bidding on numbers with high payoffs more frequently.
Imposing this condition leads to a recurrence relation for
the average bidding frequencies



1
fk+1 = ln efk − fk + ln 1 −
(6)
V −k

To avoid negative number of bids, the support of the
distribution must be limited to the region where all fk ’s
are positive. In this region k < V holds, so that the fk ’s
are strictly decreasing. The initial condition
Pf1 has to be
determined iteratively from the condition j fj = λ.
If the frequencies fk tend to zero for values of k much
smaller than the value of the item V (a condition that
is always fulfilled in our dataset), the last term in (6)
can be disregarded. In this limit (formally corresponding
to V → ∞) the recurrence relation has been derived in
[10] and it is well defined for all values of k ∈ N . We
extend this
Psolution by noticing that the normalization
condition k fk = λ implies an explicit expression for f1 :
eq. 6 can be written as fk = efk − efk +1 , which summed
over k yields the initial condition f1 = ln(λ + 1). This
allows for an explicit expression of any specific fk ’s by
iteration. Substituting the solution into (4) also shows
that the average chance of winning of each bid is equal
to (λ + 1)−1 , which is also equal to the chance of having
no winner in the auction.
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G̃λ (x) =

Before discussing the comparison with the data, we
briefly study some properties of the V → ∞ equilibrium
distribution. When fk  1, a continuous approximation
of (6) shows that fk decreases logarithmically with k. For
small fk  1, one can approximate the recurrence relation as fk+1 ≈ fk2 /2 showing that the distribution has
a super-exponential cutoff. The way the bid value k ∗ ,
around which the cutoff occurs, depends on the number
of players can be estimated via the following simple argument. By removing all the players that bid on k = 1
we change the average number of players by the amount
f1 giving λnew = λold − ln(λold + 1). This is equivalent
to shifting the whole distribution by one step removing
k = 1 (k = 2 is now k = 1 etc) and results in a new cut∗
∗
off knew
= kold
− 1. This scaling transformation in the
continuum limit becomes dλ/dk ∗ = ln(λ + 1),Rwith the
z
solution k ∗ (λ) = li(1 + λ) + C, where li(z) = 0 dt/ ln t
is the logarithmic integral and C is a constant of O(1).
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FIG. 1: Histograms of bidding frequencies compared with the
theoretical equilibrium distribution. Panels A, B, C, E show
average histograms of different auctions with similar number
of players. Panel D compares histograms of auctions with
similar number of players, but significantly different value of
the item. Panel F is same as panel E but in linear-log scale,
to illustrate the goodness of an exponential fit.

We now move to the comparison of the equilibrium
solution with empirical data from the website auctionair.co.uk. The dataset includes 724 online auctions from

3
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l2 distance

April 2007 until January 2011 with a variable number of
bids ranging from N = 26 to N = 4748. The number of
allowed bids in a particular auction is announced before
bidding starts, and the auction closes when this number is reached. Each player is allowed a limited number
of bids. The average number of bids per player in the
dataset was only 1.88, so in the subsequent analysis we
will neglect the effect of multiple bids by the same player
and treat the bids as statistically independent.
In Fig. 1 we compare the theoretical and empirical bidding frequencies fk in different auctions having different
number of players and different values of the item. In order to make the histograms smoother, we averaged each
panel over L different auctions having similar number of
players and same value of the item (shown in the figure).
On the fine scale of single numbers, the data show a
structure dictated by known psychological effects. Players tend to favour odd numbers on even numbers. Some
specific numbers (like 17 and other primes) are perceived
to be ’original’ by some players, and are chosen with significantly larger probability than neighboring ones.
On a coarser scale, the agreement between theory and
data is striking for smaller auctions (i.e. less than 200
players, panels A and B of Fig. 1). It is particularly
remarkable that the empirical histograms reproduce the
sharp cutoff, considering the non-trivial dependence of
k ∗ on the number of players.
Theoretically, players should adjust their bidding
strategies according to the number of players rather than
the value of the item, which can be assumed to be infinite. In all auctions in the dataset the cutoffs of the
corresponding theoretical distributions occur at bid values much smaller than the item values (shown in panels).
To test whether the empirical bidding distributions are
independent of V , panel D compares two sets of auctions
with the same number of players, but with item values
that differ by a factor of three. The bidding distribution
for the pricey item have a slightly fatter tail (players are
willing to bid more) but overall the distributions are very
similar.
The agreement between theory and data progressively
deteriorates as the number of players increases (see panel
C). For large number of players (more than 2000) an exponential distribution fits well the data, as shown in the
lower panels of Fig. 1. This can be understood by arguing
(see e.g. [12–14]) that players, when they have incomplete
information about the game, play
P according to a strategy
defined as pk = exp(−βEk )/ exp(−βEj ) where Ek is
the expected payoff of placing a bid k and β quantifies
the degree of uncertainty about the game. If players have
poor knowledge about the optimal strategy, they could
assume a uniform prior probability to win in each k, resulting in Ek decreasing linearly with k due to the cost
of the bid when winning. Substituting this prior into the
logit strategy yields a strategy exponentially decreasing
in the bid size.

Empirical vs Theory
1/N
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10−3
101

102

103

104

Number of players (N )
FIG. 2: l2 distance between the theoretical solution and the
empirical histogram for each auction. The continuous line is
the theoretical expectation hdi = N −1 if all bids for each histogram were randomly drawn for the theoretical distribution.

A quantitative measure of the mismatch between data
and theory is shown in Fig. 2, where, for each auction, we plot the l2 distance d between the theoretical probability
distribution and the empirical one, d =
P
N −2 k (fk − φk )2 , where φk is the number of bids on
k in a given auction. If bids were randomly drawn from
the theoretical distribution, the expected distance would
decrease with the number of players as hdi = N −1 . Empirically, the distances have a large spread around the
expected value for small auctions and are consistently
larger than expected for N > 200.
Another interesting quantity is the distribution of actual winning numbers. At equilibrium, the distribution
of winning numbers should be equal to the distribution
of bids. As shown in Fig. 3, the empirical distribution
of winning numbers supports this feature. The vast majority of winning numbers fall within the theoretical cutoff (pink shaded area of Fig. 3). In the figure, we also
show the analytical estimate k ∗ ≈ N/ ln(N )(1+1/ ln(N ))
based on the asymptotic expansion of the logarithmic integral. The black line is the average winning number,
which in the relevant range scales approximately in the
same way as the cutoff.
Binning the data yields average winning numbers in
excellent agreement with the theory, even for large N
where the empirical distribution of bids departs from the
theory. However, the variance of winning numbers becomes much smaller than the theoretical prediction for
N > 103 .
To further explore this phenomenon, we can calculate
the actual probabilities to win on a certain number, given
the empirical distributions of bids for auctions of various
sizes. This probability is given by wk /fk which, since
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FIG. 4: Winning chances when bidding k. Black lines are
the same empirical data as panels A, B, C, E of Fig. 1. Red
lines are the relative probabilities to win when betting on
k given that all other players bid according to the empirical
distribution. The shaded points mark the actual winning bids
from the data.
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FIG. 3: Panel A: distribution of the winning numbers. The
continuous line is the theoretical average and the pink shaded
area denotes the region where bids are below the theoretical
cutoff k∗ . Panel B: average and standard deviation of the
winning numbers, compared with the theoretical line.

ck = wk /fk , is the same as the probability to win on
a certain number for an additional player entering the
game. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for the same examples considered in Fig. 1. For simplicity we have rescaled
the probability with N +1, such that 1 corresponds to the
winning probability of each bid in the Nash equilibrium.
For auctions with few players, the relative probabilities
are close to one, with fluctuation caused by small scale
variations in the histograms. Instead of staying constant,
they drop to zero around the cutoff, indicating that the
empirical cutoff is not as sharp as the theoretical one.
The largest chance of winning in these smaller auctions
is not more than 4 − 5 times higher than the average. In
contrast, for large auctions, the normalized wk /fk ’s are
sharply peaked around the theoretical average winning
number. As a consequence, the winning chances on low
and high numbers are very small, while intermediate bids
can have more than 60 times higher chance of winning
than the average bid in the Nash equilibrium, providing
opportunities for exploitation and thus potential room
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To conclude, in this paper we studied the equilibrium
bidding distribution for the lowest unique bid auction and
compared it with data from real auctions. The emerging picture is that players are able to infer the optimal
strategy when the number of players is not too large. In
auctions with a large number of players, the strategy is
non-optimal and the behavior seems to be controlled by
the simple prior of not assuming a particular preference
for any number while avoiding the cost of a large bid.
A direct consequence of this result is that the game
can be considered as a lottery (each number has equal
probability to win) only for small auctions, when players
adopt the equilibrium solution. For larger auctions, players seem not to be able to infer the equilibrium solution,
and the population can be exploited by players bidding
with a better strategy.
On a more theoretical ground, this result raises nontrivial questions on the effectiveness of adaptive dynamics in collective games. To verify whether the outcome
was not a simple consequence of the larger number of
auctions for smaller N , we checked whether there was
any sign of adaptation in the dataset from older to more
recent auctions at fixed number of players, without finding any significant correlation. The reason is probably
that empirical populations are made up of a mixture of
players of different experience and the turnover rate is
such that the agreement does not change with time in a
significant way. This suggests that, in this class of games,
adapting to the optimal strategy is inherently more difficult when the number of players increases, and might be

5
virtually impossible for very large populations.
We acknowledge useful discussions with M. Marsili, K.
Sneppen, and P. Kempson.
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Appendix B
Disease spreading model - Java files
B.1

Measuring critical exponents

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------// severalDiseases.java
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
* =============================================================================
* Simulates the spread of diseases on a lattice, where each node can be infected
* by several diseases that inhibit each other, and finds critical exponents
* By Jeppe Juul
* =============================================================================
*/
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.File;
java.io.FileWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.text.DecimalFormat;
java.text.DecimalFormatSymbols;
java.util.ArrayList;

@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
public class severalDiseasesDim {
//Define all objects and constants that we will use in the dynamics of the program.
static int L = 256; //Length of lattice
static int networkSize = (int) Math.pow(L, 2);
static long Nupdates = (long) (2.5*Math.pow(10, 4)*networkSize); //#updates after which the program is stopped.
static int transientTime; //#updates before first measurement is made
static int[] diseaseTimes = {3, 5, 10, 20};//#updates after which diseases are cured.
static double[] alphas = {0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0}; //probabilities for new disease at each update.
static int[] curingArray = new int[1]; //when row = update%diseaseTime, column gives node that should be cured.
static ArrayList<Integer>[] infectionList = new ArrayList[networkSize]; //creates array of Arraylists of infections
static ArrayList<Integer>[] immunityList = new ArrayList[networkSize]; //creates array of Arraylists of immunity
//Define all objects and constants that we will use in the measurements of the program.
static int[] diseaseSize = new int[1]; //current size of diseases
static int[] diseaseLengths = new int[L+1];
static double[] diseaseMasses = new double[L+1];
static double[] diseaseMassesSquared = new double[L+1];
static double[] diseasePerimeters = new double[L+1];
static double[] diseasePerimetersSquared = new double[L+1];
static int diseaseNo;
static int diseaseNoAvg;
static int diseaseNoCount;
static double countDistributionBinWidth = 0.1;
static int countDistributionNoOfBins = (int) Math.round(Math.log10((double) L*L)/countDistributionBinWidth) +1;;
static int[] countDistribution = new int[countDistributionNoOfBins];
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static double[] correlations = new double[L/2];
static String dir = "measurementDim/Nupdates" + Nupdates/networkSize + "/";
static DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.000");

/**
* Runs the severalDiseases program
* @throws IOException
*/
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
initArrays();
for(int diseaseTimeNumber=0; diseaseTimeNumber<diseaseTimes.length; diseaseTimeNumber++){
for(int alphaNumber=0; alphaNumber<alphas.length; alphaNumber++){
double alpha = alphas[alphaNumber];
int diseaseTime = diseaseTimes[diseaseTimeNumber];
resetMesuringParameters(alpha, diseaseTime);
for(long update=0; update<Nupdates; update++){
cure(update, diseaseTime); //cure node from disease it was infected by diseaseTime updates ago.
if(Math.random()<alpha){
newDisease(update, diseaseTime); //generate new disease with probability alpha
}else{
infect(update, diseaseTime); //let random note infect random neighbour with random disease
}
if((update+1)%(100*networkSize) == 0){
System.out.print("# sweeps: " + (1+ update/networkSize));
}
if(update%networkSize == 0 && update>transientTime){
diseaseNoAvg += diseaseNo;
diseaseNoCount++;
}
}
findCorrelations();
writeMeasurementsToFile(alphaNumber, diseaseTimeNumber);
}
}
System.out.println("finished!");
}

/**
* presets the lattice and all arrays to the start values.
*/
private static void initArrays() {
for(int i=0; i<diseaseTimes.length; i++){
diseaseTimes[i] *= networkSize;
}
for(int i=0; i<alphas.length; i++){
alphas[i] /= networkSize;
}
df.setDecimalSeparatorAlwaysShown(false);
DecimalFormatSymbols decformat = new DecimalFormatSymbols();
decformat.setDecimalSeparator(’.’);
decformat.setGroupingSeparator(’,’);
df.setDecimalFormatSymbols(decformat);
}

/**
* All parameters are reset before the run with each new alpha
* @param alpha
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private static void resetMesuringParameters(double alpha, int diseaseTime) {
//set length of diseaseSize to well above the maximum number of diseases expected at the same time
diseaseSize = new int[(int) (diseaseTime*alpha*networkSize/20 + 100)];
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curingArray = new int[diseaseTime];
//Set all nodes in curringArray to -1, as no diseases can be cured to begin with
for(int i=0; i<curingArray.length; i++){
curingArray[i] = -1;
}
//reset infectionList
for (int i = 0; i < infectionList.length; i++){
infectionList[i] = new ArrayList<Integer>();
}
//reset immunityList
for (int i = 0; i < immunityList.length; i++){
immunityList[i] = new ArrayList<Integer>();
}
//reset disaseLengths and diseaseMasses
diseaseLengths = new int[L+1];
diseaseMasses = new double[L+1];
diseaseMassesSquared = new double[L+1];
diseasePerimeters = new double[L+1];
diseasePerimetersSquared = new double[L+1];
countDistribution = new int[countDistributionNoOfBins];
diseaseNo = 0;
diseaseNoAvg = 0;
diseaseNoCount = 0;
transientTime = (int) (300*diseaseTime/Math.pow(alpha*networkSize, 0.25));
System.out.println("alpha = " + alpha*networkSize + ", DT = " + diseaseTime/networkSize
+ ", transientTime = " + transientTime/networkSize);
}

/**
* Removes diseases that are scheduled to be cured.
* @param update The current time tells which node should be cured
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private static void cure(long update, int diseaseTime) {
if(curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)] != -1){ //if a disease is scheduled to be cured
int nodeToCure = curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)];
int diseaseToCure = infectionList[nodeToCure].get(0); //find disease to cure
infectionList[nodeToCure].remove(0); //cure disease
curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)] = -1; //now no disease i scheduled to be cured
//Measurements
diseaseSize[diseaseToCure]--; //Disease has decreased in size
if(diseaseSize[diseaseToCure]==0){
diseaseNo--;
//measure diseaseLengths
if(update>transientTime){
int length = findDiseaseLength(diseaseToCure);
diseaseLengths[length] ++;
if(length<L){
int mass = findDiseaseMass(diseaseToCure);
diseaseMasses[length] += mass;
diseaseMassesSquared[length] += mass*mass;
countDistribution[(int) Math.round(Math.log10((double) mass)/countDistributionBinWidth)] ++;
int perimeter = findDiseasePerimeter(diseaseToCure);
diseasePerimeters[length] += perimeter;
diseasePerimetersSquared[length] += perimeter*perimeter;
}
}
//remove disease from all immunityLists
for (int i = 0; i < networkSize; ++i) {
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immunityList[i].remove((Integer) diseaseToCure);
}
}
}
}

/**
* finds diameter of disease cluster
* @param disease Disease to find diamter of.
* @return diamter
*/
private static int findDiseaseLength(int disease) {
int xLength = 0, yLength = 0;
//go through x
for(int i=0; i<L; i++){
for(int j=0; j<L; j++){
if(immunityList[i*L+j].contains((Integer) disease)){
xLength ++;
break;
}
}
}
//go through y
for(int i=0; i<L; i++){
for(int j=0; j<L; j++){
if(immunityList[j*L+i].contains((Integer) disease)){
yLength ++;
break;
}
}
}
return Math.max(xLength, yLength);
}

/**
* finds mass of disease
* @param disease Disease to find mass of
* @return mass
*/
private static int findDiseaseMass(int disease) {
int mass = 0;
for(int i=0; i<L; i++){
for(int j=0; j<L; j++){
if(immunityList[i*L+j].contains((Integer) disease)){
mass ++;
}
}
}
return mass;
}

/**
* finds the Perimeter of the disease
* If disease span the entire lattice, 0 is returned
* @param disease
* @return
*/
private static int findDiseasePerimeter(int disease) {
//find starting point
int startnode = -1;
boolean stop = false;
for(int i=0; i<L; i++){
for(int j=0; j<L; j++){
if(immunityList[i*L+j].contains((Integer) disease)){
startnode = i*L+j;
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break;
}
if(j==L-1 && startnode!=-1){
stop = true;
}
}
if(stop){
break;
}
}
//find perimeter
int perimeter = 0;
int direction = 0; // 0 = x++, 1 = y--; 2 = x--; 3 = y++.
int currentnode = startnode;
int nextnode;
while(true){
nextnode = findNeighbour(currentnode,direction);
if(immunityList[nextnode].contains((Integer) disease)){ //if node is infected
currentnode = nextnode; //take a step
direction = (direction+3)%4; //turn right
perimeter++;
}
else{
direction = (direction+1)%4; //turn left
}
//if you are back at the starting point, stop.
if(currentnode == startnode && direction==0){
return perimeter;
}
}
}

/**
* Chooses a random link on the network, and infects one node with a random disease from the other node.
* @param update The current time is used to schedule disease to be cured
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private static void infect(long update, int diseaseTime) {
int donorHost = (int) (networkSize * Math.random()); //host to pass disease (donor)
if(infectionList[donorHost].isEmpty()){ //if donor is well, return
return;
}
int direction = (int) (4 * Math.random()); //direction spread disease
int recievingHost = findNeighbour(donorHost,direction);
int diseaseNumber = (int) (Math.random()*infectionList[donorHost].size());
int disease = infectionList[donorHost].get(diseaseNumber);//transmitted disease
if (!immunityList[recievingHost].contains(disease)) {//if host is not immune
infectHost(recievingHost, disease, update, diseaseTime);
}
}

/**
* @param i current x-value
* @param j current y-value
* @param d direction 0 = east, 1 = north, 2 = west, 3 = south
* @return
*/
private static int findNeighbour(int node, int d) {
int i = node / L; //x-coordinate of donor
int j = node % L; //y-coordinate of donor
//find coordinates (in,jn) of reciever
int in = (L + i + (d%2)*(d-2)) % L; //x-coordinate of host to pass disease to (reciever)
int jn = (L + j + (1-d%2)*(1-d)) % L; //y-coordinate of host to pass disease to (reciever)
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return in * L + jn; //row of reciever;
}

/**
* Introduces a new disease a random place on the lattice
* @param update The current time is used to schedule disease to be cured
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private static void newDisease(long update, int diseaseTime) {
int rHost = (int) (networkSize*Math.random()); //node to infect with new disease
int disease = 0;
for(int tries=0; tries<10; tries++) { //assign a random rDis to disease
disease = (int) (diseaseSize.length * Math.random()); //row of disease.
if (diseaseSize[disease] == 0){ //make sure it is a new disease
break;
}
if(tries==9){
System.out.println("Failed to create disease. diseaseTime = " + diseaseTime/networkSize);
}
}
infectHost(rHost, disease, update, diseaseTime);
diseaseNo++;
}

/**
* Infects a host with a disease
* @param rHost host to get infected
* @param disease disease that host should be infected with.
*/
public static void infectHost(int rHost, int disease, long update, int diseaseTime) {
//Dynamics:
infectionList[rHost].add(disease); //recipient gets disease
immunityList[rHost].add(disease); //recipient becomes immune to disease
//schedule disease to be cured:
curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)] = rHost;
//Measurements
diseaseSize[disease] ++;
}

/**
* Finds correlations in the number of diseases as a function of distance.
*/
private static void findCorrelations() {
//Find average diseaseCount
double avgDiseaseCount = 0;
for(int node=0; node<networkSize; node++){
avgDiseaseCount += infectionList[node].size();
}
avgDiseaseCount /= networkSize;
//Find correlations
for(int i=0; i<L; i++){
for(int j=0; j<L; j++){
//zeroth row is designated to <(diseaseCount-avgDiseaseCount)^2>
//other rows contain <(diseaseCount-avgDiseaseCount)*(<diseaseCount(d)>-avgDiseaseCount)>
correlations[0] += Math.pow((infectionList[i*L+j].size()-avgDiseaseCount), 2);
for(int d=1; d<correlations.length; d++){
int sum = 0;
sum += infectionList[((i + d) % L)*L+j].size();
sum += infectionList[((L + i - d) % L)*L+j].size();
sum += infectionList[i*L+(j+d)%L].size();
sum += infectionList[i*L+(L+j-d)%L].size();
correlations[d] += (infectionList[i*L+j].size()-avgDiseaseCount)*(sum/4.0-avgDiseaseCount);
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//NB: Should have multiplied by \sqrt{8}. Will do this in data analysis
}
}
}
//normalise
for(int d=1; d<correlations.length; d++){
correlations[d] /= correlations[0];
}
correlations[0] /= networkSize;

}

/**
* writes the critical exponents to a txt file
* @param alphaNumber
* @param diseaseTimeNumber
* @throws IOException
*/
private static void writeMeasurementsToFile(int alphaNumber, int diseaseTimeNumber) throws IOException {
File f = new File(dir);
f.mkdir();
String title = dir + "data" + L + "Alpha" + df.format(alphas[alphaNumber]*networkSize)
+ "DT" + diseaseTimes[diseaseTimeNumber]/networkSize + ".txt";
BufferedWriter myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(title));
int[] zeroToLength = new int[L+1];
double[] sdomMass = new double[L+1]; //standard deviation of mean on masses
double[] sdomPerimeter = new double[L+1]; //standard deviation of mean on Perimeters
//find diseaseMasses and Perimeters before writing these and diseaseLengths to file
for(int i=0; i<L; i++){
if(diseaseLengths[i]>1){
sdomMass[i] = Math.sqrt((diseaseMassesSquared[i]-(double) diseaseMasses[i]*diseaseMasses[i]
/diseaseLengths[i])/(diseaseLengths[i]*(diseaseLengths[i]-1)));
diseaseMasses[i] /= (double) diseaseLengths[i];
sdomPerimeter[i] = Math.sqrt((diseasePerimetersSquared[i]-(double) diseasePerimeters[i]
*diseasePerimeters[i]/diseaseLengths[i])/(diseaseLengths[i]*(diseaseLengths[i]-1)));
diseasePerimeters[i] /= (double) diseaseLengths[i];
} else if(diseaseLengths[i]==1){
sdomMass[i] = diseaseMasses[i];
sdomPerimeter[i] = diseasePerimeters[i];
}
zeroToLength[i+1] = i+1;
}
myWriter.write("#Measurement with lattice length = " + L + ", transientTime = " + transientTime/networkSize
+ ", Time = " + Nupdates/networkSize + ", alpha = " + alphas[alphaNumber]*networkSize
+ ", diseaseTime = " + diseaseTimes[diseaseTimeNumber]/networkSize + ", diseaseCountAvg = "
+ df.format(((double) diseaseNoAvg)/diseaseNoCount));
myWriter.newLine();
myWriter.write("#diseaseLengths
diseaseMasses
sdomMass
count
NewPerimeter
sdomPerimeters");
myWriter.newLine();
for(int i=0; i<L+1; i++){
if(diseaseLengths[i]!=0){
myWriter.write(zeroToLength[i] + "
" + df.format(diseaseMasses[i]) + "
" + df.format(sdomMass[i])
+ "
" + diseaseLengths[i] + "
" + df.format(diseasePerimeters[i]) + "
"
+ df.format(sdomPerimeter[i]) );
myWriter.newLine();
}
}
myWriter.flush();
myWriter.close();

//write countDistribution
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String countDistributionTitle = dir + "countDistribution" + L + "Alpha"
+ df.format(alphas[alphaNumber]*networkSize) + "DT"
+ df.format( diseaseTimes[diseaseTimeNumber]*1.0/networkSize) + ".txt";
BufferedWriter countDistributionWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(countDistributionTitle));
countDistributionWriter.write("#Measurement with lattice length = " + L + ", transientTime = "
+ transientTime/networkSize + ", Time = " + Nupdates/networkSize + ", alpha = "
+ alphas[alphaNumber]*networkSize + ", diseaseTime = " + df.format(diseaseTimes[diseaseTimeNumber]
*1.0/networkSize) + ", diseaseCountAvg = " + df.format(((double) diseaseNoAvg)/diseaseNoCount));
countDistributionWriter.newLine();
countDistributionWriter.write("#AvgMass
Count
NoPrBin");
countDistributionWriter.newLine();
//Find number of different masses in each bin
int[] countDistributionNoPrBin = new int[countDistributionNoOfBins];
for(int mass=0; mass<L*L; mass++){
countDistributionNoPrBin[(int) Math.round(Math.log10((double) mass)/countDistributionBinWidth)] ++;
}
for(int bin=0; bin<countDistributionNoOfBins; bin++) {
if (countDistribution[bin] > 0) {
double AvgMass = Math.pow(10, bin*countDistributionBinWidth);
double count = (double) countDistribution[bin]/countDistributionNoPrBin[bin];
countDistributionWriter.write(AvgMass + "
" + count + "
" + countDistributionNoPrBin[bin] );
countDistributionWriter.newLine();
}
}
countDistributionWriter.flush();
countDistributionWriter.close();

//write correlations
String correlationTitle = dir + "correlation" + L + "Alpha" + df.format(alphas[alphaNumber]*networkSize)
+ "DT" + df.format( diseaseTimes[diseaseTimeNumber]*1.0/networkSize) + ".txt";
BufferedWriter correlationWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(correlationTitle));
correlationWriter.write("#Measurement with lattice length = " + L + ", transientTime = "
+ transientTime/networkSize + ", Time = " + Nupdates/networkSize + ", alpha = "
+ alphas[alphaNumber]*networkSize + ", diseaseTime = "
+ df.format(diseaseTimes[diseaseTimeNumber]*1.0/networkSize) + ", diseaseCountAvg = "
+ df.format(((double) diseaseNoAvg)/diseaseNoCount));
correlationWriter.newLine();
correlationWriter.write("#d
correlation");
correlationWriter.newLine();
for(int d=0; d<correlations.length; d++) {
correlationWriter.write(d + "
" + correlations[d]);
correlationWriter.newLine();
}
correlationWriter.flush();
correlationWriter.close();
}
}

B.2

Measuring development of p

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------// severalDiseasesP.java
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
*
*
*
*
*

=============================================================================
Simulates the spread of diseases on a lattice, where each node can be infected
by several diseases, and gets cured after a time T.
By Jeppe Juul
=============================================================================
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*/
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.File;
java.io.FileWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.text.DecimalFormat;
java.text.DecimalFormatSymbols;
java.util.ArrayList;

@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
public class severalDiseasesPdevelopment {
//Define all objects and constants that we will use in the dynamics of the program.
static int L = 256 ; //Length of lattice
static int networkSize = (int) Math.pow(L, 2);
static int Nupdates = 500*networkSize; //#updates after which the program is stopped.
static int[] diseaseTimes = {3, 10};//#updates before diseases are cured. Will be multiplied by networksize
static double[] alphas = {2.0}; //probabilities for new disease at each update.
static int[][] curingArray = new int[1][2]; //when row = update%diseaseTime,
//columns give node and disease that should be cured. -1 means nothing should be cured.
static boolean[][] invasionArray = new boolean[1][4]; //Columns tell if node and disease from
//the same row in curingArray has tried to invade north, east, south and west.
static ArrayList<Integer>[] infectionList = new ArrayList[networkSize]; //array of Arraylists of infections
static ArrayList<Integer>[] immunityList = new ArrayList[networkSize]; //array of Arraylists of immunity
//Define all objects and constants that we will use in the measurements of the program.
static int[] diseaseSize = new int[1]; //current size of diseases
static int[] lastPs = new int[networkSize];
static double[] pDevelopment = new double[1];
static double[] pUncorrKDevelopment = new double[1];
static double[] pConstKDevelopment = new double[1];
static DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("0.0");

/**
* Runs the severalDiseases program
* @throws IOException
*/
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
initArrays();
for(int alphaNumber=0; alphaNumber<alphas.length; alphaNumber++){
for(int diseaseTimeNumber=0; diseaseTimeNumber<diseaseTimes.length; diseaseTimeNumber++){
double alpha = alphas[alphaNumber];
int diseaseTime = diseaseTimes[diseaseTimeNumber];
resetMesuringParameters(alpha, diseaseTime);
for(int update=0; update<Nupdates; update++){
cure(update, diseaseTime); //cure node from disease it was infected by diseaseTime updates ago.
if(Math.random()<alpha){
newDisease(update, diseaseTime); //generate new disease with probability alpha
}else{
infect(update, diseaseTime); //let random note infect random neighbour with random disease
}
//Find the average probability, p, to transmit any disease on the network
if(update%networkSize == 0){
if(update<pDevelopment.length*networkSize){
pDevelopment[(int) (update/networkSize)] = findP(diseaseTime);
pUncorrKDevelopment[(int) (update/networkSize)] = findPUncorrK(diseaseTime);
pConstKDevelopment[(int) (update/networkSize)] = findPConstK(diseaseTime);
}
if(update%(20*networkSize) == 0){
System.out.print("# of sweeps: " + (update/networkSize));
}
}
}
writePsToFile(alpha, diseaseTime);
}
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}
System.out.println("finished!");
}

/**
* finds the percolation-probability p on the average on the network
* @return percolation-probability
*/
private static double findP(int diseaseTime) {
double sum = 0;
int normalizingConstant = 0;
for(int i=0; i<lastPs.length; i++){
if(lastPs[i]!=-1){
sum += lastPs[i];
normalizingConstant++;
}
}
return sum/(4*normalizingConstant);
}

/**
* finds the percolation-probability p on the average on the network
* @return percolation-probability
*/
private static double findPUncorrK(int diseaseTime) {
int ksum = 0;
int normalizingConstant = 0;
for(int i=0; i<networkSize; i++){
if(!infectionList[i].isEmpty()){
ksum += infectionList[i].size();
normalizingConstant++;
}
}
return 1.0 - Math.exp(-(1.0*diseaseTime/networkSize)*normalizingConstant /(4.0*ksum));
}

/**
* finds the percolation-probability p on the average on the network
* @return percolation-probability
*/
private static double findPConstK(int diseaseTime) {
int ksum = 0;
double expsum = 0;
for(int i=0; i<networkSize; i++){
if(!infectionList[i].isEmpty()){
ksum += infectionList[i].size();
expsum += infectionList[i].size() * Math.exp(-diseaseTime /(4.0*networkSize*infectionList[i].size()));
}
}
return 1- expsum/ksum;
}

/**
* presets the lattice and all arrays to the start values.
*/
private static void initArrays() {
//normalize diseaseTimes and alphas
for(int i=0; i<diseaseTimes.length; i++){
diseaseTimes[i] *= networkSize;
}
for(int i=0; i<alphas.length; i++){
alphas[i] /= networkSize;
}
df.setDecimalSeparatorAlwaysShown(false);
DecimalFormatSymbols decformat = new DecimalFormatSymbols();
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decformat.setDecimalSeparator(’.’);
decformat.setGroupingSeparator(’,’);
df.setDecimalFormatSymbols(decformat);
}

/**
* All parameters are reset before the run with each new alpha
* @param alpha
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private static void resetMesuringParameters(double alpha, int diseaseTime) {
//set length of diseaseSize to well above the maximum number of diseases expected at the same time
diseaseSize = new int[(int) (diseaseTime*alpha*networkSize/20)];
curingArray = new int[diseaseTime][2];
//Set all nodes in curringArray to -1, as no diseases can be cured to begin with
for(int i=0; i<curingArray.length; i++){
curingArray[i][0] = -1;
}
//reset infectionList
for (int i = 0; i < infectionList.length; i++){
infectionList[i] = new ArrayList<Integer>();
}
//reset immunityList
for (int i = 0; i < immunityList.length; i++){
immunityList[i] = new ArrayList<Integer>();
}
invasionArray = new boolean[diseaseTime][4];
lastPs = new int[lastPs.length];
pDevelopment = new double[Nupdates/networkSize];
pUncorrKDevelopment = new double[Nupdates/networkSize];
pConstKDevelopment = new double[Nupdates/networkSize];
System.out.println("alpha = " + alpha*networkSize + ", DT = "
+ diseaseTime/networkSize + ", Nupdates = " + Nupdates/networkSize);
}

/**
* Removes diseases that are scheduled to be cured.
* @param update The current time tells which node should be cured
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private static void cure(long update, int diseaseTime) {
if(curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][0] != -1){ //if a disease is scheduled to be cured
int nodeToCure = curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][0];
int diseaseToCure = curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][1];
infectionList[nodeToCure].remove((Integer) diseaseToCure); //cure disease
curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][0] = -1; //now no disease i scheduled to be cured
//Measurements
lastPs[(int) (update%lastPs.length)] = ((invasionArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][0])?1:0)
+((invasionArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][1])?1:0)
+((invasionArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][2])?1:0)
+((invasionArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][3])?1:0);
diseaseSize[diseaseToCure]--; //Disease has decreased in size
if(diseaseSize[diseaseToCure]==0){
//remove disease from all immunityLists
for (int i = 0; i < networkSize; ++i) {
immunityList[i].remove((Integer) diseaseToCure);
}
}
}
else{ //if no disease is to be cured, set lastPs to -1
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lastPs[(int) (update%lastPs.length)] = -1;
}
}

/**
* Chooses a random link on the network, and infects one node with a random disease from the other node.
* @param update The current time is used to schedule disease to be cured
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private static void infect(long update, int diseaseTime) {
int donorHost = (int) (networkSize * Math.random()); //host to pass disease (donor)
if(infectionList[donorHost].isEmpty()){ //if donor is well, return
return;
}
int i = donorHost / L; //x-coordinate of donor
int j = donorHost % L; //y-coordinate of donor
int d = (int) (4 * Math.random()); //direction spread disease
//find coordinates (in,jn) of reciever
int in = (L + i + (d%2)*(d-2)) % L; //x-coordinate of host to pass disease to (reciever)
int jn = (L + j + (1-d%2)*(1-d)) % L; //y-coordinate of host to pass disease to (reciever)
int recievingHost = in * L + jn; //row of reciever
int diseaseNumber = (int) (Math.random()*infectionList[donorHost].size());
int disease = infectionList[donorHost].get(diseaseNumber);//transmitted disease
//list that attempt has been made to spread disease
for(int i1=0; i1<curingArray.length; i1++){
if(curingArray[i1][0]==donorHost && curingArray[i1][1]==disease){
invasionArray[i1][d] = true;
break;
}
}
if (!immunityList[recievingHost].contains(disease)) {//if host is not immune
infectHost(recievingHost, disease, update, diseaseTime);
}
}

/**
* Introduces a new disease a random place on the lattice
* @param update The current time is used to schedule disease to be cured
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private static void newDisease(long update, int diseaseTime) {
int rHost = (int) (networkSize*Math.random()); //node to infect with new disease
int disease = 0;
for(int tries=0; tries<10; tries++) { //assign a random rDis to disease
disease = (int) (diseaseSize.length * Math.random()); //row of disease.
if (diseaseSize[disease] == 0){ //make sure it is a new disease
break;
}
if(tries==9){
System.out.println("Failed to create disease. diseaseTime = " + diseaseTime/networkSize);
}
}
infectHost(rHost, disease, update, diseaseTime);
}

/**
* Infects a host with a disease
* @param rHost host to get infected
* @param disease disease that host should be infected with.
*/
public static void infectHost(int rHost, int disease, long update, int diseaseTime) {
//Dynamics:
infectionList[rHost].add(disease); //recipient gets disease
immunityList[rHost].add(disease); //recipient becomes immune to disease
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//schedule disease to be cured:
curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][0] =
curingArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][1] =
invasionArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][0]
invasionArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][1]
invasionArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][2]
invasionArray[(int) (update%diseaseTime)][3]

rHost;
disease;
= false;
= false;
= false;
= false;

//Measurements
diseaseSize[disease] ++;
}

/**
* write the development of p to a txt file
* @param alpha
* @param diseaseTime
* @throws IOException
*/
private static void writePsToFile(double alpha, int diseaseTime) throws IOException {
String dir = "measurementP/";
File f = new File(dir);
f.mkdir();
BufferedWriter myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "threePs" + L
+ "Alpha" + df.format(alpha*networkSize) + "DT" + df.format(diseaseTime/networkSize) + ".txt"));
myWriter.write("#Measurement with lastPs. Lattice length = " + L + ", Nupdates = "
+ Nupdates/networkSize + ", Time = " + Nupdates/networkSize);
myWriter.newLine();
myWriter.write("#Alpha = " + df.format(alpha*networkSize) + ", DT = " + df.format(diseaseTime/networkSize));
myWriter.newLine();
myWriter.write("p-uncorrelated k
p - average
p-constant k");
myWriter.newLine();
for(int i=0; i<pDevelopment.length; i++){
myWriter.write(pUncorrKDevelopment[i] + "
myWriter.newLine();
}
myWriter.flush();
myWriter.close();

" + pDevelopment[i] + "

" +pConstKDevelopment[i]);

}
}

B.3

Java applet of disease spread

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------// MultipleDiseases.java
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
* =============================================================================
* Applet that simulates the spread of diseases with limited lifetime on a lattice
* By Jeppe Juul
* =============================================================================
*/
import
import
import
import
import

java.awt.*;
java.awt.event.*;
java.net.*;
java.util.Vector;
javax.swing.*;

public class MultipleDiseases extends JApplet
implements ActionListener, AdjustmentListener, Runnable, MouseListener {
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
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//Constants: Dynamics
public static int L = 200; //Size of lattice
static int networkSize = L*L;
int delay = 2;
int maxImmunity = 2000;
public int updateEveryM0 = networkSize / 20;
public int updateEveryM = 2*updateEveryM0; //How many updates before lattice is redrawn
public static int diseasePool = 10 * L;
double alpha = 2.0 / networkSize; //how often new diseases appear
static int diseaseTime = (int) (5*networkSize); //how long a node is ill with each disease
//Constants: Heights, widths and sizes
public static int nodeSize = (int) 600/L; //length and height of one node
public static int PlotWidth = 200, PlotHeight = 100;
//height and width of plots (width should be a multiplum of histogramNBins
public static int x0 = 20, y0 = 20; //starting coordinates for lattice
public static int panelX = x0 + L*nodeSize + 50, panelY = 40; //x and y coordinates for panel
static final int appletHeight = Math.max(L*nodeSize+2*x0, 600);
static final int appletWidth = L*nodeSize + PlotWidth + 200; //height and width of Applet
int diversityY;
//histogram
int histogramX, histogramY; //location of histogram-plot
double histogramYmax = 1.0; //maximum value on Y-axis
int histogramNBins = 20; //Number of bins in histogram
int histogramValuesPrBin = 1; //number of disease-counts pr bin
int histogramBinWidth = PlotWidth/histogramNBins; //width of each bin
int histogramXmin = 0; //lowest value on X-axis
int histogramXmax = histogramNBins*histogramValuesPrBin; //maximum value on X-axis
//Initializing parameters
boolean keepMoving;
boolean periodicBC = true;
boolean squareCoupling = false;
int[] diseaseSizes = new int[diseasePool];
private int diseasesAlive = 0; //Number of diseases alive right now.
long time = 0; //present time
public Host[] host;
UpdateTimeSeries updateTimeSeries1 = new UpdateTimeSeries();
static int[][] curingArray = new int[diseaseTime][2]; //when row = time%diseaseTime,
//columns gives node and disease that should be cured. -1 means nothing should be cured.
URL codeBase;
int mouseClickedX, mouseClickedY;
boolean mouseClicked = false;
boolean mouseDiseaseAlive = false;
//graphics
private volatile Thread animator = null;
Image background2D;
Graphics2D bufferedGraphics2D;
RenderingHints hints;
BasicStroke line_stroke;
Color lblue, white, lightblue, black, orange, lgreen, lred, dgrey, navyblue, lpurple, dpurple;
Color cbackground;
//Main buttons
Button button_stop;
Button button_periodicBC;
Button button_removeDisease;
Button button_squareCoupling;
//Scrollbars
Scrollbar scroll_alpha;
Scrollbar scroll_time;
Scrollbar scroll_diseaseTime;
double alphaN = alpha*networkSize, alphaNMin = 0.01, alphaNMax = 10;
double diseaseTimeN = 1.0*diseaseTime/networkSize, diseaseTimeNMin = 2, diseaseTimeNMax = 50;
int nBINS = 100;
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int alphaX, alphaY;
int diseaseTimeX, diseaseTimeY;

/**
* Initializes the applet by preseting curingArray and invoking createGUI
*/
@Override
public void init() {
//Set all nodes in curringArray to -1, as no diseases can be cured to begin with
for(int i=0; i<curingArray.length; i++){
curingArray[i][0] = -1;
}
//invoke createGUI
try {
SwingUtilities.invokeAndWait(new Runnable() {
public void run() {
codeBase = getCodeBase();
createGUI();
}
});
} catch (Exception e) {
System.err.println("createGUI didn’t successfully complete");
}
}
/**
* makes graphical user interface
*/
public void createGUI() {
setSize(appletWidth, appletHeight);
background2D = this.createImage(appletWidth, appletHeight);
bufferedGraphics2D = (Graphics2D) background2D.getGraphics();
//Define colours
white = new Color(255, 255, 255);
lred = new Color(255, 153, 0);
lblue = new Color(190, 203, 255);
lightblue = new Color(150, 190, 255);
navyblue = new Color(0, 81, 186);
black = new Color(0, 0, 0);
orange = new Color(232, 170, 63);
dgrey = new Color(51, 51, 51);
lgreen = new Color(0, 200, 0);
lpurple = new Color(230, 100, 230);
dpurple = new Color(200, 90, 200);
cbackground = white;
line_stroke = new BasicStroke(2.0f, BasicStroke.CAP_BUTT, BasicStroke.JOIN_BEVEL); //???
hints = new RenderingHints(RenderingHints.KEY_ALPHA_INTERPOLATION,
RenderingHints.VALUE_ALPHA_INTERPOLATION_SPEED);
hints.put(RenderingHints.KEY_ANTIALIASING, RenderingHints.VALUE_ANTIALIAS_ON);
hints.put(RenderingHints.KEY_COLOR_RENDERING, RenderingHints.VALUE_COLOR_RENDER_SPEED);
hints.put(RenderingHints.KEY_DITHERING, RenderingHints.VALUE_DITHER_DISABLE);
hints.put(RenderingHints.KEY_FRACTIONALMETRICS, RenderingHints.VALUE_FRACTIONALMETRICS_ON);
hints.put(RenderingHints.KEY_ANTIALIASING, RenderingHints.VALUE_ANTIALIAS_ON);
hints.put(RenderingHints.KEY_RENDERING, RenderingHints.VALUE_RENDER_SPEED);
hints.put(RenderingHints.KEY_STROKE_CONTROL, RenderingHints.VALUE_STROKE_NORMALIZE);
hints.put(RenderingHints.KEY_TEXT_ANTIALIASING, RenderingHints.VALUE_TEXT_ANTIALIAS_OFF);
//Button parameters
int butWidth = 110;
int butHeight = 25;
// Add scroll bar diseaseTime
diseaseTimeX = panelX + 80;
diseaseTimeY = panelY-4;
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bufferedGraphics2D.setFont(new Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, 10));
bufferedGraphics2D.drawString("diseaseTime", panelX , panelY-4);
scroll_diseaseTime = new Scrollbar(Scrollbar.HORIZONTAL, 10, 3, 0, nBINS + 3);
scroll_diseaseTime.addAdjustmentListener(this);
scroll_diseaseTime.setBounds(panelX, panelY, 150, 15);
scroll_diseaseTime.setBackground(Color.white);
add(scroll_diseaseTime);
int iDiseaseTime = (int)((nBINS-1)*Math.log(diseaseTimeN/diseaseTimeNMin)
/Math.log(diseaseTimeNMax/diseaseTimeNMin));
scroll_diseaseTime.setValue(iDiseaseTime);
updateDiseaseTimeText(bufferedGraphics2D, diseaseTimeX, diseaseTimeY);

// Add
panelY
alphaX
alphaY

scroll bar Alpha
+= 40;
= panelX + 80;
= panelY-4;

bufferedGraphics2D.setFont(new Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, 10));
bufferedGraphics2D.drawString("Alpha", panelX , panelY-4);
scroll_alpha = new Scrollbar(Scrollbar.HORIZONTAL, 10, 3, 0, nBINS + 3);
scroll_alpha.addAdjustmentListener(this);
scroll_alpha.setBounds(panelX, panelY, 150, 15);
scroll_alpha.setBackground(Color.white);
add(scroll_alpha);
int iAlpha = (int)((nBINS -1)*Math.log(alphaN/alphaNMin)/Math.log(alphaNMax/alphaNMin));
scroll_alpha.setValue(iAlpha);
updateAlphaText(bufferedGraphics2D, alphaX, alphaY);
// Add scroll bar Update Speed
panelY += 40;
bufferedGraphics2D.drawString("Update Speed", panelX, panelY-4);
scroll_time = new Scrollbar(Scrollbar.HORIZONTAL, 10, 3, 1, 103);
scroll_time.addAdjustmentListener(this);
scroll_time.setBounds(panelX, panelY, 150, 15);
scroll_time.setBackground(Color.white);
add(scroll_time);
scroll_time.setValue(updateEveryM/updateEveryM0);
updateEveryM = updateEveryM0 * scroll_time.getValue();
//Add stop button
panelY += 40;
button_stop = new Button("Pause");
button_stop.setBounds(panelX, panelY, butWidth, butHeight);
button_stop.setBackground(orange);
add(button_stop);
button_stop.addActionListener(this);
//add periodicBC button
panelY += 1.8*butHeight;
button_periodicBC = new Button("Absorbing");
button_periodicBC.setBounds(panelX, panelY, butWidth, butHeight);
button_periodicBC.setBackground(lightblue);
add(button_periodicBC);
button_periodicBC.addActionListener(this);
bufferedGraphics2D.setFont(new Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, 10));
bufferedGraphics2D.drawString("Choose between periodic or absorbing ", panelX + butWidth + 5, panelY + 10);
bufferedGraphics2D.drawString("boundary conditions", panelX + butWidth + 5, panelY + 20);
//add squareCoupling button
panelY += 1.8*butHeight;
button_squareCoupling = new Button("Square Coupling");
button_squareCoupling.setBounds(panelX, panelY, butWidth, butHeight);
button_squareCoupling.setBackground(dpurple);
add(button_squareCoupling);
button_squareCoupling.addActionListener(this);
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bufferedGraphics2D.setFont(new Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, 10));
bufferedGraphics2D.drawString("Square coupling means diseases rarely", panelX + butWidth + 5, panelY + 10);
bufferedGraphics2D.drawString("spread from nodes with many diseases", panelX + butWidth + 5, panelY + 20);

//add removeDisease button
panelY += 1.8*butHeight;
button_removeDisease = new Button("Remove Disease");
button_removeDisease.setBounds(panelX, panelY, butWidth, butHeight);
button_removeDisease.setBackground(lgreen);
add(button_removeDisease);
button_removeDisease.addActionListener(this);
bufferedGraphics2D.setFont(new Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, 10));
bufferedGraphics2D.drawString("Remove coloured disease ", panelX + butWidth + 5, panelY + 15);

//lattice and plot
panelY += 60;
diversityY = panelY;
panelY += PlotHeight + 50;
histogramY = panelY;
drawHistogramFrame(bufferedGraphics2D);
setLayout(null);
addMouseListener(this);
updateTimeSeries1.set_timeframe();
initLattice(bufferedGraphics2D);
updateTimeSeries1.init_timeframe();
bufferedGraphics2D.setBackground(black);
}
/**
* creates host on each lattice point
* @param g Graphics2D
*/
public void initLattice(Graphics2D g) {
host = new Host[networkSize];
int x = 0, y = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < L; ++i) {
for (int j = 0; j < L; ++j) {
x = x0 + nodeSize * j;
y = y0 + nodeSize * i;
host[i * L + j] = new Host(); //create host
host[i * L + j].hostID = i * L + j; //name host
host[i * L + j].init(x, y, maxImmunity); //initialize host
}
}
}

@Override
/**
* At every update updateEveryM timesteps are taken, lattice is redrawn and plot is updated
*/
public void update(Graphics g) {
for (int i = 0; i < this.updateEveryM; ++i) {
cure((int) (time%diseaseTime)); //cure present row in curingArray
if (mouseClicked == true){
newMouseDisease(); //if mouse is clicked, new coloured disease is created
mouseClicked = false;
}
else if (Math.random() < alpha){ //create new disease with probability alpha
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newDisease();
}else{ //else make random node spread random disease to random neighbour
spreadToNeighbours();
}
time++;
}
bufferedGraphics2D.setStroke(new BasicStroke(2));
//Divesity vs time
draw_timeseries(bufferedGraphics2D, panelX, diversityY, PlotWidth, PlotHeight, true, "Number of diseases");
redrawLattice(bufferedGraphics2D);
drawHistogram(bufferedGraphics2D);
Graphics2D g2d = (Graphics2D) g;
g2d.drawImage(background2D, 0, 0, this);
}

/**
* Removes diseases that are scheduled to be cured.
* @param update The current time tells which node should be cured
* @param diseaseTime
*/
private void cure(int rCure) {
if(curingArray[rCure][0] == -1){ //return if no disease is scheduled to be cured
return;
}
int nodeToCure = curingArray[rCure][0];
int diseaseToCure = curingArray[rCure][1];
host[nodeToCure].cure(diseaseToCure); //cure disease
diseaseSizes[diseaseToCure]--; //decrease the size of old disease
if(diseaseSizes[diseaseToCure] ==0 && diseaseToCure!=0){ //if old disease is distinct:
diseasesAlive--; //record this.
eraseImmunityFromAllHosts(diseaseToCure); //erase immunity
}
curingArray[rCure][0] = -1; //now no disease i scheduled to be cured
}

/**
* Creates new mouse-disease, meaning disease number 0 in place mouse was pressed.
*/
public void newMouseDisease() {
int hostX = (mouseClickedX-x0)/nodeSize;
int hostY = (mouseClickedY-y0)/nodeSize;
if(!mouseDiseaseAlive){ //if the mouse disease is not alive beforehand, now it is
diseasesAlive++;
mouseDiseaseAlive = true;
}
int rHost = hostY * L + hostX; //row of host to get infected.
infectHost(rHost, 0);
}

/**
* Creates new disease
*/
public void newDisease() {
int countTries = 0;
int rDis = 1;
while (countTries<10) { //assign a random rDis to disease
rDis = 1+(int) ((diseasePool-1) * Math.random()); //row of disease. 0 is reserved to mouseDisease
if (diseaseSizes[rDis] == 0){ //make sure it is a new disease
break;
}
countTries++;
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}
int rHost = (int) (networkSize * Math.random()); //row of host to get infected.
infectHost(rHost, rDis);
diseasesAlive++;
}

/**
* Spreads a disease from a random node to random neighbour with periodic boundary conditions
*/
public void spreadToNeighbours() {
int rHost = (int) (networkSize * Math.random()); //host to pass disease (donor)
if(host[rHost].countDisease==0){ //if donor is well, return
return;
}
//If square coupling is on, test if disease should spread
if(squareCoupling && (int) (Math.random()*host[rHost].countDisease) != 0){
return;
}
int
int
int
int

i =
j =
in,
d =

rHost / L; //x-coordinate of donor
rHost % L; //y-coordinate of donor
jn; //x- and y-coordinate of host to pass disease to (reciever)
(int) (4 * Math.random()); //direction spread disease

if(periodicBC){
//find coordinates (in,jn) of reciever
in = (L + i + (d%2)*(d-2)) % L;
jn = (L + j + (1-d%2)*(1-d)) % L;
} else{ //if the boundaries are absorbing
in = i + (d%2)*(d-2);
jn = j + (1-d%2)*(1-d);
if((in<0)||(jn<0)||(in>=L)||(jn>=L)) { //if host is outside lattice, return.
return;
}
}
int rRecievingHost = in * L + jn; //row of reciever
int dis = host[rHost].getRandomDisease(); //transmitted disease
if (!host[rRecievingHost].isImmune(dis)) {//if host is not immune
infectHost(rRecievingHost, dis); //infect host with disease
}
}

/**
* removes ’disease’ from all nodes.
* @param disease
*/
public void eraseImmunityFromAllHosts(int disease) {
for (int i = 0; i < networkSize; ++i) {
host[i].removeImmune(disease);
}
}

/**
* Infects a host with a disease
* @param rHost host to get infected
* @param disease disease that host should be infected with.
*/
public void infectHost(int rHost, int disease) {
host[rHost].infect(disease); // infect host
diseaseSizes[disease]++; //increase size of disease by 1.
//schedule disease to be cured
curingArray[(int) (time%diseaseTime)][0] = rHost;
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curingArray[(int) (time%diseaseTime)][1] = disease;
}

/**
* Draws the lattice
* @param g Graphics2D
*/
public void redrawLattice(Graphics2D g) {
int x, y;
for (int i = 0; i < L; ++i) {
for (int j = 0; j < L; ++j) {
x = x0 + nodeSize * j;
y = y0 + nodeSize * i;
g.setColor(host[i * L + j].hostColor);
g.fillRect(x, y, nodeSize, nodeSize);
}
}
}

/**
* Returns an ImageIcon, or null if the path was invalid.
*/
protected ImageIcon createImageIcon(String path) {
java.net.URL imgURL = getClass().getResource(path);
if (imgURL != null) {
return new ImageIcon(imgURL);
} else {
System.err.println("Couldn’t find file: " + path);
return null;
}
}

@Override
public void start() {
animator = new Thread(this);
animator.start();
keepMoving = true;
}
@Override
public void stop() {
animator = null;
keepMoving = false;
}
@Override
public void destroy() {
removeAll();
}
public void run() {
Thread thisThread = Thread.currentThread();
while (animator == thisThread) {
try {
Thread.sleep(delay);
} catch (InterruptedException e){}
if(keepMoving) {
repaint();
}
}
}
@Override
public void paint(Graphics g) {
update(this.getGraphics());
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}
public void mouseClicked(MouseEvent e) {
mouseClickedX = e.getX();
mouseClickedY = e.getY();
mouseClicked = true;
}
public void mousePressed(MouseEvent e) {
}
public void mouseReleased(MouseEvent e) {
}
public void mouseEntered(MouseEvent e) {
}
public void mouseExited(MouseEvent e) {
}
/**
* Updates the shown value of alpha in applet.
*/
public void updateAlphaText(Graphics2D g, int textOut_x, int textOut_y){
g.setColor(cbackground);
g.fillRect(textOut_x-5, textOut_y-10, 125, 80);// to cover text
g.setColor(dgrey);
g.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 10));
g.drawString("" + String.format("%1$4.3f", alphaN), textOut_x, textOut_y);
}

/**
* Updates the shown value of diseaseTime in applet.
*/
public void updateDiseaseTimeText(Graphics2D g, int textOut_x, int textOut_y){
g.setColor(cbackground);
g.fillRect(textOut_x-5, textOut_y-10, 125, 20);// to cover text
g.setColor(dgrey);
g.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 10));
g.drawString("" + String.format("%1$4.1f", diseaseTimeN), textOut_x, textOut_y);
}

/**
* Is activated if user adjusts any scrollbar
*/
public void adjustmentValueChanged(AdjustmentEvent e) {
//Manage alpha scrollbar
if (e.getSource() == scroll_alpha) {
alphaN = alphaNMin * Math.pow(alphaNMax / alphaNMin, 1.0 * scroll_alpha.getValue() / nBINS);
alpha = alphaN / networkSize;
updateAlphaText(bufferedGraphics2D, alphaX, alphaY);
}
//Manage update-speed scrollbar
if (e.getSource() == scroll_time) {
updateEveryM = updateEveryM0 * scroll_time.getValue();
}
keepMoving = true;
//Manage diseaseTime scrollbar
if (e.getSource() == scroll_diseaseTime) {
diseaseTimeN = diseaseTimeNMin * Math.pow(diseaseTimeNMax / diseaseTimeNMin, 1.0
* scroll_diseaseTime.getValue() / nBINS);
int diseaseTimeNew = (int) (diseaseTimeN * networkSize);
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int[][] curingArrayNew = new int[diseaseTimeNew][2]; //New curingArray to replace the old
//transfer diseases that should still be scheduled for curing to curingArrayNew
for(int i=0;i<Math.min(diseaseTime, diseaseTimeNew);i++){
curingArrayNew[(int) ((time-i)%diseaseTimeNew)][0] = curingArray[(int) ((time-i)%diseaseTime)][0];
curingArrayNew[(int) ((time-i)%diseaseTimeNew)][1] = curingArray[(int) ((time-i)%diseaseTime)][1];
}
//if new diseaseTime is longer, schedule no disease to be cured in the remaining period
if(diseaseTime<diseaseTimeNew){
for(int i=diseaseTime; i<diseaseTimeNew; i++){
curingArrayNew[(int) ((time-i)%diseaseTimeNew)][0] = -1;
}
}//if new diseaseTime is shorter, cure all diseases older than new diseaseTime
else{
for(int i=diseaseTimeNew; i<diseaseTime; i++){
cure((int) (time-i)%diseaseTime);
}
}
diseaseTime = diseaseTimeNew;
curingArray = curingArrayNew;
updateDiseaseTimeText(bufferedGraphics2D, diseaseTimeX, diseaseTimeY);
}
}

/**
* Is activated if user presses any buttons
*/
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
//Manage periodic button
if (e.getSource() == button_periodicBC) {
if(!periodicBC) {
periodicBC = true;
button_periodicBC.setLabel("Absorbing");
button_periodicBC.setBackground(lightblue);
}
else {
periodicBC = false;
button_periodicBC.setLabel("Periodic");
button_periodicBC.setBackground(lblue);
}
}
//Manage squareCoupling button
if (e.getSource() == button_squareCoupling) {
if(!squareCoupling) {
squareCoupling = true;
button_squareCoupling.setLabel("Normal Coupling");
button_squareCoupling.setBackground(lpurple);
}
else {
squareCoupling = false;
button_squareCoupling.setLabel("Square Coupling");
button_squareCoupling.setBackground(dpurple);
}
}
//Manage stop button
if (e.getSource() == button_stop) {
if (keepMoving) { //if ’stop’ is pressed
keepMoving = false; //stop updating
animator = null;
button_stop.setLabel("Run");
button_stop.setBackground(lred);
} else { //if ’run’ is pressed
keepMoving = true;
animator = new Thread(this);
animator.start();
button_stop.setLabel("Pause");
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button_stop.setBackground(orange);
}
}
//Manage removeDisease button
if (e.getSource() == button_removeDisease) {
for(int i=0; i<diseaseTime; i++){
//for all mouse-diseases that are scheduled to be cured
if(curingArray[i][1]==0 && !(curingArray[i][0]==-1)){
int node = curingArray[i][0];
host[node].cure(0); //cure mouse-disease
curingArray[i][0] = -1; //no diseases should be scheduled to be cured.
}
}
diseaseSizes[0]=0; //decrease the size of old disease
diseasesAlive--; //record this.
eraseImmunityFromAllHosts(0); //erase immunity
mouseDiseaseAlive = false;
}
}

/**
* Draws Divesity vs time
* @param g
* @param plotX X-value of plot
* @param plotY Y-value of plot
* @param plotW Width of plot
* @param plotH Height of plot
* @param xTics ’true’ if x-tics should be drawn
* @param title
*/
public void draw_timeseries(Graphics2D g, int plotX, int plotY,
int plotW, int plotH, boolean xTics, String title) {
g.finalize();
//Draw title:
g.setColor(dgrey);
g.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 17));
g.drawString(title, plotX + plotW / 2 - g.getFontMetrics().stringWidth(title) / 2, plotY - 5);
//Draw background of plot
g.setColor(cbackground);
g.fillRect(plotX - 40, plotY, plotW + 60, plotH + 15);
//Draw axes and tics
g.setColor(dgrey);
// y axis
g.fillRect(plotX, plotY + plotH, plotW, 2);
// x axis
g.fillRect(plotX, plotY, 2, plotH + 2);
//ytics
g.fillRect(plotX - 3, plotY + 20, 4, 2);
g.fillRect(plotX - 3, plotY + plotH, 4, 2);
//xtics
g.fillRect(plotX, plotY + plotH, 2, 4);
g.fillRect(plotX + plotW - 2, plotY + plotH, 2, 4);
//Draw labels
if (xTics) {
draw_XTicLabels(g, plotX, plotY, plotW, plotH);
}
g.setColor(dgrey);
g.setStroke(line_stroke);
double MaxY = updateTimeSeries1.recheckMaxY();
double MinY = updateTimeSeries1.recheckMinY();
draw_YTicLabels(g, plotX, plotY, plotH, MaxY, MinY);
//draw plot on the fly
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updateTimeSeries1.updateTimeSeries_l(diseasesAlive, MaxY, MinY, plotX, plotY, plotW, plotH);
bufferedGraphics2D.drawPolyline(updateTimeSeries1.dtime,
updateTimeSeries1.TimeSeries, updateTimeSeries1.Plottime - 1);
}

/**
* Draws the labels on the y-axis of diversity-graph
* @param g
* @param plotX X-value of diversity plot
* @param plotY Y-value of diversity plot
* @param plotH Height of diversity plot
* @param MaxY The maximum diversity in timeseries (upper label)
* @param MinY The minimum diversity in timeseries (lower label)
*/
public void draw_YTicLabels(Graphics2D g, int plotX, int plotY, int plotH, double MaxY, double MinY) {
g.setColor(dgrey);
g.setFont(new Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, 11));
g.drawString(String.format("%1$2.0f", MaxY), plotX - 28, plotY + 25);
g.drawString(String.format("%1$2.0f", MinY), plotX - 28, plotY + plotH);
}

/**
* Draws the labels on the x-axis of diversity-plot (Does not take into account that update speed can change)
* @param g
* @param plotX
* @param plotY
* @param plotW
* @param plotH
*/
public void draw_XTicLabels(Graphics2D g, int plotX, int plotY, int plotW, int plotH) {
g.setColor(dgrey);
int tMaxM = (int) (updateTimeSeries1.time_frame * this.updateEveryM/networkSize);
String tMin = String.format("%1$3d", 0);
String t1_4 = String.format("%1$3d", tMaxM / 4);
String t1_2 = String.format("%1$3d", tMaxM / 2);
String t3_4 = String.format("%1$3d", 3 * tMaxM / 4);
String tMax = String.format("%1$3d", tMaxM);
g.setFont(new Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, 11));
int xx = plotX + plotW - g.getFontMetrics().stringWidth(tMax) / 2;
int xx1_4 = (int) (plotX + plotW / 4 - g.getFontMetrics().stringWidth(t1_4) / 2);
int xx1_2 = (int) (plotX + plotW / 2 - g.getFontMetrics().stringWidth(t1_2) / 2);
int xx3_4 = (int) (plotX + 3 * plotW / 4 - g.getFontMetrics().stringWidth(t3_4) / 2);
int yy = plotY + plotH + 13;
g.drawString(tMin,
g.drawString(t1_4,
g.drawString(t1_2,
g.drawString(t3_4,
g.drawString(tMax,

plotX - 8, yy);
xx1_4, yy);
xx1_2, yy);
xx3_4, yy);
xx, yy);

}

public void drawHistogramFrame(Graphics2D g) {
g.finalize();
//Draw title:
g.setColor(dgrey);
g.setFont(new Font("Helvetica", Font.BOLD, 17));
String title = "Frequency histogram";
g.drawString(title, panelX + PlotWidth / 2 - g.getFontMetrics().stringWidth(title) / 2, histogramY - 5);
//Draw background of plot
g.setColor(cbackground);
g.fillRect(panelX - 40, histogramY, PlotWidth + 60, PlotHeight + 15);
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//Draw axes and tics
g.setColor(dgrey);
g.fillRect(panelX, histogramY + PlotHeight, PlotWidth, 2); // y axis
g.fillRect(panelX, histogramY, 2, PlotHeight + 2); // x axis
//ytics
g.fillRect(panelX - 3, histogramY + PlotHeight/2 -1, 4, 2);
g.fillRect(panelX - 3, histogramY + PlotHeight, 4, 2);
//xtics
g.fillRect(panelX, histogramY + PlotHeight, 2, 4);
g.fillRect(panelX + PlotWidth - 2, histogramY + PlotHeight, 2, 4);
g.fillRect(panelX + PlotWidth/2 - 1, histogramY + PlotHeight, 2, 4);
}

public void drawHistogram(Graphics2D g) {
//erase old histogram
g.setColor(cbackground);
g.fillRect(panelX +2, histogramY+2, PlotWidth -2, PlotHeight -2);
//find xmax, xmin and ymax
int xmin = maxImmunity;
int xmax = 0;
for(int node=0; node < networkSize; node++){
int count = host[node].countDisease;
if (count<xmin){xmin = count;}
if (count>xmax){xmax = count;}
}
//change drawing parameters if necessary
if(xmin<histogramXmin || xmax>=histogramXmax || xmin>(histogramXmax+2*histogramXmin)/3
|| xmax<(2*histogramXmax+histogramXmin)/3 ){
histogramXmin = Math.max(0, (5*xmin-xmax)/6);
histogramValuesPrBin = 1+(xmax-histogramXmin)*6/(5*histogramNBins);
histogramXmax = histogramXmin + histogramValuesPrBin*histogramNBins;
}
//generate histogram-values
int histogramValues[] = new int[histogramNBins];
for(int node=0; node < networkSize; node++){
histogramValues[(host[node].countDisease-histogramXmin)/histogramValuesPrBin] ++;
}
//draw histogram
g.setColor(navyblue);
int binX = panelX +2;
int binY, binHeight;
for(int bin=0; bin<histogramNBins; bin++){
binHeight = (int) (histogramValues[bin]/(networkSize*histogramYmax)*(PlotHeight-2));
binY = histogramY+PlotHeight-binHeight;
g.fillRect(binX , binY, histogramBinWidth, binHeight);
binX += histogramBinWidth;
}
//Erase old tics
g.setColor(cbackground);
g.fillRect(panelX-10, histogramY + PlotHeight+5, PlotWidth+20, 15); // x tics
g.fillRect(panelX-28, histogramY, 24, PlotHeight + 2); // y axis
//Write tics
g.setColor(dgrey);
g.setFont(new Font("SansSerif", Font.BOLD, 11));
g.drawString(String.format("%1$2.2f", (histogramYmax/(2*histogramValuesPrBin))),
panelX - 28, histogramY + PlotHeight/2 +3);
g.drawString(String.format("%1$2.0f", 0.0), panelX - 18, histogramY + PlotHeight+3);
g.drawString(String.format("%1$2.0f", 1.0*histogramXmin), panelX - 4,
histogramY + PlotHeight + 15);
g.drawString(String.format("%1$2.0f", 1.0*histogramXmax), panelX + PlotWidth - 4,
histogramY + PlotHeight + 15);
g.drawString(String.format("%1$2.0f", (histogramXmax+histogramXmin)/2.0),
panelX + PlotWidth/2 - 4, histogramY + PlotHeight + 15);
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}
}

class UpdateTimeSeries {
public int time_frame = 6000;
public int maxtime_frame = 10000;
public int Plottime;
public int TimeSeries[], dtime[];
public double TimeSeries_raw[];
public int Ptime;

public void set_timeframe() {
TimeSeries = new int[this.maxtime_frame];
TimeSeries_raw = new double[this.maxtime_frame];
dtime = new int[this.time_frame];
}

public int getPtime() {
return this.Ptime;
}

public void init_timeframe() {
for (int i = 0; i < maxtime_frame; ++i) {
TimeSeries_raw[i] = 0;
}
Ptime = 0;
Plottime = 0;
}

/**
* returns the maximum value in TimeSeries_raw
*/
public double recheckMaxY() {
double maxY = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < this.Ptime; i++) {
if (TimeSeries_raw[i] > maxY) {
maxY = TimeSeries_raw[i];
}
}
return maxY;
}

/**
* returns the minimum value in TimeSeries_raw
*/
public double recheckMinY() {
double minY = 100000;
for (int i = 0; i < this.Ptime; i++) {
if (TimeSeries_raw[i] < minY) {
minY = TimeSeries_raw[i];
}
}
return minY;
}

/**
* Updates the diversity plot on the fly
* @param y
count of diseases alive rigth now
* @param MaxY
Max diversity in timeseries
* @param MinY
Min diversity in timeseries
* @param PlotX
X-coordinate of plot
* @param PlotY
Y-coordinate of plot
* @param PlotWidth
Width of plot
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* @param PlotHeight Height of plot
*/
public void updateTimeSeries_l(double y, double MaxY, double MinY,
int PlotX, int PlotY, int PlotWidth, int PlotHeight) {
if (this.Ptime < this.time_frame) {
for (int i = 0; i < this.Ptime; i++) {
dtime[this.Ptime - i] = dtime[Ptime - i - 1];
TimeSeries_raw[Ptime - i] = TimeSeries_raw[Ptime - i - 1];
}
dtime[0] = this.Ptime * PlotWidth / time_frame + PlotX;
this.Ptime++;
} else {
for (int i = maxtime_frame - 1; i > 0; i--) {
TimeSeries_raw[i] = TimeSeries_raw[i - 1];
}
}
TimeSeries_raw[0] = y;
if (MinY > 0.9 * MaxY) {
MinY = 0.9 * MaxY;
}
for (int i = 0; i < this.Ptime; ++i) {
TimeSeries[i] = PlotY - (int) ((TimeSeries_raw[i] - MinY) / (MaxY - MinY) * TimeSeries_raw[i]
/ MaxY * (PlotHeight - 20)) + PlotHeight - 5;
if (TimeSeries[i] > PlotY + PlotHeight + 5) {
TimeSeries[i] = PlotY + PlotHeight + 5;
}
if (TimeSeries[i] < PlotY) {
TimeSeries[i] = PlotY;
}
}
if (this.Ptime < this.time_frame - 1) {
this.Plottime = this.Ptime;
} else {
this.Plottime = this.time_frame;
}
}
}

/**
* Each host is placed at a node in the lattice.
* @author Jeppe
*/
class Host {
public Vector<Integer> immunityList; //Vector with diseases host is immune to.
public Vector<Integer> infectionList; //Vector with diseases host has

int x, y; //place of host in lattice
Color hostColor; //colour of host
int countDisease = 0; //number of diseases host has
int hostID = -1;
int maxImmunityM;
int mouseInfected = 0; // one means node has disease zero
int mouseImmune = 0; // one means node is immune to disease zero

/**
* contructor
*/
public Host() {
}
/**
* gets random disease from host (NB: Host must have at leat one disease)
* @return disease
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*/
public int getRandomDisease() {
int diseaseNumber = (int) (Math.random()*infectionList.size());
int disease = infectionList.get(diseaseNumber);
return disease;
}

/**
* create new host / node
* @param xx x-value in lattice
* @param yy y-value in lattice
* @param maxImmunity How many diseases host can be immune to.
*/
public void init(int xx, int yy, int maxImmunity) {
immunityList = new Vector<Integer>();
infectionList = new Vector<Integer>();
maxImmunityM = maxImmunity;
hostColor = new Color(0, 0, 0); //host is white
countDisease = 0; //number of diseases host has
x = xx;
y = yy;
}

/**
* cures the node for a certain disease
* @param disease
*/
public void cure(int disease) {
infectionList.remove((Integer) disease); //infect host with disease
countDisease--; //reduce total number of diseasees host has
if(disease==0){
mouseInfected = 0;
}
updateColor();
}

/**
* infects a node with a certain disease
* @param disease
*/
public void infect(int disease) {
infectionList.add(disease); //infect host with disease
//make host immune to disease
immunityList.add(disease);
if (immunityList.size() >= maxImmunityM) {
immunityList.remove(0);
}
//if disease is mouseDisease
if(disease == 0){
mouseInfected = 1;
mouseImmune = 1;
}
countDisease++; //add one to total number of diseasees host has
updateColor();
}

/**
* Updates the color of a host e.g. after amount of diseases have changed
*/
public void updateColor() {
int dcol = (int) (255*(1-Math.exp(-(countDisease+2*mouseImmune)/2.0)));
hostColor = new Color(dcol*(1-mouseInfected),dcol*(1-mouseImmune+mouseInfected),dcol*(1-mouseImmune));
}
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/**
* Removes immunity of disease to host
* @param disease Disease host should no longer be immune to.
*/
public void removeImmune(int disease) {
immunityList.remove((Integer) disease);
if(disease==0){
mouseImmune = 0;
updateColor();
}
}

/**
* Returns true if host is immune to disease
* @param disease
* @param limitedImmunity
* @return
*/
public boolean isImmune(int disease) {
if (immunityList.contains(disease))
return true;
else
return false;
}
}
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Appendix C
ESS property of auction game Nash
equilibrium
The symmetrical mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of the lowest unique bid auction is
unique. Therefore, it must be an evolutionarily stable strategy, according to section 3.6.
Proving this is directly is, however, nontrivial. In this appendix, a first approach of such
a formal proof is given.
Consider a player employing the Nash equilibrium strategy 𝑥 = (𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 , . . .) in an
auction, where all other players bid according to a perturbation of the Nash strategy
𝑦 = (˜
𝑝1 , 𝑝˜2 , 𝑝˜3 , . . .), where
⎧
𝛿𝑘
⎨ 𝑝𝑘 − ∑︀
𝑝𝑘 + 𝑚−1
𝑝˜𝑘 =
𝑗=1 𝛿𝑗
⎩
𝑝𝑘

for 𝑘 < 𝑚
for 𝑘 = 𝑚 .
for 𝑘 > 𝑚

(C.1)

If the 𝛿𝑘 ’s are small, but can be both positive and negative, and 𝑚 is an arbitrary
integer, 𝑦 is an arbitrary perturbation of 𝑥.
According to (3.9) 𝑥 is an ESS, if the player playing 𝑥 has a larger payoff, than if she
instead employed the strategy 𝑦. Mathematically,

𝜋1 (𝑥, 𝑦 𝜆 ) − 𝜋1 (𝑦, 𝑦 𝜆 ) > 0.

(C.2)

Here 𝑦 𝜆 is the Poisson distributed number of opponents, all following strategy 𝑦, which
the player will meet, as given by environmental equivalence (see section 3.9).
The player will win when she bids 𝑘 and no opponent plays 𝑘 and there is no uniqe
bid below 𝑘. This is exactly given by (4.6), so following steps analogous to (4.24)-(4.26)
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we get
(︃𝑘−1 (︂
)︂)︃ ⃒⃒
∞
∑︁
∏︁
𝜕
⃒
𝑍⃒
𝜋(𝑥, 𝑦 𝜆 ) − 𝜋(𝑦, 𝑦 𝜆 ) =
(𝑝𝑘 − 𝑝˜𝑘 )
1−
⃒
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝑗=1
𝑘=1
=

∞
∑︁

(𝑝𝑘 − 𝑝˜𝑘 )e−𝜆˜𝑝𝑘

𝑘=1

=

𝑚−1
∑︁

𝛿𝑘 e−𝜆(𝑝𝑘 −𝛿𝑘 )

𝑘=1

−
=

(︃𝑚−1
∑︁

𝛿𝑘

𝑘=1

𝑚−1
∑︁

𝛿𝑘

𝑘=1

−e

𝑘−1
∏︁
𝑗=1

−𝜆(𝑝𝑚 +

𝑗=1

(︀

𝑗=1

𝑘−1
∏︁
𝑗=1

e

(︀

−𝜆(𝑝𝑚 +

(︀
)︀
1 − 𝜆˜
𝑝𝑗 e−𝜆˜𝑝𝑗

∑︀𝑚−1
𝑗=1

𝛿𝑗 )

𝑗=1

𝛿𝑗 )

∏︀𝑘−1 (︀
𝑗=1

𝑚−1
∏︁
𝑗=1

1 − 𝜆(𝑝𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 )e

∑︀𝑚−1

𝑥𝑖 =𝛿𝑖

(C.4)

1 − 𝜆(𝑝𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 )e−𝜆(𝑝𝑗 −𝛿𝑗 )

𝑚−1
∏︁
𝑗=𝑘

We can now use that the factor
to
𝑘−1
∏︁

)︃

𝑘−1
∏︁

(C.3)

)︀

)︀
(︀
1 − 𝜆(𝑝𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 )e−𝜆(𝑝𝑗 −𝛿𝑗 )

−𝜆(𝑝𝑗 −𝛿𝑗 )

)︀

[︂

(C.5)

e−𝜆(𝑝𝑘 −𝛿𝑘 )

]︂
(︀
)︀
−𝜆(𝑝𝑗 −𝛿𝑗 )
1 − 𝜆(𝑝𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 )e
.

(C.6)

)︀
1 − 𝜆(𝑝𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 )e−𝜆(𝑝𝑗 −𝛿𝑗 ) to leading order is equal

∏︁
∏︁
(︀
)︀ 𝑘−1
(︀ 𝜆𝑝𝑗
)︀ 𝑘−1
−𝜆𝑝𝑗
−𝜆𝑝𝑗
1 − 𝜆𝑝𝑗 e
=
e
e − 𝜆𝑝𝑗 =
e−𝜆𝑝𝑗 e𝜆𝑝𝑗+1 = e−𝜆𝑝1 e𝜆𝑝𝑘 ,
𝑗=1

(C.7)

𝑗=1

such that, to leading order
𝜋(𝑥, 𝑦 ) − 𝜋(𝑦, 𝑦 ) = e
𝜆

𝜆

−𝜆𝑝1

𝑚−1
∑︁
𝑘=1

[︂
]︂
𝑚−1
∏︁ (︀
∑︀𝑘−1
)︀
−𝜆(𝑝𝑚 −𝑝𝑘 + 𝑗=1
𝛿𝑗 )
𝜆𝛿𝑘
−𝜆𝛿𝑗
−𝜆𝑝𝑗
𝛿𝑘 e − e
e
− 𝜆(𝑝𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 )e
.
𝑗=𝑘

(C.8)

Now, let us expand the last product to first order
𝑚−1
∏︁
𝑗=𝑘

(︀ −𝜆𝛿𝑗
)︀
e
− 𝜆(𝑝𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 )e−𝜆𝑝𝑗

)︃ 𝑚−1
)︀
−𝜆 + 𝜆e−𝜆𝑝𝑗 ∏︁ (︀
−𝜆𝑝𝑗
1
−
𝜆𝑝
e
+ 𝒪(𝛿 2 )
= 1+
𝛿𝑗
𝑗
−𝜆𝑝
𝑗
1
−
𝜆𝑝
e
𝑗
𝑗=𝑘
𝑗=𝑘
(︃
)︃ 𝑚−1
𝑚−1
𝑚−1
∑︁
∏︁
∏︁ (︀
)︀
e𝜆𝑝𝑗 − 1
−𝜆𝑝𝑗
e𝜆𝑝𝑗 − 𝜆𝑝𝑗 + 𝒪(𝛿 2 )
= 1−
𝜆𝛿𝑗 𝜆𝑝𝑗
e
e − 𝜆𝑝𝑗 𝑗=𝑘
𝑗=𝑘
𝑗=𝑘
(︃
)︃
𝑚−1
∑︁
e𝜆𝑝𝑗 − 1
= 1−
𝜆𝛿𝑗 𝜆𝑝𝑗
e−𝜆𝑝𝑘 e𝜆𝑝𝑚 + 𝒪(𝛿 2 ).
e
−
𝜆𝑝
𝑗
𝑗=𝑘
(︃

𝑚−1
∑︁
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(C.9)
(C.10)
(C.11)

Neglecting the term of order 𝒪(𝛿 2 ) and setting (C.11) into (C.8) one gets
𝜋(𝑥, 𝑦 𝜆 )−𝜋(𝑦, 𝑦 𝜆 )

)︃]︃
𝜆𝑝𝑗
e
−
1
(C.12)
= e−𝜆𝑝1
𝛿𝑘 e𝜆𝛿𝑘 − e−𝜆 𝑗=1 𝛿𝑗 1 −
𝜆𝛿𝑗 𝜆𝑝𝑗
e
−
𝜆𝑝
𝑗
𝑘=1
𝑗=𝑘
[︃
(︃
)︃ (︃
)︃]︃
𝑚−1
𝑘−1
𝑚−1
𝜆𝑝𝑗
∑︁
∑︁
∑︁
e
−
1
𝛿𝑘 (1 + 𝜆𝛿𝑘 ) − 1 − 𝜆
𝛿𝑗
1−
𝜆𝛿𝑗 𝜆𝑝𝑗
= e−𝜆𝑝1
e − 𝜆𝑝𝑗
𝑗=1
𝑘=1
𝑗=𝑘
𝑚−1
∑︁

𝑚−1
∑︁

[︃

[︃ 𝑘
∑︁

∑︀𝑘−1

(︃

𝑚−1
∑︁

]︃

𝑚−1
∑︁

(C.13)

e𝜆𝑝𝑗 − 1
= 𝜆e
𝛿𝑘
𝛿𝑗 +
(C.14)
𝛿𝑗 𝜆𝑝𝑗
e − 𝜆𝑝𝑗
𝑗=1
𝑘=1
𝑗=𝑘
[︃𝑚−1 (︂
)︂
)︂]︃
(︂
𝜆𝑝𝑘
𝜆𝑝𝑘
∑︁
∑︁
e
−
1
e
−
1
+
(C.15)
= 𝜆e−𝜆𝑝1
𝛿𝑘2 1 + 𝜆𝑝
𝛿𝑗 𝛿𝑘 1 + 𝜆𝑝
𝑘 − 𝜆𝑝
𝑘 − 𝜆𝑝
e
e
𝑘
𝑘
𝑘=1
𝑗<𝑘<𝑚
[︃(︂
]︃
)︂
𝑚−1
𝑘
𝜆𝑝𝑘
∑︁
∑︁
−
1
e
1 + 𝜆𝑝
𝛿𝑗
(C.16)
= 𝜆e−𝜆𝑝1
𝛿𝑘
e 𝑘 − 𝜆𝑝𝑘
𝑗=1
𝑘=1
−𝜆𝑝1

Thus, the difference in payoffs are of second order in all perturbations of the Nash
equilibrium. A player employing the Nash strategy will clearly have increased payoff,
if all other players only change two probabilities, 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑝𝑚 . Here, the increase will be
proportional with 𝛿𝑖2 , which is always positive.
However, if the population changes three or more probabilities at the same time,
cross-terms appear, which are not necessarily positive. These cross-terms, as well as the
e𝜆𝑝𝑘 −1
positive, square terms, a weighted by the factor 1 + e𝜆𝑝
, which is 2 for 𝜆𝑝𝑘 ≫ 1, has
𝑘 −𝜆𝑝𝑘
a global maximum of approximately 2.19 when 𝜆𝑝𝑘 ≈ 1.84, and is 0 for 𝜆𝑝𝑘 ≪ 1.
To prove that the Nash equilibrium is an evolutionarily stable strategy, one has to
shown that the size of the negative cross-terms can never exceed the positive cross-terms
and the square terms, for this particular weighting function. This task is non-trivial.
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Appendix D
Low unique bid auction - Java files
D.1

Lowest unique bid auction simulation

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------// LUBA.java
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
* =============================================================================
* Finds symmetric Nash Equlibrium for the Lowest Unique Bid Auction game
* By Jeppe Juul
* =============================================================================
*/
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.File;
java.io.FileWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.text.DecimalFormat;
java.text.DecimalFormatSymbols;
java.util.ArrayList;

public class LUBA {
//Parameters
static int lambda = 100; //Average number of players, N
static boolean fixedNoPlayers = false; //If ’false’, N is Poisson distributed with mean lambda
static int V = 100; //Value of auction prize
static boolean infiniteValue = true; //If ’true’, the value of the auction prize is considered
//to be infinite compared to the bids
static int n = 1; //Number of bids for each player
static int maxBid = 80; //Maximum bid allowed - must be lower than V.
static int NdoublePrecision = 14; //Number of times to double precision in p
static int NroundsPrDoublePrecision = 14; //Number of rounds before doubling precision.
//Initialization
static int N = lambda; //Number of players
static int[] p = new int[maxBid]; //array of probabilities
static double[] pTheory = new double[maxBid]; //array of probabilities
static int kmax = 30; //last row in p different from zero. I.e highest number worth playing
static int psum = 0; //sum of entries in p. I.e. normalization factor.

/**
* runs the program
* @throws IOException
*/
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
initP();
findPTheory();
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for(int countDoublePrecision=0; countDoublePrecision<NdoublePrecision; countDoublePrecision++){
doublePrecision();
for(int countRoundsPrDP=0; countRoundsPrDP<NroundsPrDoublePrecision; countRoundsPrDP++){
System.out.println("Double Precision number: " + countDoublePrecision + ", round: " + countRoundsPrDP
+ ", fixedNoPlayers: " + fixedNoPlayers + ", infiniteValue: " + infiniteValue);
double[] payoff = generatePayoff();
changeP(payoff);
}
}
writePToFile();
System.out.println("finished");
}

/**
* finds the theoretical probability distribution according to the recurrence relation
*/
private static void findPTheory() {
double[] f = new double[maxBid]; //array of f
f[0] = Math.log(lambda*n+1);
pTheory[0] = f[0]/(lambda*n);
for(int k=1; k<maxBid; k++){
f[k] = Math.log(Math.exp(f[k-1])-f[k-1]);
pTheory[k] = f[k]/(lambda*n);
}
}

/**
* Makes a starting distribution of probablities
*/
private static void initP() {
for(int k=0; k<kmax; k++){
p[k] = NroundsPrDoublePrecision;
psum += p[k];
}
}

/**
* Finds an array of payoffs: #wins/#plays for each value to play.
* @return array of payoff
*/
private static double[] generatePayoff() {
int[] played = new int[kmax];
int[] wins = new int[kmax];
double avgN = 0;
for(int game=0; game<10*psum; game++){ //
if(!fixedNoPlayers){
findN();
avgN+=N;
}
int[] bids = takeBids();
//find winner:
boolean winnerFound = false;
for(int k=0; k<kmax; k++){
played[k] += bids[k];
if(!winnerFound && bids[k]==1){
wins[k]++;
winnerFound = true;
}
}
}
//compute payoff array
double[] payoff = new double[kmax];
System.out.println("p" + ":
p_normalized:

played:
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wins:

payoff:

Theory:

(psum: " + psum + ")");

for(int k=0; k<kmax; k++){
if(infiniteValue){
payoff[k] = wins[k]/(double) played[k];
}else{
payoff[k] = wins[k]/(double) played[k]*(V-k);
}
System.out.println(p[k] + "
" + p[k]/ (double) psum + "
+ "
" + wins[k] + "
" + payoff[k]
}
return payoff;

" + played[k]
+ "
" + pTheory[k]);

}

/**
* Returns N as Poisson-distributed number around lambda
* @return N
*/
private static void findN() {
double L = Math.exp(-lambda);
double p = 1.0;
int k = 0;
do {
k++;
p *= Math.random();
} while (p > L);
N = k - 1;
if(N==0) findN(); //Never be 0 players
}

/**
* recods n bids from each of the N players
* @return bids: array of how many bids on each number there have been in this round.
*/
private static int[] takeBids() {
int[] bids = new int[kmax];
for(int player=0; player<N; player++){
ArrayList<Integer> playerBids = new ArrayList<Integer>(); //keeps track of bids this player has placed
//Place n bids:
while(playerBids.size()<n){
double r = Math.random()*psum;
for(int k=0; k<kmax; k++){
r-= p[k];
if(r<0){
if(!playerBids.contains(k)){
playerBids.add((Integer) k);
bids[k]++;
}
break;
}
}
}
}
return bids;
}

/**
* changes the probability distribution so that entries with high payoff get higher probability
* @param payoff payoff array
*/
private static void changeP(double[] payoff) {
//compute the average payoff:
double avgPayoff = 0;
for(int k=0; k<kmax; k++){
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avgPayoff += payoff[k];
}
avgPayoff /= kmax;
//increase (decrease) probability when payoff is high (low)
int balance = 0; //note if you increase more than you decrease
for(int k=0; k<kmax-1; k++){
if(payoff[k]<avgPayoff && p[k]>1){
p[k]--;
balance--;
}else if(payoff[k]>avgPayoff){
p[k]++;
balance++;
}
}
//take care of special case k = kmax-1.
if(payoff[kmax-1]<avgPayoff){
p[kmax-1]--;
balance--;
if(p[kmax-1]==0){
kmax--;
}
}else{
p[kmax-1]++;
balance++;
if(kmax<maxBid){
kmax++;
p[kmax-1]++;
balance++;
}
}
//balance out increase/decrease
while(balance>0){
int row = (int)(Math.random()*(kmax-1));
if(p[row]>1){
p[row]--;
balance--;
}
}
while(balance<0){
p[(int)(Math.random()*(kmax-1))]++;
balance++;
}
}

/**
* Mulitiplies p with two, thus doupling the precision of p
*/
private static void doublePrecision() {
for(int k=0; k<p.length; k++){
p[k]*=2;
}
psum *= 2;
}

/**
* Writes
* @throws IOException
*/
private static void writePToFile() throws IOException {
String dir = "probabilities/";
File f = new File(dir);
f.mkdir();
//make BufferedWriter with name depending on value of fixedNoPlayers and infiniteValue
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BufferedWriter myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "temp.txt"));
if(fixedNoPlayers && infiniteValue){
myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "P" + NdoublePrecision + "-"
+ NroundsPrDoublePrecision + "N" + lambda + ".txt"));
}else if(fixedNoPlayers && !infiniteValue){
myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "P" + NdoublePrecision + "-"
+ NroundsPrDoublePrecision + "N" + lambda+ "V" + V + ".txt"));
}else if(!fixedNoPlayers && infiniteValue){
myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "P" + NdoublePrecision + "-"
+ NroundsPrDoublePrecision + "lambda" + lambda + ".txt"));
}else if(!fixedNoPlayers && !infiniteValue){
myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "P" + NdoublePrecision + "-"
+ NroundsPrDoublePrecision + "lambda" + lambda + "V" + V + ".txt"));
}
myWriter.write("#p_normalized:
myWriter.newLine();
for(int k=0; k<kmax; k++){
myWriter.write(p[k]/ (double) psum + "
myWriter.newLine();
}

p:

p_theoretical");

" + p[k] + "

" + pTheory[k]);

myWriter.flush();
myWriter.close();
}
}

D.2

Simulated L2 distance

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Ndependence.java
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
* =============================================================================
* Measures l2-distance between Nash equilibrium and bid distribution randomly drawn
* from Nash equlibrium for Lowest Unique Bid Auction
* By Jeppe Juul
* =============================================================================
*/
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.File;
java.io.FileWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.text.DecimalFormat;
java.text.DecimalFormatSymbols;
java.util.ArrayList;

public class Ndependence {
//Parameters
static int V = 100; //Value of auction prize
static boolean infiniteValue = true; //If ’true’, the value of the auction prize is
//considered to be infinite compared to the bids
static int n = 1; //Number of bids for each player
static int Nauctions = 10000; //Number of auctions to average over
static int Nmin = 200; //minimum number of players to investigate
static int Nmax = 201; //maximum number of players to investigate
static double Nincrease = 1.5; //increase in N every step.
static int maxBid = Nmax/4; //Maximum bid allowed - must be lower than V.

/**
* runs the program
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* @throws IOException
*/
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
//create myWriter
String dir = "Ndependence/";
File f = new File(dir); f.mkdir();
BufferedWriter myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "temp.txt"));
if(infiniteValue){
myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "Ndependence"
+ Nmin + "-" + Nmax + "Nauctions" + Nauctions + ".txt"));
}else if(!infiniteValue){
myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "Ndependence" + Nauctions + "V" + V + ".txt"));
}
myWriter.write("#N
L1-distance
L2-distance" );
myWriter.newLine();
//Find distances for different number of players, N
for(int N=Nmin; N<Nmax; N *= Nincrease){
double[] pTheory = findPTheory(N); //theoretical probability distribution for this N
double avgd1 = 0; //average L1 distance between theoretical and emperical distributions
double avgd2 = 0; //average L2 distance between theoretical and emperical distributions
for(int i=0; i<Nauctions; i++){
double[] pEmperical = findPEmperical(N, pTheory);
avgd1 += measureL1Distance(pEmperical, pTheory);
avgd2 += measureL2Distance(pEmperical, pTheory);
}
avgd1 /= Nauctions;
avgd2 /= Nauctions;
//write distances
myWriter.write(N + "
myWriter.newLine();

" + avgd1 + "

" + avgd2);

System.out.println("N = " + N + ", avgd1 = " + avgd1 + ", avgd2 = " + avgd2);
}
myWriter.flush();
myWriter.close();
System.out.println("finished");
}

/**
* finds the theoretical probability distribution according to the recurrence relation
* @param N
*/
private static double[] findPTheory(int N) {
double[] f = new double[maxBid]; //array of f
double[] pTheory = new double[maxBid]; //array of f
f[0] = Math.log(N+1);
pTheory[0] = f[0]/N;
for(int i=1; i<maxBid; i++){
f[i] = Math.log(Math.exp(f[i-1])-f[i-1]);
pTheory[i] = f[i]/N;
}
return pTheory;
}

/**
* recods n bids from each of the N players
* @return bids: array of how many bids on each number there have been in this round.
*/
private static double[] findPEmperical(int N, double[] pTheory) {
double[] pEmperical = new double[maxBid];
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//find psum
double psum = 0;
for(int i=0; i<maxBid; i++){
psum += pTheory[i];
}
//place bids
for(int player=0; player<N; player++){
ArrayList<Integer> playerBids = new ArrayList<Integer>(); //keeps track of bids this player has placed
//Place n bids:
while(playerBids.size()<n){
double r = Math.random()*psum;
for(int i=0; i<maxBid; i++){
r-= pTheory[i];
if(r<0){
if(!playerBids.contains(i)){
playerBids.add((Integer) i);
pEmperical[i] += 1.0/N;
}
break;
}
}
}
}
return pEmperical;
}

/**
* measures the euclidian distance between bids and p
* @param pTheory
* @param bids
* @return d2 = euclidian distance
*/
private static double measureL1Distance(double[] pEmperical, double[] pTheory) {
double d1 = 0;
for(int i=0; i<maxBid; i++){
d1 += Math.abs(pEmperical[i]-pTheory[i]);
}
return d1;
}

/**
* measures the euclidian distance between bids and p
* @param pTheory
* @param bids
* @return d2 = euclidian distance
*/
private static double measureL2Distance(double[] pEmperical, double[] pTheory) {
double d2 = 0;
for(int i=0; i<maxBid; i++){
d2 += (pEmperical[i]-pTheory[i])*(pEmperical[i]-pTheory[i]);
}
return d2;
}
}
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Appendix E
Simultaneous reception game - Java file
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------// SimultaneousReceptionGame.java
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------/*
* =============================================================================
* Finds Bayesian Nash equilibrium in simultaneous reception game
* By Jeppe Juul
* =============================================================================
*/
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.Arrays;
java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.File;
java.io.FileWriter;
java.io.IOException;

public class SimultaneousReceptionGame {
static int nBottles = 4; //Number of bottles. Minimum 3.
static double minStepSize = 0.0001; //Minimum stepSize towards equilibium
static double reduceStepSize = 1.01; //Factor by which stepSize is reduced in every step
public static ArrayList<int[]> infoSets = new ArrayList<int[]>(); //ArrayList of information sets
public static ArrayList<double[]> aStrategy = new ArrayList<double[]>(); //A strategy for all infoSets
public static ArrayList<double[]> bStrategy = new ArrayList<double[]>(); //B strategy for all infoSets
public static int noOfParameters = 0; //number of different parameters each player can adjust

/**
* Run the SimultaneousReceptionGame program
* @param args
* @throws IOException
*/
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {
System.out.println("Bottles: " + nBottles);
System.out.println("minStepSize: " + minStepSize);;
System.out.println("reduceStepSize: " + reduceStepSize);

//generate ArrayLists with all information sets and another with associated options parameters
findInfoSetsAndAStrategy();
System.out.println("Number of information sets: " + infoSets.size());
System.out.println("no of parameters: "+ noOfParameters);
printInfoSets();
//take steps towards equilibrium
double stepSize = 0.5; //amount one parameter should be changed in every step
double aPayoff = findWorstPayoff(aStrategy); //payoff for current strategy, when opponent answers optimally
double newAPayoff; //Initialize payoff after aStrategy is changed
while(Math.abs(stepSize)>minStepSize){
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stepSize /= -reduceStepSize; //reduce step size slowly and alternate sign
//find parameter to change
int infoSetNo = (int) (Math.random()*aStrategy.size());
double[] parameterArray = aStrategy.get(infoSetNo);
int parameter = (int) (Math.random()*parameterArray.length);
//if pertubed parameter is valid, try to take the step
if(parameterArray[parameter] + stepSize>0 && parameterArray[parameter] + stepSize<1){
parameterArray[parameter] += stepSize; //change parameter
newAPayoff = findWorstPayoff(aStrategy); //find new payoff
// if new payoff is worse than old, take the step. Else undo parameter change
if(newAPayoff>aPayoff){
aPayoff = newAPayoff;
} else{
parameterArray[parameter] -= stepSize;
}
}
}
//Print results to screen
System.out.println("AStrategy:");
printStrategy(aStrategy);
System.out.println("BStrategy:");
printStrategy(bStrategy);
System.out.println("aPayoff: " + aPayoff);
System.out.println("Final step size: " + stepSize);
//Print results to file
writeToFile();
}

/**
* print input strategy to the screen
* @param aStrategy
*/
private static void printStrategy(ArrayList<double[]> strategy) {
for(int i=0; i<strategy.size(); i++){
double[] parameterArray = strategy.get(i);
System.out.print("parameter(infoSet " + i + "): (");
for(int j=0; j<parameterArray.length; j++){
System.out.print(parameterArray[j] + ", ");
}
System.out.println(")");
}
System.out.println("");
}

/**
* generate ArrayList with all information sets and the associated strategies of A
*/
private static void findInfoSetsAndAStrategy() {
//infoSet contains information about what player has observed.
//Coordinate 0,2,4,... is what the player guessed on in first,second,third.... round
//Coordinate 1,3,5,... is what the player opponent do in first,second,third.... round
int[] aInfoSet = {}; //initially, B has observed nothing
int[] bInfoSet = {}; //initially, B has observed nothing
//option-arrays contain all the choices a plyaer has in a given information set.
//-1 is bluff. -2 is new. i>=0 is what opponed guessed on in round i
ArrayList<Integer> aOptions = new ArrayList<Integer>();
aOptions.add((Integer)(-1)); aOptions.add((Integer)(-2)); //initially, A can bluff or say a new bottle
ArrayList<Integer> bOptions = new ArrayList<Integer>();
bOptions.add((Integer)(-1)); bOptions.add((Integer)(-2)); //initially, B can bluff or say a new bottle
//number of bottles that are new to A and B
int aNewBottlesLeft = nBottles-1;
int bNewBottlesLeft = nBottles-1;
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listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSet, bInfoSet, aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft, bNewBottlesLeft);
}

/**
* Recursive function that for every node in the game tree identifies all subsequent nodes
* and call itself on these with updated input parameters
* @param aInfoSet
What player A has observed previously in the game
* @param bInfoSet
What player A has observed previously in the game
* @param aOptions
Possible moves for player A on present node
* @param bOptions
Possible moves for player B on present node
* @param aNewBottlesLeft Number of bottles new to A
* @param bNewBottlesLeft Number of bottles new to B
*/
private static void listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(int[] aInfoSet, int[] bInfoSet,
ArrayList<Integer> aOptions, ArrayList<Integer> bOptions,
int aNewBottlesLeft, int bNewBottlesLeft) {
//update options for A and B
int guessNo = aInfoSet.length/2; //How many guesses there has been previously
boolean aLastBottleRemoved = false; //true if this is the first round A cannot guess on new
boolean bLastBottleRemoved = false; //true if this is the first round B cannot guess on new
if(guessNo>0){ //if this is not the first round
//update options for A
if(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-1]==-2){ //if A saw B guess on something new last round
aOptions.add((Integer)(guessNo-1)); //A can now guess on that
}
if(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]!=-2){ //if A did not guess on new bottle
aOptions.remove((Integer)(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-2])); //A can not guess on the same again
}
if(aNewBottlesLeft==0 && aOptions.contains((Integer)(-2))){ //if A sees no more new bottle
aOptions.remove((Integer)(-2)); //A can not guess on new bottles
aLastBottleRemoved = true;
}
//update options for B
if(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-1]==-2){ //if B saw A guess on something new last round
bOptions.add((Integer)(guessNo-1)); //B can now guess on that
}
if(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]!=-2){ //if B did not guess on new bottle
bOptions.remove((Integer)(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-2])); //B can not guess on the same again
}
if(bNewBottlesLeft==0 && bOptions.contains((Integer)(-2))){ //if B sees no more new bottle
bOptions.remove((Integer)(-2)); //B can not guess on new bottles
bLastBottleRemoved = true;
}
}
//add infoSet and strategy parameters, if A has several options and infoSet is new
//(when only 2 bottles are left, A will never bluff)
if((aOptions.size()>2 || (aOptions.size()==2 && (!aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)) || aNewBottlesLeft>1)))
&& thisIsNewInfoSet(aInfoSet)){
infoSets.add(aInfoSet.clone()); //add infoSet
double[] aStrategyPresentInfoSet = new double[aOptions.size()-1];
for(int i=0; i<aStrategyPresentInfoSet.length; i++){
aStrategyPresentInfoSet[i] = 1.0/(aOptions.size()-i); //initialize strategy parameters
}
aStrategy.add(aStrategyPresentInfoSet); //add parameters to A strategy
bStrategy.add(aStrategyPresentInfoSet.clone()); //add parameters to B strategy
noOfParameters += aStrategyPresentInfoSet.length;
}
//create new infoSets
int[] aInfoSetNew = new int[aInfoSet.length+2];
int[] bInfoSetNew = new int[bInfoSet.length+2];
for(int i=0; i<aInfoSet.length; i++){
aInfoSetNew[i] = aInfoSet[i];
bInfoSetNew[i] = bInfoSet[i];
}
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//Go through all combinations of guesses
//A bluffs
if(aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -1; //A bluffed
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //from B’s perspective, A said something new
//B bluffs
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //from A’s perspective, B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -1; //B bluffed
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //play on
}
//if B guesses on something A has guessed on (which cannot make her win, since A bluffs now)
for(int round=0; round < guessNo; round++){
if(bOptions.contains((Integer) round)){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //play on
}
}
//if B guesses on new and does not necessarily win
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-2)) && bNewBottlesLeft>1){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -2; //B said something new
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-2); //play on
}
}

//if A guesses on what B has guessed on and does not win
for(int round=0; round < guessNo; round++){
if(aOptions.contains((Integer) round) && bInfoSet[2*round]!=-1){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
//B bluffs
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //from A’s perspective, B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -1; //B bluffed
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft); //play on
}
//if B also guesses on something A has guessed on and does not win
for(int Round=0; Round < guessNo; Round++){
if(bOptions.contains((Integer) Round) && aInfoSet[2*Round]!=-1){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = Round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = Round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft, bNewBottlesLeft); //play on
}
}
//if B guesses on new and does not necessarily win
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-2)) && (bNewBottlesLeft>1 || !aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)))){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -2; //B said something new
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //play on
}
}
}
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//if A guesses on new and does not necessarily win
if(aOptions.contains((Integer)(-2)) && (aNewBottlesLeft>1 || !bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)))){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -2; //A said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //A said something new
//B bluffs
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //from A’s perspective, B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -1; //B bluffed
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-2, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //play on
}
//if B guesses on something A has guessed on and does not win
for(int round=0; round < guessNo; round++){
if(bOptions.contains((Integer) round) && aInfoSet[2*round]!=-1){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //play on
}
}
//if B also guesses on new and does not necessarily win
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-2)) && (bNewBottlesLeft>1 || !aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)))){
//they can guess on different new bottles, if there are two that belongs to neither player
if(aNewBottlesLeft>2 || (aNewBottlesLeft>1 && !bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)))){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -2; //B said something new
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-2, bNewBottlesLeft-2); //play on
}
//or they can guess on same new
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = guessNo;
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = guessNo;
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = guessNo;
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = guessNo;
listRestOfInfoSetAndAStrategy(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //play on
}
}
//undo changes in options for A and B
if(guessNo>0){ //if this is not the first round
//undo changes for A
if(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]!=-2){
aOptions.add((Integer)(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]));
}
aOptions.remove((Integer)(guessNo-1));
if(aLastBottleRemoved){
aOptions.add((Integer)(-2));
}
//update options for B
if(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]!=-2){
bOptions.add((Integer)(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]));
}
bOptions.remove((Integer)(guessNo-1));
if(bLastBottleRemoved){
bOptions.add((Integer)(-2));
}
}
}

/**
* returns true if the ArrayList ’infoSets’ contains input array
* @param aInfoSet
Info set to search for in ’infoSets’
* @return
True or false
*/
private static boolean thisIsNewInfoSet(int[] aInfoSet) {
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for(int i=0; i<infoSets.size(); i++){
if(Arrays.equals(aInfoSet, infoSets.get(i))){
return false;
}
}
return true;
}

/**
* prints ’infoSets’ to the screen
*/
@SuppressWarnings("unused")
private static void printInfoSets() {
System.out.println("Info Sets ");
for(int i=0; i<infoSets.size(); i++){
int[] infoSet = infoSets.get(i);
System.out.print("infoSet " + i + ": (");
for(int j=0; j<infoSet.length; j++){
System.out.print(infoSet[j] + ", ");
}
System.out.println(")");
}
System.out.println("");
}

/**
* Finds the best response of B to ’aStrategy’.
* @param aStrategy
Strategy of A that B should find a best response to.
* @return
The payoff of A when B employs the best response.
*/
private static double findWorstPayoff(ArrayList<double[]> aStrategy) {
double payoff = 0.5;
makeBCloneOfA();
//take steps towards best counterstrategy for B
double stepSize = 0.5; //amount one parameter should be changed in every step
double newPayoff; //Initialize payoff after bStrategy is changed
while(Math.abs(stepSize)>minStepSize){
stepSize /= -reduceStepSize; //reduce step size slowly and alternate sign
//find parameter to change
int infoSetNo = (int) (Math.random()*bStrategy.size());
double[] parameterArray = bStrategy.get(infoSetNo);
int parameter = (int) (Math.random()*parameterArray.length);
//if pertubed parameter is valid, try to take the step
if(parameterArray[parameter] + stepSize>0 && parameterArray[parameter] + stepSize<1){
parameterArray[parameter] += stepSize; //change parameter
//initialize infoSet, options and newBottlesLeft
int[] aInfoSet = {}; //initially, A has observed nothing
int[] bInfoSet = {}; //initially, B has observed nothing
//initially, A and B can bluff or say a new bottles
ArrayList<Integer> aOptions = new ArrayList<Integer>();
aOptions.add((Integer)(-1)); aOptions.add((Integer)(-2));
ArrayList<Integer> bOptions = new ArrayList<Integer>();
bOptions.add((Integer)(-1)); bOptions.add((Integer)(-2));
int aNewBottlesLeft = nBottles-1;
int bNewBottlesLeft = nBottles-1;
newPayoff = findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSet, bInfoSet, aOptions, bOptions,
aNewBottlesLeft, bNewBottlesLeft);
// if new payoff is worse than old, take the step. Else undo parameter change
if(newPayoff<payoff){
payoff = newPayoff;
} else{
parameterArray[parameter] -= stepSize;
}
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}
}
makeBPureStrategy(); //find the closest pure strategy to B, which is assumed to be best response
//initialize infoSet, options and newBottlesLeft
int[] aInfoSet = {}; //initially, A has observed nothing
int[] bInfoSet = {}; //initially, B has observed nothing
//initially, A and B can bluff or say a new bottles
ArrayList<Integer> aOptions = new ArrayList<Integer>();
aOptions.add((Integer)(-1)); aOptions.add((Integer)(-2));
ArrayList<Integer> bOptions = new ArrayList<Integer>();
bOptions.add((Integer)(-1)); bOptions.add((Integer)(-2));
int aNewBottlesLeft = nBottles-1;
int bNewBottlesLeft = nBottles-1;
return findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSet, bInfoSet, aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft, bNewBottlesLeft);
}

/**
* Turns bStrategy into the closest pure strategy by rounding the parameters.
*/
private static void makeBPureStrategy() {
for(int i=0; i<bStrategy.size(); i++){
double[] parameterArray = bStrategy.get(i);
for(int j=0; j<parameterArray.length; j++){
parameterArray[j] = Math.round(parameterArray[j]);
}
}
}

/**
* Makes bStrategy a deep clone of aStrategy
*/
private static void makeBCloneOfA() {
for(int i=0; i<bStrategy.size(); i++){
double[] parameterArray = aStrategy.get(i);
bStrategy.set(i, parameterArray.clone());
}
}

/**
* Recursive function that goes through the game tree and finds the total average payoff
* of player A when the players employ aStrategy and bStrategy.
* @param aInfoSet
What player A has observed previously in the game
* @param bInfoSet
What player A has observed previously in the game
* @param aOptions
Possible moves for player A on present node
* @param bOptions
Possible moves for player B on present node
* @param aNewBottlesLeft Number of bottles new to A
* @param bNewBottlesLeft Number of bottles new to B
* @return
Payoff of player A
*/
private static double findRestOfPayoff(int[] aInfoSet, int[] bInfoSet,
ArrayList<Integer> aOptions, ArrayList<Integer> bOptions,
int aNewBottlesLeft, int bNewBottlesLeft) {
double payoff = 0;
//update options for A and B
int guessNo = aInfoSet.length/2; //How many guesses there has been previously
boolean aLastBottleRemoved = false; //true if this is the first round A cannot guess on new
boolean bLastBottleRemoved = false; //true if this is the first round B cannot guess on new
if(guessNo>0){ //if this is not the first round
//update options for A
if(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-1]==-2){ //if A saw B guess on something new last round
aOptions.add((Integer)(guessNo-1)); //A can now guess on that
}
if(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]!=-2){ //if A did not guess on new bottle
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aOptions.remove((Integer)(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-2])); //A can not guess on the same again
}
if(aNewBottlesLeft==0 && aOptions.contains((Integer)(-2))){ //if A sees no more new bottle
aOptions.remove((Integer)(-2)); //A can not guess on new bottles
aLastBottleRemoved = true;
}
//update options for B
if(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-1]==-2){ //if B saw A guess on something new last round
bOptions.add((Integer)(guessNo-1)); //B can now guess on that
}
if(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]!=-2){ //if B did not guess on new bottle
bOptions.remove((Integer)(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-2])); //B can not guess on the same again
}
if(bNewBottlesLeft==0 && bOptions.contains((Integer)(-2))){ //if B sees no more new bottle
bOptions.remove((Integer)(-2)); //B can not guess on new bottles
bLastBottleRemoved = true;
}
}
//get A and B’s strategy parameters, if A has several options
//(when only 1 new bottle is left, players will never bluff)
double[] aParameters = {};
if(aOptions.size()>2 || (aOptions.size()==2 && (!aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)) || aNewBottlesLeft>1))){
int aInfoSetNo = findInfoSetNo(aInfoSet);
aParameters = aStrategy.get(aInfoSetNo);
}
double[] bParameters = {};
if(bOptions.size()>2 || (bOptions.size()==2 && (!bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)) || bNewBottlesLeft>1))){
int bInfoSetNo = findInfoSetNo(bInfoSet);
bParameters = bStrategy.get(bInfoSetNo);
}
//create new infoSets
int[] aInfoSetNew = new int[aInfoSet.length+2];
int[] bInfoSetNew = new int[bInfoSet.length+2];
for(int i=0; i<aInfoSet.length; i++){
aInfoSetNew[i] = aInfoSet[i];
bInfoSetNew[i] = bInfoSet[i];
}

//Go through all combinations of guesses
double aChanceToGetHere = 1.0; //chance that A got so far in the game
int aOptionsTaken = 0; //number of A’s options already covered
//A might bluff, if it is an option, and a parameter
if(aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)) && (aParameters.length>0)){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -1; //A bluffed
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //from B’s perspective, A said something new
aChanceToGetHere = aParameters[0]; //chance to bluff
aOptionsTaken ++; //A has used one option
double bChanceToGetHere = 1.0; //chance that A got so far in the game
int bOptionsTaken = 0; //number of A’s options already covered
//B might bluff, if it is an option, and a parameter
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)) && (bParameters.length>0)){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //from A’s perspective, B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -1; //B bluffed
bChanceToGetHere = bParameters[0]; //chance to bluff
bOptionsTaken ++; //B has used one option
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //increase payoff next round
bChanceToGetHere = (1-bParameters[0]);

//chance not to bluff

}
//if B guesses on something A has guessed on (which cannot make B win, since A bluffs now)
for(int round=0; round < guessNo; round++){
if(bOptions.contains((Integer) round)){
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aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
//this might be B’s last option
if(bOptionsTaken == bParameters.length){
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //increase payoff next round
break;
}else{
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*bParameters[bOptionsTaken]*
findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions, bOptions,
aNewBottlesLeft, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //increase payoff next round
bChanceToGetHere *= (1-bParameters[bOptionsTaken]);
bOptionsTaken ++;
}
}
}
//if B guesses on new and does not win
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-2))){
if(bNewBottlesLeft>1){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -2; //B said something new
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*(bNewBottlesLeft-1.0)/bNewBottlesLeft*
findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions,
bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-2); //increase payoff next round
}
}
aChanceToGetHere = 1-aParameters[0]; //chance for A not to bluff
}

//if A guesses on what B has guessed on
for(int round=0; round < guessNo; round++){
if(aOptions.contains((Integer) round)){
//to easily adjust for A’s last option, a special aChanceToGetHere is defined
double aChanceToGetHereSpecial = aChanceToGetHere;
//if this is not the last option A has
if(aOptionsTaken < aParameters.length){
aChanceToGetHereSpecial *= aParameters[aOptionsTaken]; //reduce A’s chance to get here
aChanceToGetHere *= 1-aParameters[aOptionsTaken]; //reduce A’s chance to go further in the game
aOptionsTaken ++;
}
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = round; //A guessed on what B guessed on in round
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = round; //B guessed on what B guessed on in round
double bChanceToGetHere = 1.0; //chance that A got so far in the game
int bOptionsTaken = 0; //number of A’s options already covered
//B might bluff, if it is an option, and a parameter
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)) && (bParameters.length>0)){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //from A’s perspective, B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -1; //B bluffed
bChanceToGetHere = bParameters[0]; //chance to bluff
bOptionsTaken ++; //B has used one option
if(bInfoSet[2*round]==-1){ //A might win
payoff += aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHere;
break;
}else{
payoff += aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHere*findRestOfPayoff(
aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1,
bNewBottlesLeft); //increase payoff next round
}
bChanceToGetHere = (1-bParameters[0]); //chance not to bluff
}
//if B guesses on something A has guessed on
for(int Bround=0; Bround < guessNo; Bround++){
if(bOptions.contains((Integer) round)){
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aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
//to easily adjust for B’s last option, a special bChanceToGetHere is defined
double bChanceToGetHereSpecial = bChanceToGetHere;
//if this is not the last option B has
if(bOptionsTaken < bParameters.length){
bChanceToGetHereSpecial *= bParameters[bOptionsTaken]; //reduce B’s chance to get here
bChanceToGetHere *= 1-bParameters[bOptionsTaken]; //reduce B’s chance to go further in the game
bOptionsTaken ++;
}
//the game might end here
if(bInfoSet[2*round]==-1 && aInfoSet[2*round]==-1){ //if game is draw
payoff += 0.5*aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHereSpecial;
break;
}else if(bInfoSet[2*round]==-1){ //if A wins
payoff += aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHereSpecial;
break;
}else if(aInfoSet[2*round]==-1){ //if B wins
break;
}else{ //else, keep playing
payoff += aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHereSpecial*findRestOfPayoff(
aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft,
bNewBottlesLeft); //increase payoff next round
}
}
}
//if B guesses on new
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-2))){
//Game might end now
if((bInfoSet[2*round]==-1) && aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){ // and B has a chance for a draw
payoff += aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHere*(bNewBottlesLeft-0.5)/bNewBottlesLeft;
}else if((bInfoSet[2*round]==-1) && !aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){ // or B has no chance for a draw
payoff += aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHere;
}else if(aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)) && bNewBottlesLeft ==1){ // or B surely wins
break;
}else{//or games continues
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -2; //B said something new
if(aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){ //if B has a chance to win
payoff += aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHere*(bNewBottlesLeft-1.0)/bNewBottlesLeft*
findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions,
bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //increase payoff next round
} else if(!aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){ //if B has no chance to win
payoff += aChanceToGetHereSpecial*bChanceToGetHere*findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //increase payoff next round
}
}
}
}
}
//if A guesses on new
if(aOptions.contains((Integer)(-2))){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -2; //A said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //A said something new
double bChanceToGetHere = 1.0; //chance that A got so far in the game
int bOptionsTaken = 0; //number of A’s options already covered
//B might bluff, if it is an option, and a parameter
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1)) && (bParameters.length>0)){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //from A’s perspective, B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -1; //B bluffed
bChanceToGetHere = bParameters[0]; //chance to bluff
bOptionsTaken ++; //B has used one option
//A can win
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payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*1.0/aNewBottlesLeft;
if(aNewBottlesLeft>1){ //or game can continue
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*(aNewBottlesLeft-1.0)/aNewBottlesLeft*
findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-2,
bNewBottlesLeft-1); //or game continues
}
bChanceToGetHere = (1-bParameters[0]); //chance not to bluff
}
//if B guesses on something A has guessed on
for(int round=0; round < guessNo; round++){
if(bOptions.contains((Integer) round)){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = round; //B guessed on what A guessed on in round
//to easily adjust for B’s last option, a special bChanceToGetHere is defined
double bChanceToGetHereSpecial = bChanceToGetHere;
//if this is not the last option B has
if(bOptionsTaken < bParameters.length){
bChanceToGetHereSpecial *= bParameters[bOptionsTaken]; //reduce B’s chance to get here
bChanceToGetHere *= 1-bParameters[bOptionsTaken]; //reduce B’s chance to go further in the game
bOptionsTaken ++;
}
//the game might end here
if(aInfoSet[2*round]==-1 && bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
payoff += 0.5*aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHereSpecial*1.0/aNewBottlesLeft; //game is draw
break;
}else if(aInfoSet[2*round]==-1){ //if B wins
break;
}else if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){ //if A has a chance of winning
payoff +=aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHereSpecial*1.0/aNewBottlesLeft; //A wins
if(aNewBottlesLeft>1){
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHereSpecial*(aNewBottlesLeft-1.0)/aNewBottlesLeft*
findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1,
bNewBottlesLeft-1); //or game continues
}
}else{ //or if A did not have a chance of winning
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHereSpecial*findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew,
aOptions, bOptions, aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1); //game continues
}
}
}
//if B also guesses on new
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-2))){
//Game mighy be draw now, or A can win, if both had the chance to win
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))&& aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
payoff += 0.5*aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*1.0/(aNewBottlesLeft*bNewBottlesLeft); //draw
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*
(bNewBottlesLeft-1.0)/(aNewBottlesLeft*bNewBottlesLeft); //A wins
}
//or A might win if only A had the chance to win
else if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*1.0/aNewBottlesLeft;
}
//if A had the chance to win, reduce A’s chances to keep playing
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
aChanceToGetHere*=(aNewBottlesLeft-1.0)/aNewBottlesLeft;//reduce chance to keep playing
}
//if B had the chance to win, reduce B’s chances to keep playing
if(aOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
bChanceToGetHere*=(bNewBottlesLeft-1.0)/bNewBottlesLeft;//reduce chance to keep playing
}
//how many new bottles are left, excluding the players’ own bottles
int newBottlesLeft = aNewBottlesLeft;
if(bOptions.contains((Integer)(-1))){
newBottlesLeft--;
}
//if there are two or more, players can guess on seperate new bottles
if(newBottlesLeft>1){
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aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = -2; //B said something new
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = -2; //B said something new
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*(newBottlesLeft-1.0)/newBottlesLeft*
findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions, bOptions,
aNewBottlesLeft-2, bNewBottlesLeft-2);
}
//or they can guess on same new
if(newBottlesLeft>0){
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = guessNo;
aInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = guessNo;
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo] = guessNo;
bInfoSetNew[2*guessNo+1] = guessNo;
payoff += aChanceToGetHere*bChanceToGetHere*1.0/newBottlesLeft*
findRestOfPayoff(aInfoSetNew, bInfoSetNew, aOptions, bOptions,
aNewBottlesLeft-1, bNewBottlesLeft-1);
}
}
}
//undo changes in options for A and B
if(guessNo>0){ //if this is not the first round
//undo changes for A
if(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]!=-2){
aOptions.add((Integer)(aInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]));
}
aOptions.remove((Integer)(guessNo-1));
if(aLastBottleRemoved){
aOptions.add((Integer)(-2));
}
//update options for B
if(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]!=-2){
bOptions.add((Integer)(bInfoSet[2*guessNo-2]));
}
bOptions.remove((Integer)(guessNo-1));
if(bLastBottleRemoved){
bOptions.add((Integer)(-2));
}
}
return payoff;
}
/**
* returns the row of infoSets that equals the input information set
* @param infoSet input information set
* @return row. If infoSet is not found, return -1 and print error
*/
private static int findInfoSetNo(int[] infoSet) {
for(int i=0; i<infoSets.size(); i++){
if(Arrays.equals(infoSet, infoSets.get(i))){
return i;
}
}
System.out.println("ERROR: infoSet not found");
return -1;
}
/**
* Writes the results of the simulation to text-file
* @throws IOException
*/
private static void writeToFile() throws IOException {
String dir = "probabilities/";
File f = new File(dir);
f.mkdir();
//make BufferedWriter with name depending on value of fixedNoPlayers and infiniteValue
BufferedWriter myWriter = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(dir + "reception" +
nBottles + "min" + minStepSize + "red" + reduceStepSize + ".txt"));
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//Write infoSets
myWriter.write("Info Sets ");
myWriter.newLine();
for(int i=0; i<infoSets.size(); i++){
int[] infoSet = infoSets.get(i);
myWriter.write("infoSet " + i + ": (");
for(int j=0; j<infoSet.length; j++){
myWriter.write(infoSet[j] + ", ");
}
myWriter.write(")");
myWriter.newLine();
}
myWriter.newLine();
//print aStrategy
myWriter.write("AStrategy:");
myWriter.newLine();
for(int i=0; i<aStrategy.size(); i++){
double[] parameterArray = aStrategy.get(i);
myWriter.write("parameter(infoSet " + i + "): (");
for(int j=0; j<parameterArray.length; j++){
myWriter.write(parameterArray[j] + ", ");
}
myWriter.write(")");
myWriter.newLine();
}
myWriter.newLine();
//print bStrategy
myWriter.write("bStrategy:");
myWriter.newLine();
for(int i=0; i<bStrategy.size(); i++){
double[] parameterArray = bStrategy.get(i);
myWriter.write("parameter(infoSet " + i + "): (");
for(int j=0; j<parameterArray.length; j++){
myWriter.write(parameterArray[j] + ", ");
}
myWriter.write(")");
myWriter.newLine();
}
myWriter.newLine();
myWriter.flush();
myWriter.close();
}
}
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Appendix F
Dansk resumé
Dette speciale består af tre meget forskellige projekter, der alle vedrører begrebet information. I første projekt undersøges en model for spredning af information, her fortolket
som sygdomme, som selvorganiserer sig til en tilstand hvor hver sygdom spredes i fraktalmønstre. Andet projekt omhandler en auktionstype på internettet, hvor deltagerne
kan udnytte oplysninger om andre spilleres adfærd til at øge deres vinderchancer. Sidste
projekt omhandler et væddemål til en reception, hvor spillerne bør undlade at benytte et
stykke information, for at skjule det fra modstanderen.
Multisygdomsmodel: Sygdomme opstår, overlever og uddør i en konstant kamp
om tilgængelige værter. Værter prøver at forsvare sig ved at udvikle immunitet. Jeg
undersøger her en model for spredning af sygdomme, når tilstedeværelsen af mange
sygdomme hæmmer udbredelsen af hver enkel sygdom. Jeg viser, at et sådant system
selvorganiserer sig til en stabil tilstand, der har mange ligheder med kritisk perkolation.
Selvorganiseringen sker uden nogen form for global kontrolmekanisme eller adskillelse af
tid skala.
Laveste unikke bud auktion: I laveste unikke bud auktioner byder N spillere på
en genstand. Vinderen er den, der giver det laveste bud, forudsat at det også er unikt. Jeg
udleder her et analytisk udtryk for Nash ligevægts-strategien af spillet som en funktion
af antallet af spillere. Jeg studerer strategiens egenskaber, og sammenligner den med et
stort datasæt af internet auktioner. Overensstemmelsen mellem de emperiske data og
den teoretiske ligevægt er slående for auktioner med færre end 200 spillere. For større
auktioner byder spillerne på internettet relativt ofte på meget små og meget store beløb,
hvilket medfører at størstedelen af de laveste unikke bud falder i et smalt interval. Ved
at udnytte denne information kan internetspillere forøge deres vinderchancer.
Receptionsspillet: I receptionsspillet skal to spillere gætte hvilken af N flasker vin
modstanderen har medbragt til en reception. Hver spiller kan udelukke flasken de selv har
medbragt. I nogle tilfælde bør spillerne dog afholde sig fra at udnytte denne information,
for at skjule den fra modstanderen. Hvis der kun er tre flasker vin, bør den første spiller
således i første gæt gætte tilfældigt på alle tre vine. Hvis spillerne gætter samtidigt på
4 flasker vin, kan spillerne vælge at gætte tilfældigt, eller aldrig at gætte på deres egen
flaske i første gæt.
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